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INTROQUCIION  AND  SUMMARY 
Article  46  of  the  ECSC  Treaty.provldes  that  the  Commission  sha'll, 
1~  order  to provide  guidance  on  the  course of  action  to  be  fQI lowed 
by  .a 1 1  concenied  and  to  determ  I he  Its  own  course  of  act 1  oh ·  . 
"conduct  •  continuous  study of  m~rket  and  price  trends".  - '  ~ 
This  action ental Is,  among· other  things,  the  drawing  up of periodic 
market  repo~ts  for  s61 'd  fuels  as  well  as  short  term  forecasts.  A 
first  concise  report  covering  the  current  year  and  first  forecasts· 
for'the  year  to  come  Is  submitted  to  the.Ecsc·consultatlv.e 
Committee  In  December.  The'  w·aln.  market  report  Is  usually 
established  at  the  beginning  of  each  year,  and  submitted  to  the 
Consultative  Committee  at. Its  March  session;  It  Is  released  to 
·the public  In May/June.  It  Is  followed  by  a  "Revision of  ~he market 
.report"  whl.ch  Is  released  during  the  last  q'uarter of  the  ye~~···  ~-··  · 
•  .£.  •'  :·-:- .  .  •.  :~--
2.  Th 1  s·  report  ana 1  yses  the· state of  the  CommunIty  so II  d  fue r's  ·market 
In  1989;  It  forecasts  developments  for  .1990  and  provides "'final 
reference  data  for  1988.  ·  ·  ··  ·.  ,  .. 
The  data  for  1989  and  1990  ore  those  available  In  January  1990.  The 
forecasts  for  1990  were  drawn  up  at  the  end  of  1989  by  the  member· 
States  and  were·  updated  as  far·  as  possible  at  the  beginning  of 
1990  •. This  document  has  been. submitted  to  the  ECSC  Consultative 
Comlttee  at  Its  meeting  of  29/-30  March  1990.  The  remarks  made.  at 
this occasion  have  been  !~eluded  In  this  new  version. 
3.  In  1989  economic  growth  In  the  Community  continued  to  be  strong.at 
a  rate of.  3,5  %.  For '1990.a  slo:w.down  to  a  growth  rate  of  3,0~·%  Is 
expected. 
The  Community's  gross·  energy  consumption.  Increased,  according  to 
the  latest  figures  aval !able,  by  1,8  %;  sol ld  fuel•  ·and~ br I 
consumpt !on  growth  remained  llmr'ted  <+  1,2% for  solid  fuel's.  and 
+0,7%  fQr  oil) .. 
ConsumptIon  of  natura I  gas  howeve ·  I ncr  eased  by  2, 1  %  and  that  of 
riuclear  energy  by  9,5  %.  Owing  to  a  shortfall  In  hydroelectric 
power  production,  the  "other  energies",  which  In  any  case 
contr'lbu'te  very  little ·c1  a  2% of  total  energy  consuniptton>  to  t'he 
c·Jmmunlty's  total  energy  requirements,  went  down.  by  22,5  %. 
'  ' - 2  -
Forecasts  for  1990  show  a  growth  rate  1n  energy  consumption  _of 
3  %.  ConsumptJon  of  o'11  should  Increase  by  12,1  Mlotoe,  natural  gas 
by  10,3  Mlotoe'  and  nuclear  energy  by  6,4  Mlotoe.  Solid., fuels 
consumpt lon  on  the  other  hand  should  only  increase  marginally. by 
1,5 Mlotoe. 
4.  Consumpt ron  of  sol ld  fuels  Increased  very  sl lght ly  In  1989,  owing 
to  the  better  performance  of  brown  coal.  It  should  again  Increase 
marginally  In  1990  (+0,7  %)  ,  owing  to· hard  coal  this  t  lme. 
Deliveries  of  hard  coal  within  the  Community_  have  been  decreasing 
from  year  to  year  :  In  1989  they  again  .went  down  by  3,1  Mlot 
(-1,0 %),  but  for  1990  a  reversal  of  this  tendenpy  Is expected,  and 
deliveries  should  practically come_back:  to  their  1988  level.  B.rown 
coal  and  peat  del lverles  however,  which  Lncreased  by  5,1  %  In  1989, 
should  stabi I lze  at  the  same  lever  In  199_0. 
The  relative  share of  solid  fuels  In  total  gross  energy  consumption 
of  the  Community  has  been  decrea~dng  for  the  last  five  years  :.  It 
st II 1  reached  23,2  %  In  1985,  bu~  represented  only  21,2  %  In- 1989 
and  according  to  present  forecasts  should_ dip  again  to  20,7  %  in 
1990,  although,ln  absolute  figures· consumption  should  go  ·up  ·by 
\  .  . .  .  . 
1,5 Mlotoe. 
5.  Coal  production  within  thfl  c6mmunqr  also  continues  its  yearly 
decline.  In  1989_ It  was  down  to  208  Mlot  (-3,1  %)  and  the.1990 
figure  Is  forecast  at  200,0  Mlot  (-3,8  %).  Over  five  years,  33,4 
.M!ot  of  production  wl I I  have  been  lost  or  -14,3 %. 
Lignite  and  peat  production  on  the  other  hand  reached 
192,4  Mlot  (+12,9  Mlot  or  +7,2  ·%>  but  shouid  decline  slightly  In 
1990.  (-3,1  Mlot  or  -1,6%).  Imports  of  hard  coal  from  third 
countries  are  following  an  opposite  trend  they  have  reached 
103,6  Mlot  In  1989, ·  up  by  8,2  %  on  ·the  previous  year.  and 
s"lould  further  grow  to  113,1  Mlot  In  1990  (+9,2  %) •  thereby 
contributing  to  the  stabilization  of  total  co~l  resources  of  the 
co~munlty, or  which  they  wl I I  represent  35,7  %  In  1990,  as  compared 
to  32,7%  In  1989  and  jo,4  X  Jn  1988. 
The  Community's  coke  production  has  not  undergone  significant 
changes  over  these  I ast  years  :  It  w I I I  have  reached  51  , 7  M  1  ot.  1  n 
1989  as  against  52.9 Mlot  In  1988.  Forecasts  for  1990  put  It  at 
52  Mlot. 
"'  ~  I 
L  ~"•  Ices  of  coal  Imported  from  thltd  countries  have  been  gradually 
(!sing  over  the  las·i_  two  years.  For  coking  coal,  the  aver'age  of 
the  four  quarterly  guide  prices  went  up  from  $  53,15- 1n 
1988  to 
$  56,53  In  1989  (+  6,3  %),  and  there  are  strong  1ndlcatfons  that 
t_he  prices  at  which  new  contracts  for  the  supply  of  coking  coal 
during  1990  are  entered  Into,  wll I  again  be  sllgh~IY  hlgh~r. - 3  ~ 
The  I ncr  ease  of  steam.  coa I  pr Ices  Is  of ·the . same  magnItude.  In.  t.h~ · 
second  quart~r of  1989. they  were  about  8.%  higher. than  durIng  the. 
same  period  of  the  previous  year.  They  should  ·again  ·Increase 
somewhat  In  1990  ~  but  maybe  at  a  s I I gh  t I y  lower  pace · .t fi·an  for . 
coking  co~l.  · 
The  vaiU:e  of.the us s  fluCtuated  rather  heavllydurlng  1989.,Tab.les 
15B'and  15Cglve  an  overview  of  prlcedevelopments  for- lmpoded 
coal,  expressed  In national  currencies of  the Member.·States.· 
7.  Coal  stocks  at  pltheads·of  Community  mines  (the ·German  "Natlonale 
Stelnkohlenre~erv~"  Included)  had  Increased  by  1,2 Mlot  (+~.9 %).  In 
.1988  a·s  compared  to  1987  ..  The  first  figures  for  '1989  show  a 
decrease  by  7,2  %  to· 29,5  Mlot.  Forecast  for  1990  Is.  again  an 
Increase  by  2,5  Mlot  which  would  bring  the  :stocks  back  t~  their 
1988  level.· 
Colee  stocks  on  the  other  hand 'fell  from  io,3  ~llot  at  the ·end.of 
1987  'to  8,1  Mlot  one  year  later  and  4,7  •.not  .at  the  end  of  1989~ 
This  development  Is  mainly  du'e  ~o  the  liquidation  by  the  Federai 
Republ lc  of  Germany  of  t~e  Important  stocks  field  there,  than~s  t~ 
the  boom  In  steelmaking  actiVIt;  .which  .started. at  the  close  of 
1987.  .  .  cc  .  . - 4'-
(m llldon _tqnnes) 
~ -~  ~  1990/1989 
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I I •  THE  ECONOMIC  OUTLOOK  FOR  JHE  COMMUNITY·. IN. )990 
.  '~  . 
8.  The  economy  of  the  Community  Is  In  a  constant  growth ·phase.  The 
rate  of  Increase  In  the  GOP  was  3_1/2%  In  1989.  The  spent  year, 
growth  was  carried  by  exports  (+  7.7  %)  and  by .Investments  (+ 
6.9  %)·.  In  particular the  formation  _of  capital  In  the  form  of 
equlpm~nt developed  at  a  high  rate  (+  9.Z %)~ ieflecting ~aln~y the 
Intense  Investment  activity-of  undertakings.  The  strong  growth  In 
product ion  went  together  with  an  appreciable -Increase  In employment-
C+  1.5  ~>~The uneml:)loyment  rate  thus  fell  by  1  point.  to·e 1; 
Under  the  combined  effects of  th~  Increase  In  l~port prices  (mainly 
raw  material•  ~"•r~~ and  rate• of  t~• dollar),  cr  mee•ure  \o· ral•• 
Indirect  taxes  In  some  countries.  and  of  the  high  level  of 
act 1  v 1 ty  ,'  1  nf  1 at 1  on  acce le'rated.  Accord lng I y J the  monetary  po lie  1  es 
of  the.  Member  States  became  gradua II  y, ~or~ r.estr let·  I ve.  · 
4 
9.  The  outlook:  for  1990  remains  good.  For  t'he.thlrd  consecutive  -year 
the  GOP  growth  rate  of·  the- Community  cguld  exceed  3  %, ·  which 
suggests  a  new  r I se  In  emp 1-oyment  ( +  1 . 1  %) •  Investment  effort 
.should  remain  vigorous  (+  4.8  %).  Indeed,  profitabilitY  remains 
good  and  the  longer-term prospect!;  (advances  In  achieving  the_ farge 
domestic  market  and  on  the  economic  and  moJ!etary  union  file)  gives 
grounds  for  favourable  expectatIons.  In  the  short  run,  · l.nvestment 
In·  manufactur lng  Industry  suggf.·sts  growth ·  <+  10  %)  sl.lght IY. 
exceeding  ·even  the· high  rate  of  1989,  although  'the  rise  In  the 
Interest  rates  could  mitigate  these  ·'Intentions.  Private 
consumption,  the  expansion  of  which  had.slowed  down  t~ 3%  In  1~89 
under.  the  negative  effect  on  Incomes  of  ·tne  retur.n  of  Inflation, 
should  contlnue.growlng  In  1990  at  the  sa~e rate.  Inflation  sbould 
show  a_  slight  retreat  (4.5  %_  In  ·1990  -.In  relation  to  4.8·.%  In 
1989). ·. 
10.  In  addition,  the  economic  outlook  wltl  be_.conslderably  Influenced 
by  the  transformations· which  appear-In  the  Countries of Central  and 
Eastern  Europe.  In  the  medium  term,  the  potential  for.  growthof 
the  economIc  I I niCs  between·  those  countrIes  and ·the  CommunIty  Is 
enormous.  With  the ·hor lzon of  1_990/91,· the  Influence on  the  economy 
of  the  Commun 1  ty  w  1  1 I  be  exerted  maIn I y  through  the  repercussions 
of  al lgnment  between  the  two  German  states.  However.,  as  long· as·the 
economic  methods  of  alignment  remain  surrounded  by  ma'jor 
uncertainty,  one  can  hardly  be  very  ~reclse as  to  the  effects:  ~~­
general,  the  economy  of  the  FRG,  wou.ld  show  _Increased  actlvi'ty, 
which,  In  view  of  the  high  1,4se  of  supply  capacities  and .of 'the 
1  Inks  between  the  economies of  the  Communlty,.wl I I  partially affect 
.the  ottier  Member  states.  The  effect  of  growth  Is .likely  however.  to. 
be  moderated  by  additional  preventive  tightening  of  the  mor.~e:ta·ry 
po II  c 1  es  throughout  the Commun! ty.  ,_,  --' · 
'  ) - 6  -
I I I.  DEVELOPMENT  THE  ENERGY.  MARKET  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
11.  On  the  bas r s  of  the  short-term  energy  out rook  (November  1989}·, 
continuing  economic  growth  (3.5% during  1989-and  3%  tor  1990)  and 
stable  rear  energy  prices,  gl~bal  energy  demand  should  grow  by 
1.8%  In 1989 -and  by  more  than  3%  In  1990. 
12.  Crude  orr  prices  strengthened  gradually  after· the  November  1988 
OPEC  meeting  which  decided  new  production  quotas. 
Imported  crude  oil 
usd/barrel 
40r-------------------~------------------------------~ 
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13.  ow 1  rig  to  weak  heat I ng  o I I  de I I ver I es.  demand  for  o I I •  In  terms  of 
total  Inland  deliveries,  Increased  by  only  0.7%  during  the  first 
half  of  1989.  With  higher  oil  prices  In  1989,  deliveries  are  now 
expected  to  grow  by  only  0.9%  t_hls  year.  However,  demand  cou-ld 
grow  by  more  than  2% next  year. 
14.  Demand  for  natural  gas·  was  seriously  affected  by  the  cll_mate  In 
19S9.  Demand  for  natural  gas  rn  the  domest lc/tert lary  sector  _Is  not 
expected  to  have  significantly  Increased.  However,  de'mand  for 
natural  gas  could  Increase  substantially  In  1990.  .- , - 7  -
15o  Electricity dema!!d  was  also  aff9cted by  th_e  mild weather- during  the 
fIrst  quarter o( 1989  but  lncn,ased  sharp.:ly  .In· the  second  quarter o 
By  mld-1989,  It was  2'07%  hlgh~r  than  In  the  same  perlod·of-.19~80 
By  the  end  of  1989,  electricity demand  was  about' 3  %'tilgher·than  In 
1988 0  In  1990,  deman.d  coo I (I  I ncr  ease· b)' ..  4 ~.5.  x~:  ·  ' 
,,·,· 
1.60  With  Increasing  c;~emand  from  the  power  -generating  sector:,  total 
·demand  for  solids  rose  by  1.·2  %_  In  1989_.  This  upward  tendency  .. could 
cent I nue · t n·  1990  .. ·  ·· 
17.  Total  primary  production  of  energy,  decreased  by  208  %  during  the 
first  half  of  1989  In  spite  of  the  high  growth  ·In  the  nuclear 
sector. 1  This  was  due  mainly  to  decreases  In  the  production  of 
hydroelectricity  and  cru'de 'ell  ..  Bpth  total  Indigenous  production 
and  net  Imports  could  Increase  In  1990.  Dependency  on  Imports, 
which  Increased  sharply  In  198S,  could  diminish  sl lghtly  ~~  ~990o 
6QO 
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Prirnary. energy balanc;i 
Gross  in~and· consumption 
1984  1985  1986  1987  f988  1989  1990  -
SOUD FUELs 
~  HE4T 
~OIL 
EJ  D_THER 
CJ  N4TURAL  CAS IV.  DEMANQ  FOB  SOL!Q  FUELS 
18.  oemand  by  sector  and  country 
Table  3. 
- 8  -
Coal  deliveries within  the  Commu;,lty  again  fell  slightly  In  1989  : 
-3,1  Mlot  or  -1,0  %  •.  Only  deliveries  to  power  stations  Increased 
somewhat  (+3,2 Mlot  or  ~1.6 %) •  No  -further  drop  In  total  del ,.ver les 
Is  however  foreseen  for  1990,  but  a  general  stab! I lzatlon  1~ 
forecast,  While  deliveries  to .power  stations  COUld  again  Increase 
as  well  as  steam  coal  deliveries  to  steelmaking  plants  for  direct 
Injection  Into .the  blast  furnaces  as  ·a  substitute  for  coke.  Steel 
-plants  which  are  already  equipped  to  aPPlY  this  technology  will 
probably  contribute  but  little  to  the  expansion  of  this  market, 
which  can  be  estimated  at  3,5  Mlot  In  1989,  but  there  are  still 
some  b·l ast-furnaces  whose  equl pment  was  I nsta I I ed  In  1989,  or  whIch 
will  be  ready  In  the  course  of  1990,  and'they  will  give  the 









Deliveries  of hard coal 
million tonnes 
1986'  1987  1988  1989  '199:0 
t:ZZ2I  pq~r  plants  tsSSl coking plants  0  lnctuetrlea  ~  houaeholde 
19.  Deliveries of  coal  to  coking  plants  dropped  substantially· l·n  1989 
-3,2  Mlot  or  -4;5  %  as  compared  to  1988,  notwithstanding  a 
sustained  steel-producing  activity  :  total  steel  production  In  the 
Community  was  higher  In  _1_989  than  In  1988.  For  1990  a  stabilization 
of  coal  .9el lverles  to  coking  pl~nts  Is  forecast  at  a  level 
sl Jghtly  over  that  of  1989.  This- Is  explalne~  by  heavy  .'use. ,of 
. stocks of  coke.  ..  ~  , 
..... -
Finally  the  "other  Industries"  market  witnessed  a  serious  drop  In 
_1989  (-1,1  Mlot  eor  -4,6%)  as  did  the  domest lc  sector  where  It  was 
even  more  sev'9re  (-2,0 Mlot  or  --14,8  %).  In  1990  they  both  should 
stabilize,  owing  to  a  strong  economic  performance  In  the  former 
case  and  to  a  return  to  more  normal  weather  conditions  ln·~·the 
latter~ ···:-'g._:,.. 
20.  Co!>emaklng 
·, 
Tables  4  and  5. 
Notwithstanding  this  favorabl6.  steelmaking  performance.- coal 
deliveries .to ·the  coking  plants M  the  Commurilty,dropped  (n  19.S9  to 
68,3  ·Miot  as  compared  to  71,5 Mot  In  19SS  (-3,2  Mlot ·or  ~4:5 %) • 
A.lthough  the  use  of  steam  ·coal  for  Injection  Into  the  blast 
furnaces  as  partial  substitution  for·  coke  has  become  a  fairly 
common  practIce,  this  cannot  oxp.laln. the  drop  .Jn  cok.lng1  coal· 
.de I I verI es  to  such  an. ~xtent,  espec I a I IY  w~~n  stee I  product I on 
Itself. was.  Increasing  :·the  spec.lflc  coke  consumption  per  ton  of 
pIg  I ron  moreover  varIed  very  I Itt  I e  . from  one· year . to  the. other 
wl th  tf1e·  except I on  perhaps  of  France,  where  It may·  have  gone  down 
by  4  % according  to  some  sources.  . .• , . 
Although  there  have  some  signs  of  a  slowdown  In  sfeel  .·making' 
act lvlty  for  several  months  now,  ·the  conjuncture  for  stee'-1  Is 
still  quite  favourable,  and  the  actt'vity  lnd'lcator.s  fo_r  the:  nia-l.n 
stee.l  consUming  Industries still remain  positive.  This  explal~s--·.'why. 
deliveries  of  coal  to  coking  plants  In  1990  are  forecast:  fo· be 
higher  by  0,6  %  In  1990,  while  deliveries  of  coke  to  the  stee·l 
1  ndust ry,  whIch  shou I d  ag'a In  draw on  exIstIng stocks  to the. -tune·  of. 
about  1  Ulot,  should  decrease  by only 0,7  Ul~t.·  · 
.... 
21.  Although  the  steel  lnd\lstry  Is  the  most  Important  col<.e  "customer", 
some  other  lndustr les  as  well  as  the  domest lc  sector  st I I I  consume 
about  10% of  total  coke  output. 
···As  far  as  the  "other  Industries"  Is  concerned,  It can  be  concluded,  · 
by  ·examining  more  In  detail  coke  deliveries  over  the  last ·,ffve 
years,  that,  except  for  Germany  where  this  market  sector·.:ls  ·_In 
constant  decline,  In  the  other.member  countries  It  Is  falrly··stabl·e· 
a 1  though  some  temporary  var I at-loris  may  occur.· 
The  same  cannot  be  said  for.the  domestic  sector,  where  the  dpwnward 
trend  'seems  inu'ch  more  fundament a I ,  as .  Is  t_he  cas&.  'for  the 
.  '  f 
~onsumptlon  of  coal.  Coke  .del•verles  to  this  setter  dropped  by 
. 8,4 %  lh  1989;  and ·the  prospects .to'r  1990  (~10,2 %)  are  ha}·dly  any 
more 'heartening,  but  this  market  ~sector·  Is  of  relatively_  small 
Importance.  _, 
.,,  . - 10 -
22.  Power  station 
Tables  6A  and  68. 
Electricity  consumption  In  the.  Community  continues  to  grow  at  a 
sustained  pace  +3,2  %  In'  1989  (estimation)  and  acco~dlng  to 
current.forecasts,  growth  could  reach -+4,5%  In  1990. 
In  1989,  nuclear  energy  Increased  again  substantially  Its 
contribution  to  the  total  energy  reQut'rements  of  the  Comniunlty.  Its 
share ·In  total  gross  energy  consumpt len  was  only  12,4  %  in  1986·  (or 
the· eQuivalent  of·  132,2 Mlotoe),  but  It  grew  to  13,8% 
(•  145,8  Mlotoe)  In  1988  and  to  14,8  %  (• -159,6  Mlotoe)  In  1989. 
Production  of  nuclear  energy  Increased  by  7,2  %  In  1988  and  about 
10  %  In  1989~  A  slowdown  of  this  growth  rate  to  about  4  %.  '1s 
for~cast  for  1990,  because  only  two  addlt.lonal  nuclear  electricity 
generating plants  wl I I  come  on  stream  In  France  this year. 
Because  of  the  drought,  the  production  of  hydro-electricity  dropped 
sharply  In  1989  (- 31,8%  for  the  period  Ja!:'luary-ALigust  1989  as. 
compared  to  the  same  period of  1988).  In  FYanc~  the  shar~ of  hydro-
electricity  In  EdF's  total  energy  sources  dropped  from  21  %to  13% 
In  1989.  Thermal  power  stations  were  put  to  greater· use  and.  the 
consurt)pt !on  of  a  fossil  fuels  Increased.  Coal  deliveries  to  public 
and  plthead  power-stations  Increased  by  3,2  Mlot  (+  1.6  %)  and 
those of  I Ignite  and  peat  b~ 8,0 Mfot  (+  4,9 %). 
Forecasts  for  1990  are  that  the  production  of .thermal· power  plants 
w I II  agaIn  ·I ncr  ease  by  .about  3  %,  because  of  lower  growth  of 
nuclear  electricity  production  and·  because.  hydroelectricity 
production,  even  In  case  of  normal  rainfall  during  the  winter 
1989-:-1990,  could  not  reach  the  1988  level.  Consumption  of. al{ 
fossil  fuels  will  therefore  Increase:  c::oal  consumpdon  should  go 
up  by  2,1  Mlot  (+1,1  %),  while  1 Ignite  and  peat  consumption  should 
remiln  st~tl~nary.  Consumpt~on.of natural  gas  on  the  other  hand  Is 
Increasing  at  a  much  more  substantIa I  rate,  Inter  at fa,. because  of. 
new  technology  developments. 
23.  In  1989,  total  coal  deliveries.  to  the  Community  power  plants 
Increased  by  3,2  Mlot,  whl le  In  1988  they  fel I  by  5,8  Mlot  as 
compared  to  1987.  This  Increase  In  1989  Is  however  essentially  due 
.·to  France  (+4,0  Mlot  or  +60,5  %)  and  to  Spain  (+3,7  Mlot  or 
+18,5  %),  because cf  a  short~all  In  hydroelectricity production  and 
of  problems  In  the  French  nuclear· power-stations.  Portugal 
(+  0,7  Mlot)  and  Denmark.(+  0,3  Mfot)  also  contributed  to  this 
Increase  at  Community  level,  though  In  a  minor  way.  'ATI' opposite 
I  . 
• ren~ was  seen  In  the  U.K.  (-4,0  Mlot  or  -4,8  %},  owing  partly  to 
withdrawals  from  stock:s,  In  Germany  (-1,2  M.lot  or  -2,5  %)-'and  In 
Belgium  (-0,3  Mlot  or  -5,5  %).  In  the  other  Community  count~les 
deliveries  remained  practically stable.  ···;··.· ·..;.  11  -
For  1990,  •n  Increase  of  total  coal  dellv~rles  for  the  production 
of  electricity  Is_  again  forecast  :  +1,3  Mlot  (+0,7  %).  Because  of 
the  exceptionallY  high  figures  for  1989,  fhere  should'  ~e  a  drop  In 
France  (-1,1  Mlot)  and  Spain.  (-2,1  Mlot),  whereas. In  the  U.K.  an 
Increase  by  3,0 Mlot  Is  forecast,  by  0,7 Mlot  In  Germany  ~nd by  0,4 
Mlot  In  Denmark.  The  situation  sh_ould  remain  stable  In  the  other· 
member  Countr.les. 
24.  Lignite  and  peat  deliveries  to  public  and  plthead  power  stations 
lncr~ased markedly  In  1989  :.In total  an  additional  8,0  Mlct  were 
suppiled  In  1989  as  compared  to  1988.  Spain  delivered +5,6 Mlot 
+43,1  %),  because  there  were· severe outlet  pr~blems  In  that ·country 
In  1988, 'Greece  +3,5  Mlot  (+6,E  %)  and  Germany  +1. Mlot  (+1  %)·. 
Lignite  use  In'  power  plants  Is  concentrated  96  %  in  these  three 
countries.  For  1990,  the  position  Is-expected  to -remain  unchanged 
everywhere. 
25.  The' following  graph  shows  the  development  since  1973  of  the  share 
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26.  Qtber  Industries 
Table  7. 
The  "other  IndustrIes"  sector  covers  a  I arge  number  of  lndustr 1  a 1 
sectors  which  have  little  In  common.  For  laclc  of  more  detailed 
Information,  beyond·  the  scope  of  the.  present  report,  It  Is 
therefore  very  dLfflcult  to  analyze.  At  the most,  It can  be  assumed 
that· the  bull.dlng-related  Industries,  such  as  cement  plants  and  to 
a  lesser  extent  brlck-malclng,  are  Its  maJor  potential  coal 
consumers.·  l.n  1988,  product !on of  cement  In  the  Community  .Increased 
by  6,5  %according  to  CEMBUREAU  (organization  which  regroups  the 
cement  producers  of  the  Community  plus  7  other  European  co'untrles} 
data,  from  154,5  Mlot .In  1887  to  164,5  Mlot  In  1988,  whl !e  for  the. 
same  period  coal  del lverle8  to  the  "other  Industries"  Increased  by 
3,7% or  0,9 Mlot. 
on  the  other  hand  It  Is  more  difficult  to  explain  why  the  same 
deliveries  dropped  by  0,8  Mlot  (-3,6  %)  In  1989  as  compared  to 
1988,  at  a  time  wh.en  building actl.vlty  was  still very  high  In most 
CommunIty  countrIes.  Apparent I y  prIces  of  substItute  fue Is 
{petcoke,  natural  gas)· went  down  In  1989,  whereas  coal.  Prices 
Increased  sl lghtly.  • 
Total  coal  del lverles  to  the  "other  l~dustrles"  within  the 
Community  reache?  23,5  Mlot  In  1988  {+0,9  %)  and  then  dropped 
to  22,7 Mlot  (-~,6 %)  In  1989. 
As  seen  over  four  years,  coal  del lverles  to  the  •other  Industries" 
.sector  dropped mainly  In  Germany  :  -3,1  Mlot,  In  the  Netherlands 
- 0,4  Mlot  and  In  Italy  (also  -0,4  Mlot).  On  the  other  hand  they 
Increased ·In  the  UK  by  1,4 Mlot  (but  the  year  1986,  stll I  so  close 
to  the  long  and  bitter. 1984-'S5-mlners'  strike  In  the  UK  Is  perhaps 
a  bad  reference  year),  and  In  France  by  0,7  Mlot.  These  two 
countrIes,  wh.ere  serIous  eff.orts  were.  made  to  I ure  back  the 
Industry  to  coal,  now  seem  to  be  reaping  the  benefits  of  their 
action. 
In  1990,  the  position  Is  expected  to  remain  unchanged  everywhere. 
Because  loans  have  been  getting  more  expensive  over  the  last 
several  months  building  activity  may- subside  and  cement  pr6ductlon 
In  the  community  Is .not  expected  :o grow  more  by  than  2%. 
Oellverle's  of  coke  to  the  "other  Industries", 
year·s.  seem  quite  stable.  For  the  ~ommunlty 
•"'ellverles  to  this  sector  have  varied  from  3,2 
Mlot  in  '87,  3,4  M!ot  'In  '88  (+  10,6  %)  and  3,3 
as  seen  over  fIve 
as  a  .wl;lol e.  coke 
I  . 
M I o t  I n  86  ., t 0  3 
Mlot  (-2~·9·  %)  In 
'89.  A  figure of  3  Mlot· Is  forecast  for  1990. 13 
27.  Domestic  consUmption. 
Table a. 
There  l!il  no  doubt  that  disaffection  ror  so11a_  fUels  Is  at  its 
. strongest  and  most  wIdespread  In  thIs sector •. In  1989  de i I ver I es of 
coal  to  the  domestic  sector,· mlnework:ers·  Included,  'fell  to  11,5 
,Miot,  down  from  13,5  Mlot ·In '1988,  14,2  Mfot _ In  1987  anc!  stIll 
a~  much  as  17,6  Mlot  In  1986.  This  means  a·  drop  of'.34,7.%_over_ 
four  years. ·For  cok:e  it.  Is  even  worse.  :  1,6  Mlot  lri. 1989. against 
1;7 Mlot  In  1988,  3,,3  Mlot.  lri  1987  and  3,4 Mlof In  1986,  a  drop of 
52,9% over  four  years.  Luclc·l!y  the  domestic  sector  Is a  ver:y  inlnor 
coke  consumer.  .  ...  ' 
Forecasts  of  deliveries  of. domestic  coal  In  1990  have  been 
maintained  at  their  1989  le~el;  reckoning. with  a  r~turn dtirlng  the 
1989-'90  winter  to  climatic  conditions  less  ml·id  than  during  the 
two  previous  ones.  Up  to now,  however,  the  current  winter  does  not 
seem  to be  willing to  respond  to  these·  exp.~ctat Ions..  ,_  · 
28~  Qellyerles of 'lignite and peai 
~}..  . 
·,  ·. 
. ··-··.·:·  . 
. TableS. 
Deliveries of  I Ignite  and  peat  _In  the  c6mmunfty'go  for  abou~ ,89.  %_ 
to  power....;.stat loris.  wh I I.e  a  to  9  %  are  made  .Into  br I q'ueft.~s- for 
certain .Jndustr Ia!  users  and  dome·st lc  heat lng.:•.  . . .  ·' 
During  the  course  of  the.  year  1988  two  opposite  movemel'!ts  · 
pract-Ically  k:ept  themselves  ln.  balance;  ·on  the. one  hand  a·:drop  by 
2,8  Mlot  of  lignite  deliveries  to  power-stations  In  Spain,  .where 
hydro-electrlct'ty  was  abundant-that  year  and  prices  of  competitive· 
fuels  low,_  as  well  as  a  decrease  by  ·3,9 ·Miot  ·Of  dellverle~  to 
brlquettlng  plants  In  Germany.  In  Greece  on  ·the. other  hand 
deliveries  to  power  stations.  Increased  by·s.s ·Miot.  O.veraN  1988 
deliveries,  amounted  to  182,-7  Mfot.  Ow-Ing  to  a  new  lncreas·e  In· 
de I I verI es . to.-. Greek:  power  pI  ants . by  3, 1  M  lot  and·  to  a  retu.rri  to 
more  normal  tonnages·  supplied  to.  the  same- sector  In·  Spain' 
(+5,6  Mlot),  Community  deliveries  were  propelled  In  1989  to  192;0 · 
Mlot  (+  5,1,  %).'·The  1990  ..  ~/g!Jre  Is  forecast  to.  be  at:"the,:sam~.: 
level.  -, 
·~  - '  " '  ' ;  ·:  ' 14,- ..  : 
V.  COMMUNITY  PRODUCTION  OF  SOLID  EU~ 
29.  Hard  Coal 
Table  10. 
\ 
coa 1  product I on, In  the  CommunIty  dropped  to  208  M lot  In  1989  {-6,  7 
Mlot  or  -3,1  %).  Belgium  produced  0,6  Mlot  (-24,2  %)  less,  Germany 
-1,9  Mlot  (-2,4  %) ,  France  - 0,6  Mlot  (-5,3 %)  and  ..  the  · l.JK 
-3,9  M  lot  (-3 ,8  %) •  Product I on·  Increased  in.  Spa In  by 
0,3  Mlot  (1;5  %). 
Production  should  again  decreaseby  8,0  Mlot  (-3,8  %)  In  1990  and. 
all  major  producing  countries  will  share  In  this  fall  In  order  to 
decrease  the  burden  of  State  aids· ·rn  support  of  Indigenous  hard 
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'30.  LIgnIte  and  Peat. 
Tables 9,  26  and  27. 
Owing  to  a  return  to  a  more  normal  production  level  In  Spa,ln 
(+5,7  Mlot)  and  Ireland  {+2,7  Mlot)  and  to  an  Increase  of 
production  In  Greece .(+3,0  Mlot)  and  In  Germany  (+1,2  Mlot),  the 
Community's  production  of  lignite  and··  peat  Increased  by 
13,  0  Mlot  +  7,2  %)  In  1989  to  reach  a  total  of  192,4,~1ot~ 
.  I 
For  1990  a  certain  reduction  Is  forecast  In  Ireland 
(-1,6 Mlot),  and  In  Germany  (-2,4 Mlot);  wh lch  wll.l  br lng  Conununlty 
production  down  to  189,3  Mlot  (-1,6  %),  notwithstanding  a  slight  · 
exp~nslon  In  Greece  (+0,~ Mlot)  and  In  Spain  (+0,3 Mlot). .· 
- 15--- ·  ..  '  -....  ··r.;  '. 
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Tables  I lA  and  liB. 
"  ... 
Colee  production  capacl~y  In  1989  fell  to  59,1·  Ulot ·  aga'lnst, 
60,4  Uiot  the  year  before.  ''his  capacity  reduction  Is  .the. 
conseQuence  of  the  closure  of  two  colll.ery  plants  In  Germany.  In 
the  othe_r  member  countries  It remained  stable,.  ' 
Colclng  capacity  should  again  drop  by  0,7 Mlot  In  1-990,  of· which 
- 0,4 Ulot  In  Germany  and  -0,2'Miot _both  In  Spain  and  Italy,  while 
there  should  be  a  sl lght  Increase  In  the  UK  by  0,2  tdlot.  For  the 
·Community  as· a  whole,  coking  capacity  .would  therefore  be· 
58,4Uiot. 
·Production of ~oke ~nd capacity. 
Mlo Tonnea 
100 
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32.  Effec~lve production  of _coke,  takiQg  Into  account  production  stops 
for  technical  reasons·  or  for  overhauling,  and  the  rel.atlve 
obsolescence  of  certain  plants,  has  fluctuated  over  the  last  five 
years  between  85  and  90%  of  nominal  capacity.  In  1988  production 
was  5!2,9  Mlot  I.e.  87,6% of  nom  nal  capacity  and  In  1989  51,8  Ml_ot 
or  87,6%  of  capacity.  The  rat~  of  capacity  utilization  differs 
however  from  one  member  State  to  another  It  seems  to  be  the 
lowest  In  Italy  (about  '65  %).  Leaving  this  country  ou_t,  the 
Community  capacity  has  been  uti II  zed  over  the  last  years  at  92' %, 
which  (s  close  to  the  attainable  optimum  of  90  %  to  95  %,  . with' 
coking plants  In  ful I  working  co~dltlon. 
Since  the  Important  coke  stocks,  which  existed  mainly  In  Germany 
before  the  recent  boom  In  steelmaking,  which  started  at  the  end  of 
1987,  have  practical Jy  disappeared,  It  wi I r  be  necessary  tp  rely 
upon  fresh  production  only  In  1990  to  satisfy  demands  for  the 
order  of  52. Mlot  of  coke,  which  means  that  except  Italy,  capacity 
uti I lzatlon of  Community  coking  ~Jants wl I I  roach  93,4  %. 
33.  Personnel  and.productlyltv 
Tables  12A  and  128. 
The  average  yearly  work-force  employed  underground  was  again 
reduced  by  nearly  23.000  units  in  1989,  after  25.000  jobs  had 
already  disappeared  In  1988.  More  than  half of  this  reduction  again 
occurred  In  the  UK;  BrItIsh  Coa I'  s  work-force  has  · t:a lien  from 
170.000  In  ~arch  1985  to  about  66.000  at  present~  The  ~arne ·trend 
exists  In  the  other  producing  countries,  though  less  brutal,  with 
the  exception  of  Belgium  where  the  movement  Is  gaining  momentum 
since  the  decision  was  taken  to close  the  last  mine  by  end  1992"'at 
the  latest. 
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ln  1.990  a  new  decrease  of  the  work-force  by  nearly  21.000,un.lts  Is 
·foreseen,  for  the  maJor .Part.  s.tlll  In- the. UK. 
:_  .. 
Sl.nce  the  less  productive  mines  are  closed;  In  the  first  place  and 
underground  preparatory  work  Is  reduced  to  a  minimum. ln  closing 
pits  productivity  Increases.  At  the  Community  level  It  Increased 
Indeed  from  505  K,  per  man/hour  In  1986,  to,600  K;  In  1989  (figures 
for  Portugal  not  Included).  _the  most  Important  productivity  gains 
since  l986  'were. achieved  In France:{+ 38,2'%)  and.ln  t'he  UK 
+.  33  %.  No  forecasts  are  available  for  1990.  . 
34 ..  State  aid 
• 
State  aid  granted. by  the  Member  Sta.tes  to  the  coal  Industry  rs 
dealt  With  In  a  separate  report;  the  following  tabl~  shows 
_financial  aid  to  current  production  authorised  by  the  .Commission 
unt I' I  15  march  1990.  ~-
Total  aid 




Na.I  la6.8.·  1.aaa  iaai  1.aaa  1.9aa 
Belgll:lm ·  362,5  202,6  159,4  83,20  81,46  85,93 
Germany*  3864,3  4505,3  3942,6  46,91  56,80  .50,89 
France  427,1  249;8  174,6  31,20  20,57  15,18 
Spain  461,4  446,9  493,1  24,33.  23,52  .  25,57 
·Per tug  a I*  1 • 1'  1.  7  . 4. 21  7,17 
Unite~ Kingdom*  842,7.  315,2  1217,5  8,28  3 ,·11  12,49 
---------------------------------------------------- .  . 
·Total  5959,1  5721;5  5987 ,2·  26,92  26,65  . 28;79 
*  Certain  financial  aid  -notified  to  the  Commission  by  Germany 
(1988-1989)  and  by  Portugal  (1989)  are  stl II  to  be  decided  upon 
Individually by  the  Commission. 
-35.  Trends  In  capital  expend!ty~e  .. 
Table  13. 
For  1989,  capital  expenditure  (1367,8  Mlo  ECU)  for  thE!  ..extr.actlon. 
.  .  .  · ... I.  .. 
:..n4  preparat ton. of  hard  coal  was  3,9  %  lower  than  the. actual 
expenditures  of  the  year ·.before.  These  Investments  are,.fo·r  88% 
concentrated  In  three  countries  :  ttle  UK  with  48,1.%  (11,7%  lower 
than  In  1988),  Germany  with  25,-3%  (4,6%  lower  than  the  previous 
year)  and  Spain with  14,4% (35% higher  than  In  1988),  Investments 
are  decreasing  substantially  In  France,  and  practlcal.ly 
d 1  sap  pear lng  1  n  Be I g I um  and  Per tug  a I.  ·  · _ . .  · 'VI.  PRICES  FOR  SOLID  FUELS 
36.  Exthange  rates 
Table  14. 
- 18  ~ 
In  the  early  months  of  1990  the  value  of  the  US  $  increased  as 
compared  to  the  ECU.  One  dollar  equalled  0,8786  ECU  In  January.  It 
reached  It highest  value  In  June  :  0,9552  ECU.  Then  this  trend  was 
reversed  and  In  December  1989,_  the  year's  lowest  par'tty  was 
reached:  0,8569  ECU. 
Tab(e  14  gives  an  overview  of  the  evolution  of  the  exc~ange  rates 
of  the  national  currencies  versus  the  US$  . 
• 
37.  Development  In  the  prices of  Imported  coal 
a) ·  Cole I ng  co  a I 
. Tables  15A  and  158. 
The  guide  price  elf  main  Community  seaports  calculated  by  the 
Commission  for  col<lng  coal  Imported  from  the  USA,  AustralIa,  Canada 
and  Poland  under  ·medium  or  long  term  contracts,  continued  to  rise 
steadily  as  It  did  last  year.  Fer  the  fourth  Quarter  of  1989  It 
amounied  to$ 57,50  as  compared  to.$  54,15  for  the  same  period  of 
1988,  which  means  an  Increase  of$ 3,35  (+  6,2  %)  of  which$  1,30 
was  due  to  Increasing  freight  rates  and  $  2,05  to  Increasing  FOB 
prices  (+  4,3  %).  The  average  of  the  guide  prices  Was  $  53,15  In 
1988  and$  56,53  (+  6,3  %)  for  1989.  Apparently,  contract  prices 
for. 1990  which  have  already  been  (or  are  being)  concluded,  will 
again  be  slightly  higher.  They  wUI  Influence  the  guide  price  as 
from  the  second  quarter of  1990,  since  prices  for  lmp6rted  coal  are 
often  set  for  the  duration  of  the  Anglo-Saxon  fiscal  year  which 
runs  from  April  to·  March.  ·The  deyelopment  of  guide  pfl.ces  as 
expressed  In  nation~!  currencies  Is  shown  In  table  158. 
GUIDE  CIF  PRICE 
Cokir1g  coal 
12  3  412  3""  123"" 12  3"" 
1966  I  1967  I  1988  I  1989  I· 
. ~,NEW  REFERENCE GRADE  -OLD  REFERENCE GRADE 
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The  c:alculatlon  of  the  guide  price  by  the  Commission  was modified 
on  January  1st  1987,  In order  to  adapt  the  ~eference qual lty to  the. 
ac.tual  average  characteristics  of  the  coking  coal- that  Is  being 
Imported  from  thIrd  countr les.  The  Comm Iss Iori  however  cent lnues  to 
'  ~  .  .  "  \  "'  .  .  .  .  . 
Indicate  also  In  Its quarterly notifications  the  prices  cal~~lated 
;b~ th~ ~revlbus method.  .  ·  ·  ·  •.  ·  ... · 
38.  b}  Ste~m Coal 
Tables  15A  and  15C. 
The  average  CIF  Community  seapcrt  prlco  for  steam  coal  imported 
from  third  countries  was,  for  tne  3rd  qu'arter  of  1989,  50,85  per 
tee  against$ 47,iO  for  the  ~ame period of  1988  i.e.  a~ Increase of 
8  %.  Fot  the  third  quarter  of  1987  It was  S  42,50/tce,  which  me~ns 
that  over  a  two-year  period·  Imported  steam  coal  prices-Increased 
by\19,6 %. 
Table  15C  gives  .an _overview  of  the  prIce  evolutIon  of. Imported 
steam  coal  expressed  In  national ·currencies.  The  comparison-between 
the  3rd. quarter  '89  a·nd  the  same  quarter  of  1988  Is .Quite  valid -for 
the  dollar  prices  and  falrely  representative  of  their  yearly 
de~elopment  isee  remark  In  the  previous  paragraph  regarding  price 
fixing  for  the  comparison  ·of  prices  expressed  In  natl.orial 
currencies).  In  that  case  the  comparison  Is  merely  ."one-off"  and 
cannot  be  extrapblated  to  the  entire  year,  since  during  the  2nd. 
quarter  6f  1989  the  value  of  the  US  $  was  at  Its· highest. 
Thereafter  the  dollar  started  to  depreciate  against  most  European. 
currencies. 
The·  relevant  data  con~ernlng. Imports  of  steam  coal  Into  the 
Community  are  communicated  to  the  Cominlsslon  by  ttie  member  States 
·according  to decisions  n·  77/707/ECSC  and  n·  85/161/ECSC. 
39.  Household  coal  orlces 
Table  16. 
This  table  compares  the·ecu prices which  smal I  consumers  had  to pay 
for  ho~sehold cbal  (mainly  ant~raclte) ori.the  1st of  July  1989 with 
those  of  the  previous  year.  In  Belgium;  France  and  the  Netherlands 
these' prices  were  decreasing,  while  In  Germany,  Spain  and  Ireland 
they  were  Increasing.  With  the  excep~lon  of  Ger:many)  'prices  In 
.  .  . .  . 
those  countries  where  they  were  highest  In  1988  tend  to  decrease, 
whereas  the  opposIte  Is  true  for ·those  countr les  where  they  were 
lowest.  Data  for  1989  Italy and  the  UK  have  not  been  communf(;ated. - 20  .,.. 
VI  I.  TRADE  IN  SOLID  FUELS 
40.  World  trade  and  production 
Table  17. 
World  coal  production  Increased  by  only  1%  In  1989  to  reach  3.515 
Mlot  or  34  Mlot  more  than  for  the  previous  year.  Production 
Increased  substantially  In  China  (+  40  Mlot)  which,  with  960 .Miot 
Is  the  world's  leading  coal  producer,  followed  by  the  USA  with 
815  Mlot  (+  16  Mlot).  The  ..  world's  number  3,  the  U.S.S.R.  on  the 
other  hand  seems  to  have  produced  only  580  Mtot,  against  599  Mlot 
In  1988,  and'Poland,  which  held  the  4th  position  In  1988  wlth  193 
Mlot  lost  16  Mlot  and  with  177  Mlot  produced  In  1989  became  the 
world's  number  six,  behind.  India  and  South  Africa.  The  above  two 
countries  (U.S.S.R.  and  Poland)  together  with  the  European 
Community  (and  Japan  -1  Mlot)  are  the  only  regions  where 
production  decreased  (together  ··  43,0  Mlot).  whereas  It  Increased 
In  alI  other  regions. 
The  Intra-regional  exchanges  In  1989  were  stable  as  far  as -the  EEC 
Is  concerned,  whereas  they  decreased  from  36  to  32  Mlot  between  the 
Comecon  countries.  USA-Canada  coal  trade  remained  stable-at  the 
level  of  18  Mlot. 
The  European  Community,  Japan  and  South-East  Asia  (Hong.,-Kong,  South 
Korea  and  TaIwan)  togethe.r  absorbed 81,3  % of  the  wor I d's sea-borne 
coal  Imports  In  1989  (261  Mlot  against  a  total pf  321  Mlot).  Coking 
coal's  s~are  of  these ·Imports  was  52,3  %  and  the  other  coal 
qualities  (essential IY  steam~coal)  represented  47,7  %. 
F'lnally  sea-borne  coal  trade  represents  only  9  %  of  world 
production,  notwlt~standlng  the  fact  that  coal  reserves  a~e 
geogi'aphlca I fy  much  better  dlstr lbuted  than  Is  the  ·Case. for ·the 
other  fossl I  fuels. 
It  Is  difficult  to evaluate,  at  this  time,  the consequences  for  the. 
~nergy market  In  general  and.the  coa.l  market  In  particular  of  the 
pol ltlcar  upheavals  ~hlch the  world  witnessed  In  1989. .  . 
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41~  Community  trade with  third  count~les 
Table  18. 
coal  dell·verles  In  the  Community  decreased  In  1989  by  3,1  Mlot, 
whl  le  coal  productf9n  fell  by  6,7 Mlot.  There  should  thus  have  been 
a·supplementary  contribution  by  ·Imported  coal  of  about  3  Mlot  In 
order  to  balance  supply  and  demand.  In  fact,  7,9  Mlot  more  have 
been  Imported  In  1989  as  compared  to  the  previous  year-.  It  Is 
therefore  I lice I y  that  the  surp I  us  tonnage  went  Into  the  stocks, 
especially  these  of  power  plants.  The  two  countries  which  h~d 
difficulties  In  1989  with  their  electrlclty  production  of  non-
foss! I  origin,  France  and  Spain,  have  Indeed  Imported  respectively 
4,3  Mlot  and  2,5  Mlot  more  coal  than  the  previous  year·,  that  Is 
t~ge~her  more  than  90  % of  the  Community's  supplementary  imports. 
In  the· other  member  countries  the  variations  were  much  less 
Important;  Belgium  whose  Indigenous  production  is  fading  away  ha~ 
Imported  0,7  Mlot  more,  .Italy  ~1 ,0 · Mlot,  the  Neth~rlands ,and 
Portugal  each  0,6  Mlot  more.  Germany  on  the  other  hand  reduced  Its 
imports  by  1,1  Mlot  (but  Is  forecast  to  reach  again  Its  1988  level 
In  1990).  overall  Community  coal  Imports  from  third  countries  went 
up  from  95,7 Mlot  In  1988  to  10~,6 Mlot  In  1989  (+8,3  %). 
Together,  five  countries  supply.rnore  tha"  90-%  of  the  Community's 
Imported  coa1  ·  the  USA,  AustralIa,  souih  Africa,  Poland  and 
Colomb!~.  The  US  are  b~  far  the  Communl~y·s  largest  coal  su~pl ler 
(41,2  Mlot  In  1989)  and  moreover  they  Increase  each  year  their 
marl<et  share:  31,3%  In  1987,  37,5%  In  '88,  39,8%  In  '89  and 
42,3% are  forecast  for  1990.  AustralIa  and  South  Africa  have  shown 
opposite  developments  :  In  1987  Autralla  exported  23,7  Mlot,  to  the 
EEC  which  dropped  to  18,0  Mlot  In  '88  and .14,0  Mfot  In  '89  (1990 
forecast  :  17,6  Mlot)  whereas  South  Africa  supplied  only  18,7 Mlot 
In  1987,  going  up  to -19,3  Mlot  In  '88  and  then  to  21,0  Mlot  In  ·~9 
{1990  forecast  :  18,8 Mlot).  Poland  suppl led  only  6,8  Mlot  In  1989 
down  23  %  over  the  previous  year  (and  the  U.S.S.R.  3,4  Mlot  or 
+25,9  %).  Finally  Colombia  comfortably  settled  on  the  European 
market  with  8,9  .  Mlot  I~  1989  as  compared  to 6,- Mlot  In  '  1988 
(+  48,3  %}.  Canada· (3,0  Mlot)  and  China  (2,9  Mlot)  remain  minor 
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~  COLOMBIA  fiiiJ!  CHINA 42.  A  further  Increase  of  Imports  by  9,5  Mlot  Is  forecasted  for  1990  : 
Indigenous  production will  decline  by  s~o Ulot  and  del lverles  ~II 1 
Increase  by  2,2 Mlot.  Apparently  the  UK  would. this  t lme·  absorb  more 
thari  h~lf of  these  suppl•mentary  Imports  :  5,5  Mlot  on.  a  total  ~~ 
9,5  Mlot.  But  this  forecast  depends  on  th·e  coal  s~pply policy  that 
the  newly prlvatlsed· power  generation  companies  wiLl  be  following. 
In  al 1 oiher  member  countries,  with  the  exceptio~  of  11aly 
(-Q~4  Mlot)  ImportS  will  Increase  moderatelY  or  at  least  remain 
stable  In  1990.  . ... 
\. 
/.The  us  wl 11  ,again  take  the  lfoh's  ~hare  and  wl I I  suppli  42,3% of 
all  Communl~y  Imports.  Australia  Is  looking  for  3,6  Ulot  more  and 
South  Afr:lca  wf II  have  to  be  satisfied  with  2,2  Ulot  less.  Poland 
and  the  USSR·  would  supply  respectively  0,3 Mlot  and  0,5  Mlot  more, 
If for.ecasts  come  true.  Finally  Col.ombla·wJI.I  add  another 0,6 Ulot .· 
to  rts previous  tonnage.· 
In  1990 .the  community  Is  forecast  to  Import '113,1  ~~o~ _agalryst 
103,6  Miot  In  1989  and  95,7  Mlot ·Jn  19~8.  Total. ·Imports  will  have 
Increased  by  17,4  Ulot  over  Just  two·  yea~s. ·and  the  U.S.A.  and 
Colombia  together  will  have  taken  15,4. Mlot  of  those,  or  88,5  %  •.. 
The  share  of  Imports  In  coar  consumption  woul~  therefor~  lncrea~e · 
from  33.-o  %  In  1989  to  36  %·  In  _15'~0.) 
43.  I nt  ra-Commyn ltv Trade' 
Jables  19A  and  198,  20A  and  208. 
~ 
There  Is  a !ways  a  dIfference  between  the·  tonnages  that  each 
6ountry  declares  having  exported  (or  wants  to export)  to  the  other 
member  countries,  and  the  total  Quantity  resulting  from  the 
submissions  of  the  other  countries  regarding  coal  Imports  (pa~t  or 
future)  from  . that  part lcular  partner.  r'n  order  to  be  able  ·to 
compare  figures  from  one  year ;to  another,. only·lmports  {which .are 
always  the  lowest  figures)  are  taken  Into acco4nt.  . 
In  1989  Intra-community  coal  exchanges  were  practlcaJiy stable 
(8,5  Ulot  against  8,6  Mlot)  as  compared  to  1988,  after  several 
years  of  dec I lne.  Complete  freedom  In  the  movement  of  coal  between  , 
Member:.states  does·not  yet  exist.  Trade  policy  measures'(such  as 
autonomous  natronar.  Quotas  with  resulting  mutual·  aid,  or. customs 
duties  levied  above  certain tonnages  on  direct or  Indirect  Imports) 
are  an  .obstacle  to  free  circulation.  The  Commission  Is  examining 
the$e  restrictions with  a  view  to  the  Single Market. 
'Intra-community  coke  trade  expanded  slightly  In  1989  (+0,2  Mlot) 
from  4,2  Mlot  In  1988,  but  again  a  drop of  D~4 Mlot  Is  expected  In 
1990,  there  being  no  more  coke  purchases  foreseen  by  Italy •from  Its 
~EC partners.  ·  ·  '· 
Comp I ete  freedom  In. the  movement  ot'  :coa I  between  Member  States  does 
not  yet  exist.  Trade  P.OIIcy  measu.res  (such 'as  autonomous  national 
quotas  with  resulting  mutual  aid,  or  customs  duties  levied  above 
certain tonnages  on  direct  or•  lnd.rect  Imports)  are  an  obstacle  to 
free  circulation.  The  Commlss.lon  Is  examining  these.  restrictions 
with  a  view  to .the  Single Market .. 
'  . - 24 
VIII.  STOCKS 
Table  21. 
44.  Plthead  coal  stocks  fel I  by  2;3  Mlot ·In  1989,  mainly  due  to  France 
(-0,9  Mlot),  Germany  (~0,8  Mlot)  and  ttle  UK  (-0,  7  Mlot).  They 
remained  practically  unchanged  In  the· other  producing  ·countries. 
They  represented  52  production  days  at  the  •nd of  1989,  against  54 
days  the  previous  year.  Forecasts  for  1990  are  for  32  Mlot,  that  Is 
practically  the  same  level  as  In  1988~  but  since  In  the  meantime 
conimu"'lty  production wll.l  ·have  fallen,  this ·tonnage  would  represent 
the  e~ulvalent of  58  production  days. 
4.5.  Coke  stocks  agaIn  dropped  by  3, 4  M  I ot  (- 42 ·%)  at  the  end  of  1989. 
They  went  down  In  all  countries  for  which  figures  are  available, 
b~t  It  Is  of  course· In  Germany,  which  had  the  largest  stocks 
(Including  the  Natlonale  Stelnk:ohlenreserve)  at  the  outset,  that 
the  drop  was  most  severe  ~-3,0  Ml()t).  At  the  end  of  1989  coke 
stocks  represented  only  approximately  one  month  of  production,  and 
a  new  drop  by  0,8  Mlot  Is  forecast  .for  1990  (27  production  days), 
which  will  bring  them  close  to alarm  level-·.  · 
IX.  CONCLUSION 
46.  Just  as. In  previous  years  the  s<1are  of  solid  fuels  In  the  gross 
energy  consumptIon  of  the  Communi  ~Y  cont lnued  to.  regress. 
'  Coal  deliveries  to  coking  plants  In  1989  fell  by  4,5  %,  whereas 
coke  suppl les  'to  the  steel  Industry  Increased  by  3,0  %,  which 
caused  a  depletion of  coke  stocks.  Forecasts  for  1990  are  a  status 
quo  In  coal  del lverles  to  coking  plants  and  lower  coke  del lvertes 
to  the  steel  mills.  Steel  production  COUld  fal I  slightly  In  1990. 
Del lverles of  coat  t6 power  plants  have  Increased  by  1,6%  In  1989, 
mainly  owing  to  a  shortage  of  hydro-electricity power  In  France  and· 
Spain.  A  new  slight -Increase  (+  0,7  %)  of  deliveries  Is  forecast 
,for  1990.  The  thermal  power  plants  have  also  consumed  more  oil 
(estimation+  6,7  %)  ln.1989  and  especially  more  natural  gas 
(estimation+ 9,6 %).  Since only  two  new  nuclear units wl 11  come  on 
stream  In  1990,  and  the  nuclear  opt ion  Is  stIll  In  abeyance  In 
several  membor  countrlf)s,  the  growth  of  nuclear  electricity 
p~oductlon  (which  stl il  amounted  to  about  10%  In  1989)  wl II  be  on 
~smaller scale  In  the  next  few  years. 
Higher  electricity  requlr~ments wl 11  tend  to  depend  on  an  Increased 
us~ of natural  gas.  .  .. -25-
De 1  I ver res  of  coa I  to  the  i•other  lridustr les"  fe II  In  ,989 ·by 
4,6  %,  notwithstanding  a  favol:rabl~  l.evel  .of. general  econqmlc 
activity  and  qf  constructlo~ and  clv!l  ~ng~neerlng activity· and  of 
6onstructlon  and  civil  engineering activity  In  particular.  A  status 
quo  Is  forecast  for  1990,  although  crec;llt te.rms  have  become  ·more 
expensive  In, the  last  months  of  1989,· which  might :result  In .a· 
certal·n .dro'p  In  riew  Investments. 
. '. 
'' 
Deliveries  to  the  do~estlc sector  cont.lnued  t_o  regress  In  1989~  not 
on 1  y  because  of  a  second  m  II  d  wInter·  but  a I so  because  of  a  more 
fundamental  disaffection for  solid  fuels  heating.  Figures lor 1990 
have  again  been  maintained  at  their  1989  level,  In  the  expec~atlon 
of  more  severe  weather  condItIons,  whIch. however  have  not  yet 
materialized.  , 
Finally,  the  trend  towards  higher  International coar:  prices  found 
confirmation, In  1989;  and  Is  lllcely  to  continue  l.n  1990.  This  does 
not  . seem  to  be  a  temporary  feature,  .for -the· pas.t  years··  prIce 
levels  had  become  unrewarding  even  for  certain.  mines  In  low-cost 
coal  producing  countrle~.  Moreover  labour  movements  which· took 
place  In  several  .countries,  and  more  partlcularl_y  In  the  two 
1  argest  coa 1  producIng  Comecon  . countrIes,  have  checked  pr~duct  I on 
In  1989  and  have  tended  to close.more  rapidlY  than  foreseen  the  gap 
between  demand  and  supply of  coal  available  for  export. 
' 
Ongoing  polltlcai  uncer.talnty  In  the  Comecon·count'rles  and  also  In 
South  Africa  makes  It d.lfflcult  to  appraise  clearly  the  short  ter.m 
deve J opment  of  coa I'  supp I y..  for  export,  and  therefore  of 
rn~ernatlonal  ~rice  leveis. OOlAEN.on  TAOLE  1  A 
I 
GROSS  INTERNAL  ENERGY  CONSUMPTION 
COMMUNITY 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------
1988  I  1989  I  1990 
Actua.l  Provisional  Forecasts 
-------------------------·-------------------------·-------------------------
,  mill ion  toe  %  million toe  %  ·mill ion  toe  %  ------------------- ----------~·-------------·-----------·-------------~-----------
Solid  fuels  ,  225.9  21.35  I  2i8. 7  I  21.23  I  230.2  I  20.75 
/  I 
Oil  473.2  44.71  476.A  I  44.23  I  480.5  I  . 4 4. 02 
Natural  gas  191.2  18.07  195.2  .  10.12  20.5 .  .5  . 18.52 
Nuclear energy  145.8  13.78  159.6  14.82  166.0  14.96 
Other  22.2  2.10  17.2  1.60  19 .. 4  1. 75 
------------------- -----------·-------------·----------·-·-------------·-------~---
total  .,  1058.3  100.00  1077. 1  100.00  i.1.09.6  100.00 
---------~-~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---
Source  :·J Energy-Monthly statistics n • 1/  1990-Sei· ies  4 n-EUROSTAT 
/  --En~rqy jn  Europe~oG XVII  · 
j~ •. 
001BEN  TABLE  1  B 
·share  of solid  fuels  in  gross  interrial  energy  c6nsurnption 
~  .  . 
-----------------------------------------~--------------~------~----------~---
I  I  Hard  coal  .  Lignite  and  peat  Total  Solid  Fuels 
I 
---------------------~  --------------~---- ---------------------
Year.  H Toe  %  M Toe  %  M Toe  % 
--------~----- ----------- --------- ---------- -------- ------------ ----------
E  73  194.489  20.87  27.529  2.95  22-2.018  23.82  . --u  74  187.700  20.62  29;336  3.22  217.036  23.84 
R  75  166.917  19.42  27.188  3.16  194.105  22.58 
76  176.579  ·19. 27  32.202  3~51  208.781  22.78 
"1  I 
77  17 3. 4-50  18.99  29.948  J. 28  203;398  22.27 
0  . 78  175.717  18.1)(;·/  29 .·ao9  3.17  205.526  21.83 
-79  I  .  191.291  19.39  (  31.859  3.23  223.15.0  22.62 
------------- --------~-- --------- ---------- ------ .... - ----------- ----------
-E  80  202.458  19. 7·5  35.541,  3.47  237.999  23.22  u  ·.  81  200.988- ~0.27  37.515  3.78  •"238.503"  24. 06. 
R  82  197.263  20.46  37.341  . 3. 87  .234.604 
-,  24.34 
83  192.392  19.94  37.975  3.  94  230.367  23.87 
1  I 
84  180.675  18.23  39.0!)0  3.94  219.725  22.1"1 
2  85  200:664  19.49  . 38.356  .3.73  239.020  23.21 
r  86  1.95.695  18.71  35.795.  3.42  231.490  22.13 
.•  !17  198.084  18  .. 6"3  33.113  ) .11  231.197  ·21. 75 
.~,  ~- B8  193.100  10.25 
•. 
32.800  3.10  225~900  21.35 
09  i93 .-200  17.94.  .)5. 500  ),j()  228.700  21.2 J 
90  >i"94 .400  . 17.24 
·_  .1  J5. 8.oo  j-~ 17.  230.290  20.41  I_,.  ..  ~-- .  '  ' 
~---------~~-------~~-----~--~----~-~-------------~-----~--~------------------ I  • 
/ 
-:- 2 '7-
, .. 002Eli.OO  TABLE  2 
•  SHARE  OF  THE  .VARICXJS  FORMS  OF  ENERGY.  IN  GROSS  IJITERIIAL  COIISUMPT!ON 
OF  ENERGY  BY  COUIITRY  IN  1989 
I  {Million Joel 
I  · · · ----· · · -· --· --· -· · --· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -· -· · -· -· · · ---·---· · · -· -----· · ----· · · · · · -· -· --· -· ------l 
I  I  Solid  I  Pet~cle\.111  I  Natural  I  Nuclear  I  O~!'ler  I  Tot a! 
I  I.  7uels  I products  I  gas  I  I  I  I 
I  I · -· · -------I  ------· ---.- I  ---·  ------: I  -----· --· · · I  · · · · · · · · · --I  --· · · · · · · · -I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  BELG!OUE.  I  8.9  I  18.5  I  . 7.8  I  10.7  I  0.4  46.3  I 
t  :  .I  19~2  f.  40~o  t  t6  .. s  l  . 23.1  1  o.9  1oo.o  1 
I  OANMARK  I  5.3  I  8.8  I  1.5  I  0.0  I  1.0  16.6 
1  ~  1  31.9  1  53.0  1  9.0  I  o.o  1  o.8  10c.o  1 
I DEUTSCH:.ANO  (SR)  I  75.3  I  102.6  I  44.4  I  36.1  I  2.7  261.1  I 
1  ~  1  28.8  1  39.3  1  11.0  1  13.8  1  1.0  :oa.o  1 
1  esPANA  1  18.9 ·  1  45.1  1  4.6  1  18.5  1  1.4  ae.s  1 
I  ::  1  21.:.  1  s1. o  f  5. 2  1  zo.  9  1 .  1 . 6  1  oo. o  1 
I  FRANCE  I  18.1  I  '84.0  I  23.8  I  75.8  i  0.9  202.6  I 
1  ::  1  s.9  -I  41.5  1  11.1  1  37.4  1  o.t.  1oc;.o  I 
I  HE L  LAS  I  .  7-3  I  11.  8  I  0 . ,  I  0. 0  I.  0  .. i  19. 8  I 
1  ::  1  39.4  1  59.6  1  o.s  I  o.o  I  o.5  1oo.o  I 
I  IRELAND  I  3.9  l  J.S  I  t.7  I  0.0  !  0.1  9.5  I 
I  ::  1  41.1  1  4o.o  1  17.9  I  o.o  1  ,_,  1oo.o  I 
I  jTAL!A  .I  13.7  l  86.4  I  35.9.  I  0.0  I  8.0  I .  144.0  I 
1  ~  1  9.5  1  6o.o!  24.9  1  o.o  1  5.6  1  1oo.o  1 
I  LUXEMB()JFIC  I  1.2  I  1.4. I  0.4  I  0.0  I  0.4  I  3~t.  I 
I  X  I  35 . 3  I  L, .  t  I  1 1. 8  I  0. 0  I  11.8  I  1  00. 0  I 
I NEDERLAND  I  8.4  I  23.6  I  30.2  I  1.0  I  0.4  63.6  'I 
1  ::  1 .  13.2  1  37.1  .  1  t.7.5  I  1.6  1  o.6  1oo.o.  1 
J  PORTUGAl  I  2.4  J  11.5  I  0.0  I  0.0  I  0.6  11..5  I 
I  x  1  16. 6  1  79.3  1  o. o  I  o. o  1  4. 1  1  oo. o  I 
I WilTED  K!NGOC»o!  I  64.8  I  78.9  I  44.8  I  17.5  I  1.2  207.2  I 
1  ::  1  3 1 . 3  1  3e . 1  1  21 . 6  1  8  ~ t.  !  .  ·  o. o  1  oo . o  1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
l---------------~----j-----------[-----:-----l-----------1··-··------ !·-----·-··-1··-----~---j 
I  EUR  12  1989  l  228.7  I  476.4  I  195.2  I  159.6  I  1i.2  I  .1077.1  I 
I  x  1  21. 2  1  44 • 2  1  , a. 1  . 1  14. a  l  1 • 6  1  j oo. o  l 
1·-··------~------··-------···-·····----------~~----------~-----···-·-·······------·········· I 
I  EUR  12  1990  I  230.2  I  488.5  I  205.5  I  166.0  I  19.4  I  1109.6  I 
1  :  1  20 .7.  1  44.  o  1  , s.  s  1  1 s.  o  1  1. 7  1  1  oo. o  1 
I· · --- --· · · -·-· -- -·  · -- -·----· · ·  · · ·  ·-·  ·--·  · ·---·--· ·  · ·--·  · ·-· · ·  · -·  · --·--· -· · · ·-· ·  ~ · · -·------ -·-· I 003EN.OO  TABLE  3 
COMMUNITY  HARD'  COAL  DELIVERfiES  B)'  SECTOR  AND  BY  COUNTRY 
(Million  tonnes) 
-------------------------------------------~-------~--------·-----~---~---~----~--j  _______ ~--~~-----~---
I  I  .1 
I  I  COMMUNITY  I  I 
I  I  1: 
I  -1~-----··:··--·~---··---~-----·························~--~-------···~1 
1  1  1988  1  1989  1'  .. 199o  1  1989!1988  1  199onvs9  1 
I  I  I  · · I  I  x  I  "  I 
I.  1..  Actual.  I Provisional  I  forecasts  I Difference: I  Oiffe~ence  I 
I· · ·  ·  ·. ·  .· · · ·  --· --· · -· ·  · ·---· -· · -· I  ·  · ·  · -· · ·  ~ ·  ·. ·  .· ·1-•  •  •  ~ •  •  •·• •  •  •  •  l· ·  .· ·  ·  ·  ... ·  · ·  · ' · I· · · ·  · ·  -·  -·: ·. · ·  1···. •  --•  ·  _. •  ·  •· •  •  I 
I  A.  sr:qoR  I  I ·  ·I  I.  .  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  ·  Thermat  power  stations  (1) '  195.9  I.  199.1  I .  · · 200.4 ·  I  1.6· .I  0.7  I 
I  ·  Coke  ovens  · 71.5  I  68.3  I  68.9  I  ·4._5  :I  0.9  I 
I  ·  Iron and steel  industry  4.4  1·  4.7  (  .5,_1  I  -6.8  I'  8,5  I 
I  · Other .industries  23;8  I  22.7  I  22.7  I  · ·4.6  I  ·o.o  I 
I  ~  Domestic  sector and  I·.  I  I  I.  I · 
I  coal .workers  q.5  I  11.5  I  11.5  , I  · ·14.8  I  .  0.0  I· 
I'·Patentfuelplants  2.7.1  2.9  I  2.7  I  7.4  1·  ~6~9-J 
I  ·  Own  consl.J11',tion. at  m.ines  1.0  I  0.3  I  0.3  I  ·70.0  I  ··  0.0  I 
I  ·  Gasworks  •  I  ·.  I  .I  I  I 
I  · Others  2.9  I  3.1  I  · 3.2  I  6.9  I  '3.2  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  Total  .  315.7  I  312.6  I.  314.8  I  ·1.0  I  0.7  I 
1····-···-~-----······----···-~·-:··-······················-····················:  .....  ~-~~~~--~-~---··1 
I  B  •.  COUNTRY  .  '  I  I  .  ·I  '  'I  r'  .  .  I 
I  I  1·  l'.  I  ·1  I 
I  Belgiyn  I  14.9  I  13.9·  I  14.4  I  ·0.7  .1  .  3.6  f 
I  DeNnark  I  11.0  I  10.2 ·  I  ,10.8  I  ·7.3  I  5.9. l 
·I  Germany  CFR)  I  81.5  'I  79.5  I  79.9  I  ·2.5  I·  ·  0~5  I. 
. · I  Spain  I  . 27.8  I  , 30.8  I  . 28.9  I  10.8 . I  ·6.2  I 
I  Fronce  1  26.7  1  28.1  'I  27.1.  I  s.2  I  ·.3.6  .I 
I  Greece  I  1. 4  I  1.'  I  1.  5  I  0.  0  I  7. 1  I ' 
I  Ireland  I  3.2  I  3.3  I  3.2  I  3. t  I  ·3.0  I 
I  Italy  I  _20.3  I  . 20.0 'I  20.5  I  ·1.5  , I  2.5  I 
I  Luxerrburg  I  0.2  I  0.2  ·I  0.2  I  0.0  I  0.0  I 
I  .  Netherlands  I''  13.1.  I  13.4  I  1~.5  I  2.3  I  0.7  I 
I  Portugal  I  3.2  I  3.8  I  3.8  I  18.7  ·1  .  O  .. o  -I 
I  United  Kingdom  I  113.3  I  108.0  I  111.0 .J  -4.7  I  2.8  I 
l····-····-~-----~--:·········------~:.;  ....  ~---······----~~-~----·····-···-·-·--·-·········-···-~----~-1 
I  COMMUNITY  I  315.7_  I  .  312.6  I  314.8  I  '. ·1.0  I  0.7  I 
--~---------------------------··---------.----------·-------------------:-~---------------------~~-----­ ·' 
(1)  Including  pitnead  ~wer stations and "other"  power ·stations·  ...  ~ . . 
,_. 004Eioi.OO  TAj>LE  4 
COKE  DELIVER liES  BY  SECTOR  .AND  BY  COUNTRY 
- c  •  000  tonnes > 
I  I 
I  . COMMUNITY  I 
I  I 
l---------------------------------------------------··················1 
1  1988  1  1989  1  1990.  1  1989!1988  1  1990!1989  1. 
I  I  I  I  X  I  X  I 
I  I  Actual  I Provisional  I  Forecasts.  j  Difference  I Difference  I 
l---------------------------·---l-··----------1--·--·  ~------l·------------1-------------l------:  ...... I 
I  A.  SECTOR  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  ·  !ron and  steel  industry  I  47133  I  48467  I  47086  j  2.8  I  ·2.S  i 
I  ·  Other  industries  I  3366  ·1  3269  I  2955  I  -2.9  I  ·9.6  I 
I  ·  Domestic  sector  I  1320  I  1209  I  1086  J  -8.4  I  ·10.2  I 
I  · Others  I  1255  I  1336  I  1296  I  6.5  I  ·3.0  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  .I 
I  Total  I  53074  I  54281  I  52'23  I  2.3  I  ·3.4  I 
I  · · --: ---· ---· · · · --· · · · · -------· · --· · --------------- ~ -----------· ------------· · --· · ---: ---; -.---------· I 
I  8.  COUJ.ITRY  I  I  I  . I  I  .  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  Belgium  I  5437  I  5170  I  5345  I  -4.9  I  3.4  I 
I  Dennarlc  I  43  J  40  I  50  I  -7.0  I  25.0  I 
I  Germany  (FR)  I  '17721  I  18142  I  16650  I  2.4  I  ·8.2  I 
I  Spain  I  3168  I  3360  I  3100  I  6.7  I  -8.3  I 
I  France  I  7916  I  8620  I  8150  I  8.9  I  ·5.5  I 
I  .Greece  I  sz  I  so  I  so  I  -3.8  I  o.o  I 
I  Ireland  I  6  I  ·  6  I  6  I  0.0  I  0.0  I 
I  Italy  I  '6219  I  6673  I  6625  I  7.3  I  ·0.  7  I 
·I  Luxemburg  1  1317  J  1486  J  1403  I  12.8  I  -5.6  I 
J  Netherlands  J  2421  j  4!300  J  2400  I  -5.0  I  ·~  4.3  I 
I  Portugal  I  292  I  294  J.  244  I  0.7  I  ·17.0  . I 
I  United  Kingdom  I  8482  I  8120  I  8400  J  -4.3  I  3.4  I 
1----------------------------· ---------------------------------· -------------------· ' -----·:  ----------I 
I  COMMUNITY  I  53074  I  54281  I  52423  I  2;3  I  -3.4  I 
--~-------~-.-----------------··----···----------------------------------------------·-------------------ODSEN.OO  TABLE  5 
_DELIVERIES  OF  HARD  COAL  TO  co~INC PLANTS_  (1) 
<'900  to:nnes)  · · 
.......... :  ... - • - - ............. - ...... ~ ....... - .................. - - ...........  ~ - ............... - _\_ ........  - .......  ·• - .............. _. -~  ~  ...  - ........... - .. - - --...... - ...  _: ...  - ----.:  ....  ~  .. - .. '7  - - .....  :. _  ... 
I  1988  :  Actual  1·  National  .  I  Hard  coal  I  Total. ECSC  Hard' coal  To1:~l 
· I· 1989  :  Provisional  I  hard  eoa,l  I f_rem  other  I  hard coal  I  from  third'  I. ,supplies 
I  1990  :  Forecast.s  I  . I  ECSC  I  I  countries  I  . 
. I·  . I  I  countries . I  l  I  I 
~-~---······: ....•  ~---·····:·-~·1······-~~---·l·············l····---;,~--:l~---···---~-·l--~---~----~-l 
I  Belgil.lll  1988  I  437  I  956  I  1393  I  6065  I  7458  I 
I .  1969  I  J·  I  il.  A .  .,  ~  N. A  I  .  7:000  I 
1  · l99o  1  1  1  w.A  1  w.A  1  nso · 1 
·I ·--·  · ·  · · ·  · · · · · · ·-· · · · · · ·-----·  · I·---··.····.·-· I·····-.···-·:·  1-·  _._ · ·  -·-·  · · · · I·--· ·  · · -·-·-·  I····:·-·,~··-· I 
I  Germany  CFR>.  1988  1  24031  I  ·  I  24031  I  ·  I .  21.031  ·1 
I  . 1989  I  2365i  I  - I  · 236_51  I  ·  I  23651  I 
I  1990  1  238oo  1  • •  ·  I  2380o  I  ·  · I .  23800  I 
I····-····-···~-·-···---········  I···-·-····-.~·  ·I·········~··  ·I·····:·····---I--·--.------- ·I·----~  .• ~·.·~--·-·I 
I  Spain  1988  I  743  I  · . I  743.  I  3610  I·  .  .  4353  I 
'I  1989_' I  I  . I.  N.A  I  N.A.  :I  .  _;·.  3700.  I 
1 .  .  .  19.90  1  1  1  N.A  .·. 1  w.A  r·.:>-3ioQ  1 
1-·---·  · ·-·-----· · · ----------·--·I···---·-····  -1---·-··-··-···I····_.  __ ~-.-·--· ·I--···-:  ..  ·  ..  -.-1 ~·-:~~~-----:·I 
I ·  France  1988  I  1500  I  1Z20  I  .  2720  I  7420  ' (  . - 10)£.0  I . 
1 ·.  1989  1  ·  · 1  1  ·w.A  1  w.A  ·  ·r·  · ,94oo, 1 
I  .  1990  I  I  I  N.A  I  N.A  I ;  9200  I 
1·····:····--·------····-~------l·····--·--···l·······--·-··l···------~---l-·····----···1·-~--.-~.:~·-l · 
1  l.taly.  1988  1  - 1  927  1  927  1  7995  I··  ,8922  .. I 
I  1969  I  I  . I  N.A  .  I  N.A  .  ·1·~·.:·  '.'91ll_O  . J 
1  t99o  1  1  .  1  w. A  1  . w  •  A  1  '  .  9i.oo  I . · 
I·'  ······--···----~-----------··l·------·--···1·~----------··l········:  ...  ·.l······~-----~  k.--.-·.;_"~.:·.·.--"-1 
· I  NEltherlands  1988  I  ·  33  I  493  I  ·  526  I  3740  I.  4266  I 
I  1989  I  I .  I  N  .A  I  N. A  I·  . 4100  L 
I  1990  I  I  I  N  •  A  I  N  • A  I  4_200  I . . 
I·~-----·-····-··------·------··  I·-·--·---·~·--·I·--··--·-···· I·-·--·-······  I·----···--~· -1·-:-- •  ··-~-~-·I 
I  Portugal  1988  I  · . I  ·  I  I  390  I  390·  I 
I  , 989  1  · .  1  1  - 1  38o  1  . . · ·  ·  .~so·.  I · 
I  1990  1  .  1  1  - 1  345  I  · 345,  ·.  I 
I·-·---·------··-·--·-:-·-··---·I"---------··- I·-·----~-·--·I-·---------- ·I·-··-·-~--.-·  ·I···-.--~~-;---·I 
I  United  Kingdom  1988  I  5008  I·  I  .  5008  I  6980  I  11988  I 
I  1989  I  I  I  N 'A  I  N  • A  I  11 000  I 
I  1990_!  I  I  N.A  I'  N.A.  I  11000  I 
J-······························  1·-------~~-;··j-·-~---·····:1:·····-······1·············1····~~~-~-r~·l 
I  ConmJnity  1988.  I  31752.  I  3596  I  35348  I  36200  I  71548  1-
. I  1989  I  I  I  N. A  I  N-A  . I  68331  I 
I  1990  . I  I  I  I  N.A  J  N.A  I  68895  I 
.  .  .  .  .  .  ' 
···----~-·-····---------------·-··--·····---~----------------~ ·---------------------------------------- . 
(1)  For  1989  and  1990  the  breakdown  by origin  is  not  avail'aule 
a .  '  .  ·. 
- 31-OO~AEII.OO  TABLE  6  A 
.DELIVERIES  OF  HARO·COAL  TO  POUER  STATIONS  .  /  . 
Ctonnes) 
I  I .  Public  power  stations  (1}  I .Private generating 
I  J  I  plants 
I  I ------------------------------------·-----------------··-------------------
1 1988  :  Actual  I National  I Hard  coal I  Total  I Hard coati  Total  j  colt ie- other  iot?l 
I 1989:  ProvisioniJL  I  hard  jfrom  otherl  ECSC  I  from  I  public  I  ries  indust~y I 
1 1990.:  Forecasts  I  coal  J  ECSC  I  hard  I  third  I  power  I  I 
1  1  I countriesj·  coal  I countries!  stations  I  I  I  I 
1--:------------------1--·------- I----------1----------I----------J-----------I----------!---------- 1--------~-1 
j  Belgiun  1988  j  3034 · •I  0  I  3034  · I  1~88  I  5022  I  '280 · I  - j  . 5302  I 
1  1  989  1  1  1  o  1  1  48oo  I  21 o  I  - I  5o 1  o  I 
1  199o  1  1  I  o  I  .1  5ooo  1  160  1  - 1  s16o  1 
I Oervnark  1988  I  - I  .425  ·l  425  j  8579  j  9004  j  - I  - I  9004  I 
1  1989  1  1  I  o  I  I  9352  I  I  I  9352  I 
1  1990  I  1  1  o  I .  1  98oo  I  1  - I  98oo  I 
I  Germany  CFR)  1988  I  35416  I  256  I  386n  I  3701  I  42373  I  1730  I  5433  I  49536  I 
1  1989  1  1  1  o  1  1  4211'.2  1  1812  1 ·  4345  1  '-8299  1 
1  199o  1  1  1  o.  1  1  431oo  I  15oo  1  41oo  I  t.9aoo  I 
J  Spain  1988  I  17641  I  I  17641  I  2268  I  · 19909  j  I  - I  19909  I 
1  1989  1  1  I  o  1  1  23602  1  1  - 1  23602  I 
1  199o  1  1  I  o  I  1  215oo  ·I  - I  - I  21 5oo  I 
I  France  1988  473  I  0  I  473  I  1210  I  1683  I  4940  I  20  I  6643  I 
1  1989  1  1  o  I  1  6900  I  3 1oo  1  6o  I  1  o66o  I 
1  199o  1  1  o  1  1  60oo  I  3soo  1  60  1  9560  I 
I Greece  1988  - I  - I  - I  0  I  0  I  ·  I  - I  0  I 
1  1989  I  I  o  I  I  o  I  - I  - I  o  I 
1  1990  I  I  o  I  I  •  o  I  - I  - I  - I 
•  J  Ireland  1988  45  I  0  I  45.  I  1829  I  1874  I  - I  I  1874  I 
1  1989  1  1  I  1  1980  1  1  I  19ao  I 
1  1990  1  . 1  1  1  1900  1  1  .  I  19oo  I 
1 tt  ... ty  1988  1  119  1  119  1  9410  1  9529  1  1  1  9529  I 
1  1  989  1  I  o  1  I  95oo  I  I  - I  95oo  I 
1  1  99o  1  1  o  1  1  97oo  1  - 1  - I  97ao  I 
I  Luxenburg  1988  - I  ·  I  - I  - I  - I  - I  - I  - I 
I  1989  I  I  · I  o  I  I  - I  - I  I  I 
I  1990  I  I  I  o  I  I  I  I  - I  I 
I Netherlands  1988  I  25  I  499  I  524  I.  ~24  I  S048  I  I  I  8048  I · 
1  1989  .1  1  1  o  1  1  8ooo  1  1  I  8ooo  1 
I  199o  1·  I  1- o  I  I  sooo  I  I  I  8ooo  I 
I Portugal  1988  I  230  I .  112  I  · 342  I  1657  I  1999  I  I  I  1999  I 
1  1989  I  I  I  o  I  I  26~  I  - I  - I  26~  I 
1  199o  1  1 .  I  o  I  I  2770  I  I  - . 1  z77o  I 
I United  1988  ·I  82048  - I  82048  I  19.'3  I  84021  I  NA  I  NA  I  84021  I 
I X:i ngdom  1989  I  I  0  I  I  80000  I  NA  I  NA  I  80000  I 
I  1990  I  I  I .  0 . I  I  83000  I  NA  I  NA  I  83000  I 
1----'----------------I---------_,_._--------I----------I--------- -I-----~-----I----------I---.,-;- ... --I·--------- -I 
I  COI!m.Jnity  F3B  I  141912  I  1411  I  143323  I  40139  I  183462  I  6950  I  545J  I  195865  I 
1  1989  1  o.l  o  1  o  1  o  1;.188951  1  5722  1  ·41.o5'··J  199078  J 
I  1990  l  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  1  190770  1  5460  1  4160  1  2oo39o  r 
(1)  For  1989  and  1990  the  breakdown  by  origin  is not  available 
...  3~-· .  .:  . -:  .. · 
006BEII.OO  TA6LE·6  B 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .•  . 
DELIVERIES  oF-SOLID  FUELS  TO  PUBLIC  AND  PITHEAO  POIJER  STATIONS. 
(EXCLUDiNG  OTHER  .INOUS1RIES)· 
-------~----~---~~-----------------"-··------~----~--~------;~~----------------·---~:;,_~1 
I .  .  1  1988  .  I  1989  1  1~0  1  1989t19sa  1  199011~s9 
I  I  I'  I  I .  . X  '  I  'X ..  ·  .I 
I  I  Actual  I Provisional  I  Forecasts·  1 Difference  I· Differenee_  I 
I· --- -· · -- -· ·-- ~ · ·-I·--:·······-·  1--•  -- ~ _.-· ·- ~- 1--·- -:~ •  ·  ·. •  · · •  ~ ·1--·  ·!  ·  -~-- ~- -- 1--·-- .:-~  ~,; ~-- : I 
·_I  I  .  .  .  I.  I..  (  . I 
I  SELGIUH  I  'I  I  !  I  I  I 
I  ·  Hard  coal  J  5.  3  I.  5.  0  I .  · 5.'  I  ·  5 •  7  I  2 .:o  I 
I  DENMARK  I  I  I  I  I  ' I 
I  - Hard· coal  I  9.0  I  9.3  !  9~6  I  3.3  I  5.4  1. 
I  GERMANY  ( FR)  I  I  I  I  ' I  I 
I  -Hard coal  I  41.·.1  I  44.0  I  44 .. 5  .I  ·0.2  I  1.1  I 
I  ·Black  lignite  J  1.9  I  1.8  I  1.8  I  -5.3  I  0.0  ! . 
I  ·  Brown  coal  I  94.1  I  93.9- J  ·  90.8  I  -0.2  I  ·3.3  I 
I  SPAIN  I  I  I  !  J  I 
I  ·  Hard  coal  I  19.9  I  23.6  I  21.5  I  · 18.6  J ·  ·8.9 ·  1. 
I  ·  Brown  coal  I  13~0  j  .18.6  I .  19.0  j .  43.1  I  2~2  . J 
1  · FRANce  1  r  1  1  1 
I  - Hard  coal  I  6.6  10.6  J  9.5  I  60.6  I  ·10.4  I 
I  ·  Black  lignite  I  1 . 0  .,_ 1  I ·  1. 2  I  1  0.  0  I  ·9. 1  I 
I  • Brown  coal  J  0.6  0.6  I  0.6  .1  0.0  I  >d.o  J 
•  I  •  . 
I  GilEECE  I  I  _·  I  I  I 
I·  ·Hardcoal  I  I  J  •  J  ··I 
I  ·  Brown  coal  I  47.9  51.0  I  51.5  I  6  .. 5  I  1:0  I 
.I  IRELAND  I  I  I  ·I  I" 
I  -Hard coal  I  . 1.9  2.0·  I  1.9  I  5,.3  I  ·5.0  I 
I  - Peat  I  3,6  3.3  I  3.3  I  ·8.3  I  0.0  I 
I  ITALY  I  I  I  I  .. I 
J  ·  Hard  eoa t  I  9.  5  9. 5  I  9.  7  I .  ·  0.  0  I  2 · l  I 
I  - Brown  coal  J  1.  7  _I  1 .-5  I  t.  5  I  -1 1.  8  I  0. 0  I· 
I  NETHERLANDS  I  I '  I  I  I  I 
I  - Hard  coal  I  8.0  I  8.0  1.  8.0  I  0.0  I  0.0  I 
I  PORTUGAL  I  . I  I  I  I  . I 
I  ·  Hard  coal  I  2.0  I  2.7  I  2.8  I  35.0  ·1  3.7  j· 
I  UNITED  KINGDOM  I  I  I  I  J 
I  ·  Hard  coal  I  84.0  I  80.0  J  83;0  I,  ·4.8.  3.8  •I 
I  I  I  I  I  ,  .  ·I  I 
1···········-··-·-··-······---·--·········:··:·--···-----~·-···-·-··~--------···: ..•..... t 
I  CC»--MUN ITY  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  - _Hard  coat  1.  t9o. 3  I  ~ 94.1  ! _  t9s.  e  I  2. 3  I  o .  .s  I 
I  ·Black  lignite  I·  2.v  I  2.9  I  3.0'  I  0.0  I  · 3.4  I 
I  ·  Brown  coal  •  160.9.  I  168.9  I  166.7  I  5.0  I  -1.3  J. 
-----------------··-··-----~------~-------·----~-·--------·---------------------·-----~----' 
*·  Inc! uding  peat 
-,33-
,• \I 
I ,. 007EN.OO  TABLE  7  . 
HARD  COAL  AND  COKE  DELIVERIES  TO  OTHER  INDUSTRIES 
(  EXCLUO UIG  PO\JER  STAT IONS) 
( • 000  tonnes) 
·-------------------------------------~-------~---------------------··----7-----------------------------
I  1988  19a9  1990  1 ·  1989!1988  1  199o;1959  1 
I  I  X  I  "  X  I 
I  . I.  Actual  I Provisional  I  Forecasts  I Difference  I Difference  I 
1·······----~~------------------1--------~---- 1--------·--··1··········-·-1·--··········1---~------: .. I 
I  A.  HARD  COAL  I  I  I  I  I . 
I  I  I  I  I  l 
j  Bel g i un  I .  966  I  · 785  I  850  I .  ·  18.7  I  8.  3 
I  Denmark  I ·  626  I  450  I  500  I  ·25. 1  I  11.1 
I  Germany  (FR)  I  2996  I  3155  J  ·  3000  J  5.3  I  ·4.0 · 
I  Spllin  I  2898  I  2400 ·  I  2500  I  ·17.2  I  4-.2 
I  France  I  4328  I  4400  I  4400  I  1.7  I  0.0  i 
I  Greece  I_  1307  I  1300  I  1400  I  ·0.5  I  '·'  I 
I  Ireland  I  571  I  486  I  480  I  ·14.9  I  ·1.2  I 
I  Italy  ·I  761  I  800  I  800  I  5.1  I  0.0  I 
1  Luxemburg  1  118  1  135  1 - 135  1  14.4  1  o.o  1 
I  Netherlands  I  223  I  200  J  150  I  -10.3  I .  -2~.0  . I 
I  Portugal  I  · 839  I ·  786  I  666  'I  ·6.3  . I  ·iS.3  I 
J  ·United  Kingdom  I  7900  I  7800  '*I  7800  *I  ·1.3  j  0.0  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  ! 
1·············-~-----------------------------~--~--~----···········-·-·······-------------~----------- I 
I  COMMUN 1 rY  I  23533_  I  . 22697  . I  2:2681  I  -3.6  I·  ·0. 1  I 
-------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------~----------~--------
I  6.  em::  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  .,  I 
I  Belgiun  I  173  I  140  140  I  ·19.  1  I  0.0  I 
I  Denmark  I  37  I  30  25  I  -,18. 9  I  '•16.  7  I 
I  Germany  C  FR)  I  927  I  989  . 800  I  6.7  I  ·19. 1  I 
I  Spain  I  578  I  430  350  I  ·25.6  I  ·18.6  I 
I  france  I  ~27  I  740  _700  I  18.0  I  ·5.4  I 
I  Greece  !'  18  I  20  20  I  1 ,_ 1  I  0.0  I' 
I \  Ireland  I  6  I  6  6  I  0.0  I  0.0  I 
I  -Italy  I  507  I  400  400  I  ·21. ,,  I  o.o·  I 
I  l~,;xcmburg  I  .  I  - I  - I  I 
I  Netherlands  I  170  I  200  200  I  17.6  I  c.o  I 
I  Portugal  I  23  I  14  14  l  ·39.  1  I  0.0  I 
I  United  Kingdom  I  300  I  300  *'I  ' .  300 *I  0.0  I  0.0  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  J 
1······-····--·················-···································~···r-..  ---~--------·············-- I 
I  COMMUNITY  I  3366  I  3269  I  2955'  I  ·2.9  I  -9.6  I 
................................................. -- .............. -- ..... -.... -.... -............ --- ..... -- ............ -.... --- ..... -. - ... -- -.- ......................... -....... -- ..............  ·  ..... -- .... 
*  Estimations  of  the  Cocrm iss ion of  the  European  Comnunities 
- 3~-C·'J8EN .00  TABLEAU  8 
DELIVERIES  OF  SOLID  FUELS  TO  THE  DOMESTIC  SECTOR  (~RKERS INCLUDED) 
( •000  TONNES) 
, •••  C:·····-~---········••••··  ·o••••••·•••·;····~:·~--~, .•••  ~~----~----••••••••··:·-~---·····=·······~··•••••••-~·-·c··:····~-~--~----~·····~--------···•··--······•·········~·-·1 
.l  1988  :  Actual.  I  -I  .. , .  I  I  .I  . ;  I  r  I  I  I·  "I  .  I·  I 
1  1989  :  Provisional  I DELGioUE·.I  DANHARK  I DEUTSCH- I  ESPANA  I  FRANCE  I  HEI.LAS  I  IRELAND  I. ITALIA  I LUXEH- 1 NEDER- I PORTUGAL  I  UNITED  I_EUR  •  12  1 
:  1990  :  Forecasts  I  .  I  _  I  LANO  I  I.  · I  .  I ·  I  _  I  BOURG  I  LAND  I  · I KINGOOH  I  I 
!··-----~·-··-: ....................  1-: ...  , ....  , ..........  , .....  ~-·-·l···-·-···:l··~---··--l---------·l··-··~---·l--···--···l··: ....... ····--····1·---:  .•  :-·l··----~--:l--·~---·--1 
_jA.HARDCOAL,PATENTfUELS,COKEI  I  .  1- I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  -1  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  -.I 
Hard  coat  1988  I  826  I.  580  I  725 · I  'i80  I  1734  I  - I .  1086  I  65  I  1  22  I  ·1  7857  I  13476  I 
i  1989  1  1so  1  42s  1  728  I  8oo.  I  163o  1  - 1  87o  1  .I  1  - 1  1  63oo  1  .11504  1 _ 
. l  1990  I  7so  I  5oo  I  6QO  I  9oo  I  163o  I  ,  I  85o  I·  1  -·1  ,1·  · ·  1  63oo.  1  t1531  1 
i  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  . I  I  · I  '  · -I  I 
i  Patent  fuels  .1988.  I  41_1  I  ·509  I  to·  ·1  810_  I  ·  I.  ·.I  1- 3  I  I  _807  I  2180  I 
1  1989  I  3o  I  I  2.10  I  I  8oo  I  ·  I  - l  .  - 1  1  - 1  -·  .  l  ·  13oo  . 1 .  .2361  1 · 
1  1990  I  3o.  1  I  19o  I  I  no  i  - 1  · ·  • · 1  1  1  ·  1  . 1  13oo ·  1  224t  i . 
I  I  I  · I .  I  i  I  I  l  I  I  I  I  I 
1 .  r:oke  t988  I - 24  1  6  ·1  .  ll21  .1·  - I  19o  I  - 1  1  ,  1  - - I  1  1oo  1  1741  1 
1  . ·1989  I  · 20  I  to  ·!  10~  I  - (  18o  ·1  1  - 1 _  -. I  ..  1  • . 1  1  100  1  ·.  1611 
J  t99o  I  2o  1  2s  I ·  6so  1  - I  1  so  1  -- 1  1  1  1  I  - I  · . 1  -6oo  1  1446  1  ·..  . 
I  .  I  .  I  I  I  I  I - .  I  I.  I  1·  .1  .  I·  I  . I 
l····:·---------:----··~--,-·------l·----~-:~~~-----·~---!--·-·····-l----~---··1··--······l···~----··l··:·-~-~--l~----·-·-·l··-·······1··········1·--~~---=~t-----:~·--l··:~,-----l 
1·  .rotat  t968  I  ·  89t-1  586  I  2055  I  59o  1  2731,  I  -·_:  1  ·.to&  I  65  · 1  t  I  25  I  - 1- 9364  1  17397 .  .1 
1  .  19e9  1  8oo  . 1  .. 435  ·1  t658  1  8oo  1 .  26to  1  ·  • . 1  .. 87o  J  o  1  3  1  o  1  ..  - 1 .  ·a3oo  1 . 15476  1 
1  199o  I  8oo  1·  s25  1  w.o  1  . 9oo  1  25oo  1  - 1.  ~- 8so  1 .  o  1  3  1  o  1  ·  1  .. azoo  1  1s2t8  1. 
I· · · ---· ·  ·  ·  · ·  · ·  ·. ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  -·-·  -·  ·-·  ·-·  · I· · --· ·  ·  · ·  ··I :  :  ·  ~ --·  · -· I· -·  ·  ·  --·  -· ·I·  · --· ·  ·  · ' ·I :- -·  ·  ~ ·  · --I  ·  ~---· ·  · ·  · I· ·  ·  -_. ·-·  ·  · !· -· · · -· ·  · ·  I· -·  ·  · -~ ·  ·  · I· ·  ---·  · -· ·  1·-·  ·  · ·  _._ ---I· --... ----·I·  --·  ·  · ---: I 
I  . x 1989!1988  I  -10.2.  1·  -2s.8  I  ·t9.3  I  35.6  I  -4.5  I  -~  I  ·t9.9  l  -too.o  1  zoo.o  I  -1oo.o  I  . '  1  -11.4  1  -tt.o  1 
I  x 199011_989.  .  _·  I  o.o  L  20.1  I  -13.t  I  ·12.5  I  -1  •• 2  I  - I  -2.3. i  .  ..  1  o.o  I  ..  1.  - 1  -1~z  _I  -1.1  1. 
1---~--~-~-------------····-··-----~----------·-···--,----~---·······---~~----·····-------------~---·-----------·-··-----··········-----····-·----~--~~:--·-·--------~····--------l 
. 1 s.  LIGNITE  BRJcu~nEs AHa.  1968  1  · 67  1  ,10  1  wn  1  ·  ·  1.  n  1  60  1  · ·liA  1  - 1  1a  1  . ·  1  ·  ··,  · 1..  · - 1  uo9  1 
'I  'PEATBRJQUETTES'.  '1989~~1  .30  I.  :Hi'l  ,1Zi35_"1  ·_,  , ..  -651  60  I'.'NA  I  .  I  .15f  .  I  ·I:  •  L  1465~1 
I  .·  '  .  .  .  ,)99.0- I  .  30 ., .  '._15  I  ·noo  I  .  I  70  I  .  60 I  NA  ,··I  .  I  ..  15  I  - I .  . (  I  - r  1490.  I .. 
I· ·  · -_., -·  ~ ·  ·  · ---•  --·  -- _.;-· --; ·  ·  _._._  ~ I  ~ --;  ~- ·-. ~-:  ·I- ~ ·  ~ -·-----1- ·_ · :: ·  ·  ·  ··I·  ·  -~ · · ·  ·  ·  ·_ · I· ' -:  ·. -.-- ·  · I· -· -c - ~ ' •  -~ I· -. ·:--·: ·  · -1- c • • - • • - - -I· ---· -·  · ·  · i  ·  -·  --,  :  ·  ·  :  I  ~ ~ · -:. ---·  ·  1-· --~ ----: I· ·  ·  ;  · ---·: I . 
-.3S- .. 009EN.OO  TABLE  9 
·DELIVERIES  OF  LIGNITE  AND  PEAT  BY  SECTOR  AND  BY  HEHBER  STATE 
(MILLION  TONNES) 
l·------~····--·······-·------····-----~---··------,~-----------------···-------·-·-----·········----···---···-··----------------
1 1988  :  Actual  I 
I 1969  :.Provisional  I  RAil  PRODUCTS 
I 1990  :  Forecasts  I 
I· · ------· -·  ·  ----· · --I· ·  · ------·  · · ------· -·  ·  -· -· ---· ·  -------· -· ---· ---·  --· ------· -· ----·  · -· · -· -· -·  · --·  ·  ·  ·  ·-------· ----·  --·  ·  ·  -· ---
I  I  PO\./ER  STATIONS  .  I  BRIOUETTING  PLANTS  I  OTHERS  I  TOTAL 
I  l-----------------------·-·l··---··-····--~----------·l-------------------······-1-·-·····---·-····----·-··-
l  1  1966  1  1989  1  1990  I  1966  I  i9a9  1  19.9o  1  1966  1 1989  1  199o  1 1988  1  1989  I  1990 
I  I· ·  ·  ---- _- 1-·  -·  ·  ·  ·  -1-·  ·  -·  --- ---·  ----I· -----·  · I· ---·  --·  I· -·  ·  -·  -·I-----· --I· -· ---·  ~ 1---· ----I· -·  -·  ·  ·  · I· ·  ·  ·  -· --
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I BELG I  OUE  . I  - I  I  I  .  I  I  .  I  .  I  I  .  I  I 
I DANHARK  .  I  .  I  I  - I  - I  I  - I  - I  I  - I  I 
I DEUTSCHLAND  (BR)  I  94.1  I  95.7  I  92.6  14.8  I  14.8  I  15.~  I  1.6  I  1.3  I  1.5  1110.5  I 111.8  1109.6 
I ESPANA  -I  13.0  I  18.6. I  19.0  I  - I  . I  .  I  - 'I  .  I  13.0  I  18.6  I  19.0 
I  FRANCE  . I  1.6  I  1.7  I  1.6  I  I  I  0.2  I  0.3  I  0.3  I  1.8  I  2.0  I  2.1 
I HELLAS  I  47.9  I  51.0  I  51.5  0.4  I  0.5 .I  0.5  I  1.2  I  .  1.0  I  .  1.0  I  49.5  I  52.5  I  53.0 
I  IRELAND  I  3.6  I  3.3  I  3.3  1.2  I  1.1  I  1.2  I  1.4  I  1.2  I  1.2  I  6.2  I  5.6  I  5.7 
I  IT All A  I  1. 7  I  1 . 5  I  1.5  •  I  - I  - I '  - I  I  I  1. 7  I  1.5  I  1.  5 
I LUXEHBOORG  I  I  I  . . I  I  I  .  I  .  I  - .  I  - I  I  - I . 
I NEDERLAND  I  - I  I  .  I  I  I  - I  I  I  - I  I  - I 
I PORTUGAl  I  I  I  I '  I  I  .  I  I  I  - I  I  .  I 
I UN I TEO  K  I  NGOOH  I  I  I  I  - I  I  I  I  I  I  I  .  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  - I  I  I 
I··-·---------···----I·-----·· 1-------·I·----·-- -·-·---·I·----·--I-·----· ·I·--·---·I·;·-----1----·--·I--------1-----·--I----·---I 
I C().IHUNITY  1161.9  I 171.8  I 169.7- 16.t.  I  -16.4  I  17.2  I  4.4  I  3.6  I  4.0  I 182.7  I 192.0·1  190.9  I 
1···------·-·····-----··: ............................  : ............  __________________________________________ ~:-····-------: ......  , 
- 3G-·~  ...  .  i··  ..... 
·  010EN.OO 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  ·.  .  .  .  . .  - .  . 
.. ;HARD··.COAL' PRODUCTION  BY  AREA  '·  .. 
,,'.'  ..  '  "  .. 
·,  ....... '"''·"· 
··  ..  · ·c •ooo·  .. rONNes·>  ~· 
·I· ..  -~~ .•.........  ~~ .....  ~-~-..  ~-~"~:  •. ~.-~-~-~.~.·>·:~·-;.~~~<~~ ...  ·-~--·I 
I  I .  ·  .1988  •  I  1989 ·  1:-~ <  t990  ·  1 
I  · ·  .  .  I  .  .  .  I  ·  ··- ·  I ·  .  I 
I· ·  ·  ·  ·. ·  ·  ·  · ·  · -·  ·:  ·---~ ·  -~  -·--~-I·-· ·  ·  ·  ··· ·  --~ ·  I·--~-.:· :  ~ ,  ·'  -1.~--•  •  ~ · · ·  .-·  ~-I 
I KEMPEN  .  I· •.. : 24Si  I  .  188S  . I  ~  920  I 
1·  : ·  !' ·  ·  ~- -- -·-·  ·  ~· •  I· -· ·  ·  --~ -~  ·~ ·  .· I· .:: · · ·  ~ •··. · ·  ·. I 
1 ·  BELGIUM  ·.  1.  · •  2487  .. ·  1  •  ·  jsss  · 1  · - - 92o  1 
,  .......  ·.·--~-,-----·--------~ ,  .•• .-•.•.  _: •••  ~ 1···-··---·---~-1---·~--~---·-1  . 
.  1 RUHR  ·  1  61862  1  · 61271  . 'J  s%2o  1 
I AACHEN  .  I  .  4748  I .  . ·,_,42  'I  J740  . I 
I  IBBENBUREN  I  .  2361  I  21_35  I.  2110  I 
I  SAAR  +  KLEINZECHEN  I'  10348. I  9903  I  10120  I 
1- I·--~-•. ·.··--·  ·I··-~·---··-·· I·-·  •  ·-· ·  ~-·- I 
I  .  .  GERMANY  I  .·  ~319  I .  .  'h451 .  I  .  75590  I 
I····--···-----~--....  ·.-.-- ···I~---·-···--,  1·-~-~---,~--.-~  J--~~--------1 
1 celmtAL  ASTUR lANA  . 1  -·  4560  1  ·  · 5289  1.  4135  ·1 
I BIERZO,  VILLABLINO,  NARCEA  I  5594  . I  5151  I  4960  .I 
LEON,  PALENCIA  I  2298  .I  "·2279  .. I  ·2235  I 
SUR  I  . 1866
1  I  1625  I  ... 1530  1 
ARAcow.cATALUNA,  BALEAREs  1  .  4683  ·- 1  494Z:  ··1  · ·  43so  I· 
-I··· ,  -·  •  -· ·.•· · --I  ·-·  · · -•  ·  ~·.··I·-.-· · ·  : · ·  · · · I · 
SPAIN  I  19001  I .  . 19286  I  rnio  I 
--.--,--· · ·-· ·--· · · · · ·-·-·--·  I··-·-·~····  ·-·1 ~--•  ·  ··_-·  ·-- -. •  I·.····· ·  · · · · · i 
NORD·PAS·DE·CALAis  ·  1  1137  1  ·  506  1  315  1 
LORRAINE  1  8959  1  9ooo  '1  87oo  1 
cENTRE-MIDI  ·1  2oi.6  1  1994  1  .  tsss  1 
·1····----~---1·-·······-·-J······---·-·1 
.  FRANCE.  I  12142  I  11500  .I  10900  I 
1-"·--·-·  ----·············-~:-.1---: ..  - ...  ·-~ 1···-····-····1·····--~----~ I 
I  .  .ITALY·  'I  4i,  J  62  I  '  94  I 
.  1--·  · -- --· -· · · · · · · · · ·  · ·  ·. ·  ~ •  ~ •  1·.- ~ · - ~ · · · ·-·I·  · · · ·  7-• • -. • • I  ~ ·-•  •  · ·  ·.· · · · I 
· 1  1  RELAwo  1  ,  sz  . 1  6z  1  . 92  1 
1······-~---········-----···-1············1·----·····~·1············1 
I  .  PORTUGAL  I  237  . 225  I  220  I 
1:···················-~-~---•1············  1·······-···~1············ I 
1 scoTLAND  1  19n  1  2000  1  I 
I NORTHERN  I  10359  I  10000  I  I . 
.  1  YORKSHIRE  I  27534  I  N.A •. I  I 
'I  NORTH·IlESTERN  I  9629  I  N .A.  'I  J 
I MIDLANDS-KENT  I  ZS535  . I  II.A.  J  J 
J  SOUTH  llALES  .  I  ·.  4852 .  I  4000  I·  I 
I  BC  OPENCAST  .  . I  . 18493  I  N  .• A.  I  ! 
I  l!CE~SED HINES  +  ()?E~CAST  I  (II)  I  N.A.  I  I 
I  i·····~.---···1-········-···1··-···"·····1 
I  U!<IITED  KINGDOM  I  101379  I  97500  I  95000  I 
1··················.··········1·--~----····1······-~·-···1···-····-··'··1' 
I  1·  I  .1  .  I 
~ I  .  E u i!  1  2  I  214666  I  207971  I  200026  I 
I  I  I  I  .  I 
J·····················-·-~----··············-······-················1 
(a) .Amount  included  in  NCB  opencast 
- 3?-.... 
011AEN.OO  TABLE  11  A 
COKE  PROOUCTIOH 
• 
'  . 
(Hill ION  T PER  ANNUM) 
l------------·-·--------~-----·---·-------··--····~---············-··-·····---·-
·.1  I  I X difference!  I  I 
I  I  Coke  ·  I  c~red  I  Hord  coal  I  Coke  j 
I,  I production  I  with· the  I  cons(~ti~ I production  I 
I  I  capacity  I , pre~ious  I  I .  I 
I  .  I  .,  year  I  .  I  I 
l------------~------·-!--·---~---·-·i·······-·····l--···--·-····l··----------·1 
I  1988  :  Actual  ·1  I  I  I . ·  I 
I  I  I  I  I  J 
·I  BELGIQUE  I  6 ..  1  I.  0.0  I'  .7.5  I  5.6  J 
I 0 EUT SCH LAiiD  ( BR )  J  2 1 • ,  I  .  7. 5  I  24 '0  I  18.  4  I 
I  ESPANA  I  3.8  I  -11.6  I  4.4  I  3.0  I 
I  FRANCE  I  7.6  I  -9.5  I  10.1  I  7.4  I 
I  ITALiA  I  10.2  I  0.0  I  8.9  I  6.7  I 
I  NEDERLAND  I  3.0  I  . 0.0  I  4.3  I  2.9  I 
I PORTUGAL  I  0.3  I  0.0  I  0.4  I  0.3  I 
. I UNITED  ICINGDOH  ·I  8.3 .,.  -.4 .• 6  I  12.0  I  8.6  I 
l----:--~-------·--·--~---····---···1··:···-~---··1···--·--·~--~1··---~·-·····l 
I COMHUNITY  I  60.4  I  . -,5.3  I  71.6  I  ,52.9  I· 
l-·--··-····-····--··-1--·-··--·····1·-·--··~,---·l·······---···1·-···-···---·l· 
I 1989  :  P  rovis i ona l  I  I  .  I  . . . . I  .  .  J 
I  I  I  .1  I  I 
I  BELGIQUE  I  6.1  I  0.0  I  7.0  I  5.3  I 
I DEUTSCHLAND  <BR)  I  19.9  I  -5.7  I  23.7  I  18.4  I 
I ESPANA  .  I  3. 8  I  0. 0  I  3.  7  I  .  3. 2  I 
I  FRANCE  I  7.5  I  -1.3  I  9~4  I  7.3  I 
I  IT  ALIA  I  10.2  I  0.0  I  9.1  I  .6.6  I 
I NEDERLAND  I  3.0  .I  0.0  I  4'.1  I  2.9  I 
I PORTUGAL  I  0.3  I  0.0  I  0.4  I  0.3  I· 
I UNITED  KI.NGDOM  I  8.3  .. ,  0.0  I  11.0  I  7.8  'I 
I· ...  -.,-.-~.---....  -·I·--.·--..  -.-.  ·I·.---...  -- ..  ·I·.--.- .. -.--·I-...  ------..  ·I 
I COMMUNITY  I  59.1  I  ·2.2  I  68.4  'I  51.8  I 
r--·-··-·-···-···-··-·1---····--····1··--------·--1--·-.-·----····1-·.·.-·-······-1. 
·I  1990:  Forecasts  I  l  J  I•.  I 
I  I  I  I  .·I  I 
I BELGIQUE  I  6.1  I  0.0  I  7.2' I  5.5  I 
1  DEUTSCHLAND  cs;n  1  19.5  1  -2.0  1  23.8  I  18.4  1 
I ESPANA  I.  3.6  I.  ·5.3  I  3.7  I  2.9  I 
I  fRANCE  I  7.5  I  0.0  I  9.2  I  7.1  I 
I  ITALIA  I  10.0  I  ·2.0  I  9.4. I  6.8  I 
I  NEDERLAND  I  3.0  J  0.0  I  4.2  I  3.0  I 
I  PORTUGAL  I  0.2  I  ·33.3  I  0.4  ·I  0.3  I 
I UNITED  KINGDOM  I  8.5 *I  2.4  I·  11.0  ·I  8.0  I 
I  I  I  l  I  I 
1-·-· · · · · · · · · · ·  ··· ·---· I··-·-·-· · ·- ~ · I·--··········  l-·--··········I····.-··-··  -·-I 
I  COMMUNITY  '  I  58.4  .I  ·1.  2  . I  68'. 9  I  52.0  I 
1.-·-·-····-.- ····-··-.-·1····-····-···· r··------······1···-·········1·············-1 
'*  IJith·~"t  LTC  for  Uni.ted  ICingdom  · 
-·3&* OOl+BEN.OO  T.\~LE 11  B  .· 
COKING . :pLANT ·  CAPACI'l'Y: DIS,TRI BUTION 
·,('Mil;lion. tpnnes)· 
·-----------------:---------____ ..,....,. __ - _..,. __  ~'"':  ..;-~.:-::---·--:---- --~,:::-~~~2--'-t.::....:::.....: __ ._:_...; ;..·_ .... 
;:  :·  .:·  1?88~  - ., .. ·  -.~·  1989  ·  :· ·  );:990  ,· 
··-· 
c'olliery plants  .. 
Iron  and  ste~l indtlstry 
Independent.  ( *) 
: · -~ctual 
- .  .  . 
-----..:.--~----- .- .  '..  . 
16.7 
. 40. 9. 
'2 .•  8 
----~---------------------..;- ----~----~-~-
Total  ~0~4· 
'.  Provisional  :  .,  .  .  .  .  _;  . 
---------~--:---...,-
,.  .:  ~  ' 
15.  4· 
40.9 
2.8 
Forecasts  ---·--- ~~~--------





----~-------...:~-------------~---~-------------~--..;  ___ :_ ____ ...:~---...:-------~-
*  Without  LTC  for the  United  Ki~9dom . 
TABLE: .12  A 
PERSONNEL  EMPLOYED  UNDE_RGROUND 
·.  (y.ea.l:"lY  average), . 
_________________________ :_ ___ ;__:_ ____________ ~---~~--~ 
1988 
Actual  .  . .  .  ----..:..·--------
:'  1989 
. Provisional\· 
----~--...:. ____  .,;;,.~ 
. 4. 5 






'  ~ .  ·.  1.8 
.90 ~8  . 
Belgium 
Germany  (F-R} 
Spain  (1) 
France 
Portugal 





14.2 .  6. 8. 
-··  .  .,, 
34• •.  1 
9.8  11.4  . ·:-.;;.·:·".:.  ·~· 
0. 6. •*;  -~- .. •'  0  ~  6.  * 
5L§, 




63. 0  .. 
Q.3 
,_:  __ ~:~---.:.. ____ _  .  '  .  .  .  .  ------------- -------------
232.5  ~  09  ~.  6  1  ~  ··  188.9 
---------------.--------_:_ --------.·-:-------___  ._ _______  .;_ ____  ooy-~·:.:-..:. ___  .:.. ____  ~_ 
*  Carbonifera  do  Dovro. 0012BEN.OO  TABLE:12  B 
OUTPUT  PER'MAN/HOUR  UNDERGROUNG 








United  Kingdom 
.  •  I  -------------------------------
COMMUNITY 
. : 1988  1989 
Actual  Provisional 
334  321 
630  645 
333  3'28 
534  590 
NA  NA 
633  681 
579  Goo· 
1990 









.  .  .  .  .  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- .  . 
NA  :  Not  available 
' 
TABLE  13 
INVESTMENTS  IN  THE  COAL  INDUSTRY 
(COAL  EXTRACTION  AND  PREPARATION) 
(million  ECU} 
------·------------------------------------~--------------------------------
1988  1989 
Act:.ual  Provisional 
Belgium  11~7  2.7 
Germany  (FR)  362;8  346.0 
Spain  155.4  209.8 
France  58.7  41.4 
It~ly  40~5  67.6 




169. 7  . 
36.9 
68.1 
United Kingdom  791.9  699~4  610.6  - ~~~~~~~~~~~  ~~~~~~~~~:~~~  ~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~  ~~~  ~~~~~~-~~~:==~~~~~  ~~=-1 OI~AEIUJO.  TADLE  14 
.hchlinge .rates·: . US  S  Europeon.currencies 
- •••• - -- .... - •.  - ..  - -'""-- .... :  ~ .-:.. ........ ':.--- ~ ...... --.- .............. - ..  - .. -.- ............ ':'  ...... - ...... : •.•.•--- ~ ..  - .. •  ....  •.  - - ..  - ----- ...... 7  ~.- ............ -... - .... --- ..  - .....  ~ ...... ·- ... - ... ---·-- ... -.- .. -- ..  -· ........  :-......... ~.--' 
I  I  'I  I·  I  '  I  I  . I  I  I  .  '  I 
lllSDollar  "'I  orR  I  OkR·  I  DH  I  PTA  I  ff  I  DR  ·:.IRL  I  LII  I  HFL  I  ESC  I  E  1  -'ECU  1 
I  ·  . ·  .  I  I  · I  . I  · ·  I  I"  .  •  I  . .  •·  .  I  · I .  ·  . .  I  ·  I  .  I 
I·.:···: ·:·.··.··········1······· ····!'··· ········I····  ·······I········  ···.1····'·-- ···I····-~·-···'-·· ······1········:·  .. 1·······-·--1···········1··.········:1····.···  ····I 
I 1988  ·  I  .  I . .  .  I  .. I  ·  · I  ·  ·  I  . . .  1 .  .  I.·  I·  .... I  . .  I  .... ·"f.  ·  '  .  I 
1 .  1st.  quarter  .  JU95o ·I  ·.  ~-l'do  I  t.6545  1112  .n  I  5.5917 ·  I  _n?.n  : ().t.222  I  J2~_9:zz ··.I  1:.6588  I  nu1  1- >  o.s5s4  1  :  ~.at_o'>  1 
1·  2nd.qua~ter.  '3UJJ3  .1  ·6.4712:1  1.6895  I  112.061  5  .. 7262  I  135.oo 10.6l21_L.1_255.]7_,)  1.89481  .138.02  J..o  .. 5376  1  0".821?  1 
.I  .·  lrd;~arter  38.3608  . I  r.oo~8  I  un~~.  I  .. 12z;zz  I  6.1716  I : .-144;71  ,-1)~68.5.3  f:1~~9  .• 1o  l  ·. z.o1oa  1  .  147.76  f··  ··Q,5942  f  JJ.s9ri- ., 
f:  ··  .'•th.quarter:  n.t7it;  I  .·6.M04. I  i.7l50  1'·.,116;23  I·  ~-.0552.  1  .  .- 146.53  ·,o;~¥ll'~lOt3.1_5;~·· !'. 2~0002  l  146.75  1  --~~.5564  J  :0(;';&5~7 .. 1 
1  ;  YEAR  i988  36.J266  ,  ~>.724"  ;  ,1.7543  1  -.;-;6;37  1  s.9$06  .r  141.72 !  o._6s60•·1:·~~-'\30Q:o9.J  T"h  1  143.8~ J  ·  ... ~:s6t9  1  •.  ·a::84si·-i 
11989  1·  ·1  ...  1  1  r  ',.  ·.·.r··:-~,  1  1  .,  _,_'  1  1 
.1:  lst.quarter  38.7497  I  7.t'885  I  1.81,9.6  I . 115.55.  1,..  6.'2901  I  154.59  1o:'6925  I~  m~.26  I'  Z.0876  I.  ..  15L9B  I "-)J.5720 f ..  0.8879  I 
f  ·-2nd.quarter  ·40.4595  I·  7.5215  I  1.9l26  I  121.50  I  6,5426  I  164.96 10.7238_1·•14.07:75f.2,1765·l .. 160.21f.·  o.6152j'o.9.JilOI 
I  3rd.quarter  -40.2527  I  7.47.28  I  1.97.31'  I  120.54  I: 6 •. 5042  .I  166.29  1 o.~*5'f 1:ies·.66  t  2  ..  1684  f ..  161:o;f}':o.6263·  1  · 0.92lZ  .f 
'  '  ..  '  '  - .  ·.1·  ...... ·.  .•...  '  ''  ..  '  ..  '  ..  .  ..  ....  ·.· 
J.  4th.quarter  -I  .3a.osz~  1.  7_.o467  1_  1:8t1_S.·:  J:_··  _115~--~~-''  1:~- 6:1Mo. L:  16~--6t:·foi:6p.~8:q:>l~34,:_9z.:  L_  z.o4,~a  1:'  ·.:'156.42  1··o:~3oa:  J:.·.·~~~-~.i:  1. 
1  ..  YEAR  1969  1  3_9.3743  I·  7.J059 ·t-.  t_,879CJ:I:<  1~8:·16  ~·1·. 6.3752 .I- t6Z::sz. 1.,~~~795-~.'.J  __ :~Jyo:?7 ·l·2.lt96-l  ·  1s1.4o  l-.  o."611_1._·H-:'\o.9076  .1· 
I X Difference  ·  I  I  1·  I·····  l·  · • I'  . ·. ·  ·  :- i·  :l:···r::.  I  ·  I  ··'  I  ·  :'f .:  ·.c:.,.  1 
(&th;~u.69/4th.Ou.88  I·  2.4  I  .  ,3.0  i··  '2.1 . I'  . ·0.3  I.'  1.8  I  .  11."r}· :S:i  r<  .. ·_··  1.5  I  2.2  I ... 6.6  I. :  H.'O  :'I  :;<:  ~:~::i< I 
1Vcar:J989trear196s.  1  .7:2.-·1.·  ·.6:·6  I  7.1  1  1.71  ·.1.1·1,:  -..'..14.S·t·  r:;s_.l.-·.::15.5"  I  7.·3  1  ·'9;4.1.  /:-S;8f  :.·  :.i-.3  '1 
l·  ··  '-~~:;·~'·· ··· ....  ~ '·1·~:·· ······I:-;-.. :····  -1-· · ·  ..  :: :  -···f· .. ·  · ·  ·  .... f·· ·; ·  ~-····I~··.:. :  ... .-_F--~--- ··I·'·--~)--~··: 1---.... :. ·  ·1··.--···  ·. ·:·1··  ~"·: .. · .. :I·:::'·_·'· ··I 
Lf ,  __ . ! SA Ell.  ~ 10  TABLE  15  A 
AVERAGE  Clf  PRICES  FOR  COAL  IHPORTEO- FROH  THIRD  COuNIRlES 
(US  $) 
- ..  - - ...... - •  - - - - ••••••  - - - 7  ..  - ........... - - - .... - ••• - - - - - - - ..  - - - ............  - - - ..  - ..  - •  - - - - ... - - - ..  - - ..  - - - - - - •  - - - - - - - - - •• - - - - - - ..  - ..  - .... - - - - - ..  - -' .... - .. 
I  1  19  88  1  19  89  ·-1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  l  10/191'>8  I  20/191'>8  I  30/1988  I  ~0/191'>8  I  10/1989  I  20/1989  I  30/1989  I  401)989  I 
I····------·-··-·---------·· 1- ---------- -------- ·-·I·-·-------·I··--------·I··--'-···--I-----·----· 1------·-·-·I------· ·--·I 
I A.  STEAH  COAL  (1)  I  I  I  I  I  I .  I  I 
I .  N(.V  {(  i/Kg)  I .  26264.  26282  I  261.66  I  26356  I  26327  26460  I  26297  I  I 
1  - per  tome ct=n  1  39.28  42.31  1  42.52  1  42.5_s  1  42.88  45.oo  1  45.65  1  • •  1 
I  · per  tome  "29.3 GJ.  I  43.85  47.2Q  I  47.10  I  47.30 ·  I  H.75  1,9.85  I  50.85  I  . .  I · 
I  I  -1  I  I  I  I  1·. 
-I  0.  COl: I NG  COAL  ( 2)  .  . .  I  I  I  I  I .  I  I 
I  HCV  (l:j/l:g)  I  29386  29386  I  29386  I  29386  I  29386  29386  I  29386  I  29366  I 
1  ,...,r  stnndard  tonr.e  1  s1.Jo  ·  53.7o  1  sJ.45  1  54.15  _ 1  51  •. 8s  56.65  1  57.1o  1  57.5o  1 
I  · m  <
1 ·>  I  -I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  ·per tonne=  29.3  GJ  I  51.15  53.55  I  SJ.JO  I  54.00  I  54.70  56.50  I  56.95  I  57.35  I 
1··.----------··· ·----·---···-1· .......... ------ ·-···1--· · -------1· ·---- --···I· ......  :  .. : ---------·-1·--------- -1·--··-- ·--·1 
I.  Ratio  B/A  (X)  I  117  I  I1J  I  113  I  ·_lfl,  I  .  115  113  I  -112  I  I 
I  per  tome  "  29.3  GJ  I _  I  I  I  I' ·  I  I  I · 
I· ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ---·--·  --· ·  ·  -·  -.-·  .. : ·I· ·  ·: · -·  ·  ·  · -1-· · -------· I· --· · -·  ----I- -•  · --· -· -·I--· ----·  ·  ·  · · ·  · -·  ·--·  ·  ·  1- ~---· --·  · ·  ,  1-·  · ·  ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·-I 
(I)  As  per quarterly reports  fr0111  the Hcnber  States  (Decision 86/161/ecsc  of  26  February  1965 
modi lying  the Decision  77/707/ECSC  of  7  Ut>ventJer  1977) 
(2)  Guide  price  (Decision  73/267/ECSC  of  25  July  1973  end Decision 2064/86/ECSC  of  30  June  1986), 
reference dote  :  beginning  of  quarter 
(3)  Sf>ecificatiOtl of  standard quality:  ashes  7.5X,  water  BX,  volatile lllilttcrs  2fJX 
(4)  i~ends of  meon  v<~lue  :  at  the  first  of  January  of  each  year 
/  - 1970  17.50  1974  ·31.90  1978  62.10  1982  112.45  1?116  61.90 
1971  23.90  1975  59. s~  1'179  63.95  1983  76.25  1981  53 ,1,0 
. 1972  _23.65  1976  62.75  1980  68.SO  1984  66.20  19611  51.30 
1973  26.05  1977  61.65  19111  75.-70  1985  62.75.  1989  54.85 
A  lf2.-015DEN.OO  TABLE  15  B 
Coking  Coal· Imports 
Guide  price  in national  currencies  per  tonne· of  29.3- GJ,  nell  reference  grade 
. -.  -- ~ ....... --·- -........  ~ ...... -..... ----.. -~ .. ·  .. --.... --- .. - .. - .. --.... -.. -.. :  .. --- .. --...... -.........  ·  ~ -........ -- " ............ --.  ·  .. -.............. --------.. ------.... ----.. -.. - .. -.... --- .. 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I· 
. I · Reference  date  :  I  USO  I  011  I  FB  I  ff  I  £  · I  Fl  I·  ESC  I  PTA  I  liT 
I  _  I  I_  ·1  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
· 1--- ---·  --· · ---· ---- · ---I--· -· · --···I--....  --_ ·  · -1-· ·  ---- .-.. ··I·  -- · · · ·  ..  -. · I· · · · · · ----·I· ........  --1·-· ·  · .... · ·  ·I·---- ·  -- --·  .1· .. ·_;  ~ ·  ·  .. ·I 
i  1  _  9  _:8 _  8  I  I  I  .I  I - I - I  I  I .  I 
1  1st.  quarter  1  . 5uo  1.  a1' 1  voo  1  21s  I·  21 _ I  91  · 1  _  M7o  1  - 554o  1  598oo,  j -
I  I  I  I  - 1-- . I  -- ..  I  I  -· . - __  ·I  .  ·1  I -
1  - znc~.  quarter  I  53.7o  1  89  I  187o  I  -- 1o3  I'  28.5 -I  1oo  1  .- _7280  1  60JO  1  . 663oo  1; 
I  I  .  l  I  • I  -I  : <_-- I  -1  _,  -.  ·I  I  -:I·. 
1  .  3rci.  quarter  ·1  , · -s3:4s  1·  -9i .I  2oso  1  _  328  1  31  :,-1  "· 1o2·  (_  :, . )4oo  1  6060  1  723oo  _  1 ·' 
I - I  I  . I  I  -I  I  -i •  - I  I.  ' I ' 
1  .  4tti.  quar~er  1.  54:1s ·I  101  1  _  211s  1  344  1 _  32·1  114  1- ·8110  1  ·6680  1  - 1szoo  1-
Jt_9_8_9  I  I  I  I  .f  .I  I<  1- I  -i 
1  - 1st.  quarter  1  54:_85  1  101  _ I  ziz5  1  -_- -- 345  I'  11  1 - .11s  l  8336  1  - 6318  1  7439_1  1 _ 
! ·  I  I  .  ·1  _  I - 1- - I  .  I  •- -- I  - r  ~  -- >  ~I 
- 1  2nd.  guarter  !  s6,65  1  . 109  1  - 2~92  1 _  -.  ::m  1- ·  _- j_5  1  1_2:s  1  :  9076  1 .  ¥Jil:s · 1 - 7?!4? ·T 
I  r  I  .  I  .  r- :I  _  .  I  .  1-_  .  I  - I  - ·1  .  r  ·-3rd.quarter  1·.5,7;1o  1  -11o:_J:  .zz9a  1  ·371  ~-- -:st.  J-_··::'1241- 9194  i  ·6883·1·  7?121J· 
I  -,  - I  I  I  I  I  I  .  I  - -.  I  -- .  -I 
- 1  _4th.  _quarter  -I  57.so  1  1o4  1·  .·2168  1  :m  1·  :s6  1  11s  -1- - a99s- 1 _  .666:s  1- _ 76758  1 
1-.  I  I  l  . 1- I  I  - I  I  . I  - ·  I 
I  Differl!nceinX  I  I  r  I  1-'  I  I  I  I  -1 
J4th.  qtl~~ter  19891  I  12,09  I  · 28.40  I  · 28,71' .I  29.09  I.  iu_l-:J-. 2f67_ I_- :_3U}6  1 ;'_20.7.7  1:  ·:iB;J6 ..  f:' 
-_  '  ".  - - I  I .  - -~- - .. · .. .  -,- I  - · - ---·1  . ·  -·  -··  ·  ~  1·  -- -- t - -- -' ·  · ·  -_  .:-- .- ._.  ,  1  lsi_: .quarter -1988  _.  ___ ,  - .  .··  -_  ·_  - .  -.-.,,;:.·;·::.  ,:.-·-..  .-:  -,_·-_: ___ ·  ~  · -.•.  1- -_,·  _:  ~  --·  .1-
_  :  ~ .:~ ...  ~--: .....  ·.  :~--'.,  .... ~;--~': ..  _  ~----.  ~.-'-......  -.  ~ ..  ; ' ......  _-! :·.-. ·;- ":- ,.:::! ..  ~_~ .. :  ..  :'>~  ._::._-_::_:  __ :: ~:~-:._~-! :-.... ·.'-. '. ~: !-'.  --~  :_.~:- _: :~_,- ,·~:- _  .. :. ,·::·!: 
t·· ....  ~ 
- ~ Lt-3-015CEN.OO  TABlE  15  C 
Average  price  for  imported steam coal  (in national  currencies  per  tonne  of  29.3  GJ) 
..... --.  ~ -------....  ----- --.....  ----...... -------.  --. ------...  ----'----... ------ -. -... ---.. -----. --... -.; -- .. -. -.. -----... ---- ... -.. -- ------. - -----: .. ---- ..... ---- -.... ----. --
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  -1 
Reference  date  :  I  USD  I  - OH  I  FB  I  FF  I  Fl  I  UK  £  I  OR  I  PIA  I  ESC_  I  OKR  I  JR  £  I 
I  I  I  I  I  _  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1-----·'  ·- · ·- ·-·  -_------ I·--- ---' ·  ·- 1-- -_- ---- ·-- 1----··----·I·····----·  ·I····---·· ··I-----···--·I····---_-·-·  ----------·I·---·-----·I··--·--·--- 1-·--- --··---I 
I 1_9_8_6  - I  -I  I  I  I  I  I  - I  .I  - I  I-~ 
_ 1.  1st  quarter  1  . 43.85  1  72.55  1  1s11.oo  1  _245.19  _ 1  61.51  1  24.35  I  5794.oo  - t,?H.oo  1  s94o.oo  1  276.14  1  21.2a  1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
2nc1  quarter  1  47.20  1  79.75  1  1668.oo  1  21o.28  1  69.43  1  25.37  1  63n.oo  529o.oo  1  6515.oo  1  305.44_  - 2?.83  1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
3rdouarter  1  47.101  86.481  16o1.oo  I  290.691  97.SJ  1  27.98  6816.oo  5757.oo  1  696o.oo  1-329.93  32.281 
I  I  I  I  I  - I  I  I  I 
4th quarter  1  47.3o  - 1  -- a3.96  1  1756.21  1  286.41  1  94.61  1  26.41  _  6931.oo  5496.oo  1  6941.oo  1  323.55  3t.36.  1 
,_9_8_9  I  I  I  I  i  I  I.  _ 1-
- 1st quarter  I  H.75  I  88.32  1650.30  I  300.35  I  99.68  I  27.32  7382.00.  · 5517.00  I  7257.00.  I  343.25  -33.07  1· 
I  I  ·I  I  I  I  I  I 
2nc1  quarter  1  49~8s  1  93.34  zot6.91  1  326.16  1  1o8.6o  1  _30.67  8224.oo  6os1.oo  1  79a7.oo  1  374.9s  36.oa  1 
I  _I  I  I  I  -1  I  I 
3rd Ouorter  I  50.65  I  97.79  2046.65  I  330.74  I  110.26  I  31.65  1!1.51.27  6129.46  I  8107.67  I  379.99  36.64  1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  -I  I 
Difference  in X  I  7.96  I  13.08  13.27  I  n.78  I  13.06  I  13.84  23.99  I  6.1.7  I  17.61.  I  15.17  I  JJ.SO  I 
1  2nd  quarter  1989  1  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1  I  I 
-·1  Zrd  ciuar t er  19M  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1  -I  I 
I_  I  1- - I  I  J  I  'I  I  I  1--
'  ' ...  00 ••  0  ....  0  0  0  0  ...  0  0  0  9  0...,.. ..  0. ....... 0  o0  •,• o- ~ '0.  0.  M  ..  ,  •  :.  ":  '0 •:  ...  0.  ,'"  '0  o  .... '"•- ..... •  ..  - '0- •  0.- ., ... -- '0  '0- ..  0.  -- ..  ~::.  ~  •  ~:- •  M--:- .. • ...... -..  :  •  •- ..  A  •  M  '0  ..  • .. --'"Me .... o-- -. 0--- • 0  0  •  o  e-o  •  •  .... •  "  ..  ;  0.  ........ 0.  ........  •  ..  '0  '0  .... '0 
- 1.44-0016EN.DO 
·DE!.! vE;tED  PRICE  FOR  DCMESTI C  COAL- .  - '  ''  ;,  :·  '  .  ·· . 
. ... · 
( [IIC!,UOJNC·  TAXE>l  . 
C.Ecu/tce)  · 
....... -... -- .. -.. -.................... -... - ..... :·;. ..  .:. .... ·  ..  ~ .... -....... ~ ~ ·  .....  :" .. -........ ·  ........... -. 
I  · I ._  1  Jut y ·  .I  1  July  +/·  X 
1  .  1 ..  _19M·  1.  1¢89·  .l·  .  1  . 
I···············~········ ·I·  ...  :--~---··· ·I···:---~  -~-.7.  ~ • -~--1 "---..... ·-'-···I 
I  I · .. ·  ."  I  . .  · •  f  . I 
I  Selgiun  I ..  ZSS. 74 ..  I . ·  236;83  I  -7._39  I 
I  I  ·I  . I  I 
1  France  1 -'  29i .c9  1  279.60  1·  ·  -3.95.  1 
I  I  1··  -_·I  I 
I  Germany  (FR)  I  272.17 ·  I  281.80  I  3.56' I 
f  I  I  I  -·.  l 
1  lr~land  1 . ,~~23 '.1·  11a.a1  f  a.88  1 
I  I  I  I  I 
·I  I-taly  -I.  279,73.· ·l.  _292.,81  J  4.68  I 
I  1··.  f ··  --.I  I 
I  Nclhcrl~nd,;  r,-:.loS.67,  I  29:!.79.  r  ~'  -4.21  J 
. I  ·1  .·  :  I  .  J· ·  f, 
[.  Sp<!in  J..  Wl.i~. I  1S4.92·.-,<I  • 5.25  .·j .· 
I  .  I  ..  I  _.  .·:· ..  ·/··r  1. 
I  Un i ted  K i nsd0111  'I  "206. 18  I  . --:  f.  I 
I  , .  .  I  .  I  .  .  .  ·  1:·.  . .  I 
..•.•  •  .•••••.••••..•.  ··"-•...•.  ·.~ •.•••  ~ •.••.•.••••  ·  ••••  • •. , .•..  ' .••  • I  . 
Exchange  rates:ECU/nationat  currencie;:  1.07.89  1.07.88 
DH  2.06858  2.07S21 
BFR  43.3127  '  43."4741 
FF  7.02389  6.99875 
HFL  2.332134  2}4037 
LIT  1497.47:  1539.7S 
PTA  130.813  '  138.686  . 
.IRL. ·  o. nasts  o.n2:s92~ 
UKL  0.68129  . 0.667628 0017EH.OO  TAalE  _17 
UORLD  COAL  ·PROOUCTIOW  ANO  TRADE 
CMi  Il-ion· tonnes) 
----------------------------~-----~-----------------~--~-~------------------·-------------- '  . 
I  I.  UORLO  TRA,OE  BY  COON TRY  AND  RECJ ON  I  1987  I  198S  I  1989  ( 1)  I  1990  ( 2)  I 
I  -----· -· -------------------· ----· - ~ · ----~ I·  ·  ~ · · · •  ··· · · I· --· -~ -----I  ---· -------I  --· ---. · ----I 
I  I  . - I  I  I  I 
I  C;)llToLinity  irrports  from  thirc countries  I  93  I  96  I  103  !  1~3 
I  I 1T90n  s ,  Japan  J  93  I  1 04  I  1 05  I  1 05 
I  J~rts, N!C·East  Asia  (3.)  I  43  J  52  j  53  ·1 
1
5~ 
J.  !~r:s, otl'!er  countries  J  60  J  58  I  60  .I  60  I 
I  I··-----·--·I·----·-···· I··-····--·-·I··-···--·--I 
I  Sub-n>tal  coal  sea-borne  trade  (a)  I  289  I  3io  I  321  I  332  I 
1  coidng  coal  1  <147>  1  <162>  1  <168>  1  <171>  1 
J  Others  I  (142)  I  (148)  J  (1153)  I  {161)  I 
1··----------:············---------------·1·-····--·--J----·-···-- 1·-·-------~!--.-·-·---·- I 
J  lntra·Comrunity coal  trade  j  10  9  I  9  I  S ·  I 
I  :  ~tra-Comecon trade  (4}  I  35  3b  I  32  I  30  j 
'  I  ~r.i:ee States  •  Canada  trade  f.  15  I  18  I  1S  i  18  I 
I  I· -- -· ------I·· --· · -· --· · I -· -· · · --- --I  -· · · · · : · · · -I 
I  Sub-tot~!  coal  regional  trade  {b)  I  60 •  I  63  I  59  I  56  I 
1·······-···-··-·······-----------------·-1···--'·-~---J····-··-···1·····------1···-·······1 
j  tnat  :  Coal  world  trade  (cl  j  349  I  3i3  I  380  I  3SS  I 
I  ce>  :  ca>  ..  <b>  I  -1  I  I  I 
I  Cokin;  coal  J  (170)  J  (156)  J  (~90)  ·1  (193)  I 
I  O~hers  J  (179)  I  (187)  I  (190)  I  c;o5)  I 
I  Oifferer>Cc  from  year  to yeor  (X)  1-·  2.3  J  6.9  l  1·.9  I  2.1 
I · · · · · -· -· -- ------ · ·  .-- · · ---.--. ·- -· ·-· · · -· · -I·--·--· --·  · I· -- : -· --·--I  ·. · · · ---· -· · I· · -- · · · · · ·  ·. I 
I  !1.  UORLO  PROOUCT  JON  .OF  COAL  I  1987  I  198S  I  1989  I  I 
I····--·------····-·---------·-----·----· -I··-······-· J--- ·--· · ·-- i -----------1-----· ·---·I 
J  \./estern  Eu~ope  I  222  I  215  I  208 ·  I  I 
I  (EUR)  I  <222)  I  {215)  I  (208)  I  I 
I  Worth  America  I  794  I  B38  I  855  ·1 
I  (Unite-d  States)  j  (761)  I  (799)  I  (815)  ·1 
1  ccanada>  1  <33>  1  c39>  I  (40>  ·  J 
I  uss~  I  595  I  599  I  sao  I 
I  Chin.a  I  Ba9  .I  . 920  I  960  .I 
Pol and  I  193  I  ,  93  I  , n  I 
Soutl'!  Africa  I  177 ·  I  178  I  178.  I 
Australia  I  145  I  ,,,  I  149  I 
1  nd  i •  1 ·  1 n  1  1a 7  1  19:.  1 
Japan  I  r.  n  1 ·  . 11  1  1  a  · 1 
Latin  America  j  35  I.  39  I  44  '  I 
I  Rest  of  the  \Jorld  I  159  I  160  I  160  I  I 
1···-----:-..  -------------------------····i··--·--·-··I·---~-----·J·····--···- I······--·-· I 
I  Total  world production of  coal  (d)  I  3399  I  3481  I  . 3515.  I  .  I 
1-----~----------------------------------- 1-----------1---------·· 1-----------r--------~--1 
I  JII.SEA:BORNETRADEOFCOAL!NX.  I  I  I  I  I 
I  OF  'o/ORLO  PROOUCTION  :  (al/Cdl  I  8.5  I  8.9  I  9. h  i  ',  I 
.............. --................ ~ ..... --..... --'• ...................................................................................................... -.. -........... .. 
(l) Estimates 
( 2)  Forecasts 
(3)  Ne11ly  Industrial ising  Countries  in East Asia:  Hongkong,  South  ICorea,  Taiwan· 
(4)  Countries  with central ty planned  economy  (Bulgaria,  Czechoslovakia,  East_  Germany, 
Hungary,  Poland,  Romania,  USSR) 
·.' 
.·.•' . 0018EN.OO  TABLE  18 
IMPORTS  Of  HARD  COAL  FROM  THIRD  COUNTRIES  ,.  '  .  ..  .  . 
-(Million  tomes) 
-----------------.---~----------.-----------~-------~---------~--~~----------. 
I .  I  15188  ·  I  1989.  ·.  l  ·  1990  I 
I  I·  I  I'  I. 
I  I  Aetual  I· Provi ii6nal  I  Forecas'ts  I 
I· ----------: ·------------------ I· -----~ ------I· -~ ------- ~~-~' I.---~------ ~ --I .. 
I\  A.  BY  COUNTRY  OF  DESTINATION  I  I  I  I 
I  .1  I  ·.I  I 
I  Be lg  il..m  1  9·: 4  I  10.  1 .  I  1  1 . S  I 
I  Oermark  1.  9. 7  I  9:s  I  10.0  ·I 
I  Germany  (FR)  I  6.8  I  5. 7  .1  6.6  I 
I  Spain  ·  ·1  8.7  I  11.2  I  11.4  I 
I  France  I  10.3.  I  .14,.6  .  I  15.4  ·1 
I  Greece  ·I  -1.5- I  1.3'  I  1.6  I 
I  lretand  I  . z,9  I  2.8  I  2.8  I 
I  Italy  ··1.  ·.18  .  .7  I  19.7  I  19,3  I 
I  Luilemburg  . I  ·:~.1  I .  0.2  I .  0.2  } 
I  Netherlands  . I  · 13;5  I  ;4.  1',.  I  ·  14.4· J 
I  Portugal  l  . Z;a· ·I  3'.4  I  3.4  .I, 
I  United  Kingdom  I  11.3'·1  11;0·  ·1  '·  16.5.  'I-
I  .  I  I  .  -j  . - .  · . I 
I· -~--------·  --------------· -----· ---------~ -- ~ ---· --"  ·  ----~  ~ 7:;  ~  ~ ~ -.--~ ·; •  -~I 
I  COMHUIHTY  .  I  95.7  I  103.6, J'  ' 113::1·:., . 
.. .  ..  ...  .. --.. -.......... ---.............. --......... -............. -........ -.......................  ~ ......... -....  ~  ." ... -................. -..... .....  :.~ .. ·,; -._  ... ,. 










I  I  I  .  ,  . I 
I  ·I  I .  :  ~· ·  ·- I 
1  35.9  1  .  t.1.?  1  4  7. 8  ·1 
I  2. 2  1  3  ~P  .  I  ··  · .. 3. 3  I 
1  18.o  1  11..o  I  .. 17  •. 6  1 
1·  19.3  1  21.0_·1  18:8·1 
1  8.8  1  6.8  1  1 .. 1  1 
I  z.i  1- 3.4  I  -3:9  I 
I  1:5  1  2.9  I  2.7  1  · 
1  6.o  1  8.9  L  -9.5  .1· 
1  1.3  1  v.  .J. .  z.,  I 
.  .  I  I  -~l .  .  I 
··-··------------~---······---·-···--·---------------------------·-·····-1 
· COM HUN m·  ·  ·  • 1  95 • 7.  1  · , 1  03: 6 J  ·  113  .• 1  . 1 
.........  ~ ...... ~ ......... - ..  - ............. - ••  -... ~  - ................... :--' .......  - ........  - ...........  :..  ..  • .. 4  ~ ...  ·.---- • ........  '- .......... .. TABLEAU 





ECIIAIIf.ES  IIITRA"COMMUNAUTAIRF.S 
INTRA-COiHlllll TY  EXCHANGES 
INNERGEHEINSCHAFTliCHER  AUSTAUSCH 
1990 
( '000  TON liES) 
1----· · -· · · · -· -· · -~ - · -· · --· · ·  ·. · -· · · · · -· · · --~ · ---· · · · -· · · -· · · · · · -· -· -· -· -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ---· · ---· · ---· · -· -· · · --· •  · · -· ----· --------------· · ---·- -; --· · · ·  ~ --· -----· -I 
I  DE·FR~·VON  I B(L(,'OUE  I DANHARY.  I DEUTSCH·  I  ESPANA  I  FRANCE  I  IIElLAS  I  IRELAN()  I  ITALIA  I LUXEH- I  liEDER- I PORTUGAL  I  UN.ITEO  I  TOTAL  I 
I  I  I  I  LAND  . I  I  I  I  . I  I  BWRG  I  lAND  I  I I:IIIGOOH  I RECEI'T ION  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  Rf.CE I PT  I 
I CN- TO-A  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  BE lUG  I 
I· ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·-·------- I  :  ------ -.- -I- -· -·  · ·  -·  -I----·~---- 1- -- -----·  ·  1----- ---- - -- -· -·  · --·I---· ·  · ---- -·  · ----·  ·  -I·- --· ---- ·I- --: ----- -1-· -----· --I· · -·  -.--- -' I· · --·- ·  -· --·I 
I BflGlllUE  I  ~  0  I  1100  I  0  I  NA  0  I  0  0  I  0  NA  0  I  0  I  NA  I 
I  I  I  o  I  n6s  I  o  1  20  o  I  o  o  1  o  so  o  1  15  1  11. so  1 
I OAIIHARK  I  0  I  I  .  0  I  0  I  NA  0  I .  0  0  I .  . 0  NA  0  I  500  I  IIA  I 
I  I  o  I  I  ·  o  I  o  I  -o  o  I  o  o  1  o .  o  o  1  85o  1  a  5o  1 
I OEUTSCillAIIO  I  80  I  0  I  I  0  I  NA  .0  I  0  0  I  0  NA  0  I  100  I  NA  I 
I  I  so  I  o  I  1  o  1  .. 3so  o  I  o  . o  1  o  20  o·  1  8o  1  5oo  1 
. I ESPANA  I  ..  10  I  0  I  loOO  I  I  NA  0  I  0  .  . .. 0  I .  0  NA  0  I  .  0  I .  NA  I 
1  1  10  1  o  1  2o  1  .I  10  o  I  o  o  1  o  o  o  1  10  1 .  ·so  1 
I FRANCE  I  195  I  0  I  1100  I  0  I  0  I  0  0  I  0  NA  0  I  200  I  NA  ., 
I  I  Joo  I  o I .  noo  I  o  I  o  I  ·. o  o  1  o  o  o  1  3oo·  1  190o  1 
1 HELLAS  I ·  o·  1  o . 1  o  1  o  1  NA  1  o  ~  1  ·.  ri  ·  NA  o  1  o  1  ~~~  .· 1 
I  I  o  I  o  I  o  1  o  1  o  1  o.  o  1  o  o  o  1  o  1  o.  1 
I IRELAND  I  5  0  0  i  0  I  NA  - 0  I  0  I  0  NA  0  I  400  I  NA  . I 
1 .  1  1s  o  11  1  o  1  ss  o  1  o  1  4  1s  1  · o  1  ·14o  1  ..  32o  1 
I  ITA\.JA  I  0  0·  1100  I  0  I  . IIA  0  I  0  I  0  II~  I  0  I  0  I  NA  I 
I  1  o  o  · 895  1  o  . I  o  o  o  1  o  · o  I  o  o  1  .  895  1 
I lUXEHROORG  I  40  0  . 0  I  0  I  NA  I  .  0  0  0  I  IIA  I  0  0  I  NA  I 
I  1  .·  1s  o  J  1  o  1  o  1- o  o  . o  1  o  1  o  o  1  · 18  1 
1  IIEDERLAND  1  100  o ·  ~.oo  1  o  1  NA  1  o  o  o  1  o  · 1  o  · o  1  NA  1 
I  I  NA  NA  NA  I  NA  I  NA  I  NA  NA  NA  I  NA  I  NA  NA  I  1400 . I 
I PORTUGAL  I  0  0  0  I  0  I  •  NA.  I  0  0  0  I  0  NA  I  300  I  NA  I 
I  I  0  0  0  I  0  I  2  I  0  0  0  I'  0  I  I  160  I  163  I 
I UN I. TEO  K I NGOOH  I  25  0  200  I  0  I  IIA  I  0  20  0  I .  0  NA  I  0  . I  NA  .  I 
I  ·.  I  1o1Y  o  r,oo  I  o  1  o  1  o  . o  o  1  o  o  1  o  1  soo  1  . 
· 1--· -· · •  ------·_ -· -1- •  -· --:_ :::- 1- -------· -I  · ------' --1.- · --------I  -. · · ----· --1-' --------- · · ----: -· - ---:  --: --· I· · · · ------ -· · · ·  ~ ----, 1- -· · ------ -· : -----:  ~ 1-· · · ----· - ~ I 
I  TOTAL  r  ::455  I  0  I  t,joo  I  0  I  460  "I  0  20  (J  I  0  I  2100  I  0  1500  I  -8655  I 
I EXPEIIIT I OilS  I  ~A  I  NA  •  .  I  .  -NA  I  IIA  I  NA  .  I  NA  IIA  I  UA  .  .  I  IIA  I  IIA  '  I .  Ill..  NA  I  .  6046  I 
I DELIVERIES  I  I  I  .  I  I  ..  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1 u Ef.ERUNGEN  1  1  1  1  1  1  r  1  1  1  1  I  1  1 
I··---···--------·I·---·-:---I-------- -··1· · ·-·----- 1-·'------·I··------· -I·····----·I---···----I--·-----· ·I·-·-----· -I--···---- -1- ·-··----·I--·-·-----·1·- ··-----.--I 
•  Commission  _Forecasts  N  .A  :  not. ova i I able 
- ~8-TABLEAU 





ECIIANGES  liiTRA·COMMUNAUTAIRES 
INTRA· COMMUIII TY  EXCHANI:;ES, _ 
I NHERGEHE I NSCHAFT Ll CHER  AUSTAUSCH  -· 
1989 
,_ ---_ ---"  -~ -.  :  -----"  ---.  -----. ----- ~ -.  ~ .  ------:: -_ ' ----------------"  -"  ----------' -----_-----. ---.  -----·----------------------------. ---------------------....  -----------I 
·1  oE-FROM-vou  1  BELew,·~:_, oANHARK  1 oeuTscH- 1  EsPANA  r  FRANce  1  HELLAs.  1 IRELAND  1  IT ALIA  1 wxeH- 1  NEDER- ,.  PORTUGAL  r Ulmeo  1  rorAL  1 
(I  000  TOiiNES) 
I  .  I  '  I  I  . LAND  I  I  I  I  I  I  BCJJRG  I  LAND  I  I  KINGO~ - I  RECEPTION  I  .. 
I  I  I  I  . I  I  I  .  I  I  I  I  - I  I  I  RECEIPT  I 
I  EN- TO~A  I  I  I  I  I  .  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  BEZUG  I .. 
J-----------------l----------l--------·-l----------l----------l----------1----------l--··------l---------:l---~-~-~--l·~--------l---":----- 1-:---,~---t-··:··---~-1 
BELGIQUE  I  .  .  .I  .  NA  I  .  NA  I  0  I  "N~  I  0  .  I  0  I  0  I  0.  I  NA  I  '.  0  I .  0  I  NA  I 
I  -I  o  1  u6>.  1  o  zo  1  o  1  - o  1  o  1  o 1  -so  1  - o  1  -t5  1- 145o  1 
DANHMK  I  . 0  I .  ,. .  NA  I  0.  NA  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  NA  I  0.  I  soo  I  . NA  I 
I  o  I  I  o  1  o  •  o  1- o  1  o  r- o.  1  - o  1 - o  I  o.  1  726  1  126  I 
DEUTSCHLAND  I  90  I  NA  I  I  0  · .. NA  .  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  . - 0  I  ..  NA  I  0  I  100  I  . NA  -I 
I  73  I  o  1  1  o  1.10  · 1  o  1  o  1  o  1  o  1  10  .I  o  1  1oo  1  653  .1 
ESPANA  I  10  I  NA  I  .  NA  I  NA  I  0  I  - 0  I  0  I  0  I  NA  .  I  0  I  0  I .  .  NA  I 
I ·  -n  -I  o  1  200  1  5- 1  o  1  · o  1  . o  .1  o  _I  -o  1  .  o  ·  1  t.  1  ·  2zz  T 
FRANCE  I  225  I  NA  I -_  NA  I  - 0  . I  . 0  I  0  I  0  I  '- 0  I  ·.  ~A  '  I  0  I  zoo  1- . NA  I. 
.I  J5o  I  .  o  1 ·  - nso  1  o  1  o- 1  o  1.  o  1  o  1  - - o  .- 1 .  :  o  1 - .2oo  1 - :  t~oo  I> 
HELLAs  - 1  :o  1  _NA  ._  1  ·  NA.  1  ··o  NA  1  .  1  o  1  o  1  o;  1  NA  1 ·  q  I  -- o _  L . NA  I 
1·  I  o  I  - o  f-- .  ·o  ·1  o  o·  1 ·  1  o  I  • o  I  _  o .I  o  1  -- _  ·o  -I  _  o. I  - - o  I 
I  I RELANO  I  - .  5  I  NA  I:  NA·  I  0  I  NA  I  0  -_  I  .  1- 0  I  0  ..  ,  NA  1.  0  I  400  . I .  NA  .  .  I 
__  I .  I  ts  I  o  I . .  11  1  o  · 1  ss  1  o  1  1  o  1  t.  _  1  -- ·  1s  I  o  1  180  -1  _  36o  t_· 
I  HALlA  I•  •  o  1  NA  _ ·I  NA  1  o··  1  HA  1  o  1  o  1 - I.  · o  I  ·NA  I  ·  il  I :  _  o I  -·  N.A  I 
I  ·I  .o  1  o  1  1z5o  1  o-t  ·o  1  o.t  '6/1- 1  o  1  ·o  1  o.1·::·  ·o_r- <t25o  1 
1 LuxeHoruRc  1  40•  1  NA_  1  NA  1  o  1  NA  1  •  _ o  1 :-.  o  1  __  .o  .1  :1  NA'  1  o  1  -> o·  1 _  ~~~;  ·_  1 
I  I  11  I  o  1  - 1  1  o  1  o  1  o . 1  . o  1- o  I  ,1  z  1 - o  l  - o  1  · 22  I 
1- NEDERLAND  i  m·  1  NA  1.  NA  1  _  o  1  -NA  1  o  1  . o  1  ' · o  1  ... - . o ·  J  .. _  1  o .. l  ·  ·.  _o  1  NA_  I~ 
I  I  NA  I  . NA  I  ,IIA  I  NA  I  IIA  I  . NA  I  NA_  I .  NA  I ..  NA  I  '  I .  -NA  . --I  ..  NA  I  . 1300  L 
•IPoRTUG~L  1  o  1  NA  -,.  NA  1  o.f  NA  1  o  t·  _o·f_,·  o  1  ·o.-:1·  NA  -1  1·  ·.Joo  1  ·NA·  I 
I ·  'I  o  I  -o  I  o  1  .  o  1- _ z  1 - o  1  -o  1  - o  I  o  I  t  I  I  180  I _  101  I 
·I  UNITED  K  I NGOOI1  I  30  I .  NA  I  II A- I  .  0  I  - NA  I  0  I  .  20  I  0  I  0  I  NA  ·I  0  . I  I  NA  I 
.  .  I  .  .  . I  1  ?O  _'J  0  I  '  400  . I  .  -- 0  I  .  0  I  0  I  "' ' ;  ~'  I -.- 0  I  .  . 0  .I  .  0  I  .  '  0  L.  L :  SQ()  J: 
·. >, , •• ·.• •••• ••  · •••  : •••  ,;.~·-·; ·':·-1·'"--....  ··I·--~·':-·.--·I·  ...  -~--; ·1-C: ..  c •••  ;:~.~--- .c ••• ,.,  •• ,·:· :·>·f·•'···  ~--;:  r:·-~:::~'·-:.-:1"•:·• :····!··--·:  --,·t·~,:~:-:-:-~·t··::.c·~""':  ~ ,. 
····1-_roTAL  ·  .-.1.  '525  1·  ~·1··5277-1  o  I  5oo•t  ·  o  1  ·  20-1  ·~o  1::'-;  o.f  ·f68o  1  _._,_oj'-",  __ 1~qo'l,'9S071-
•  ·,  - .  .  -~  •  '  .  .  .  ~  .  .  y,  ;  . 
.!EXPEDITIONS_:.!  IIA_:I:  NA  I'  IIA'  I  IIA  ·I  .ItA  I  NA_-_.,._  I~A,'I<.N~:·':_F.::IIA  -1  _NA  I  ,NA  _I._  :NA·-1:_.8566  I 
1 DELIVERIEs.- -t  _.  1  r- -1  1  .1_  - _,  •.. ,:  1  - r  ,.  _,._  1  ___ ._,  ··: .  .- .t 
.  I  LIEFERUNGEN  I.  I  I  .  I  L  t'  I  .  I  t:  . i  -1  .  }  i  f_.-·;>  : ;,.-,': 
-, __ ---. ------.. ;·.' 1-----·._--_--1-- ------- --1·---: --- _._,_-...  ---.-I:-.----·--t--· ·--_-·--·I--------_-:(--:··· ----1-.-; ..  ·-----1 _-_  -------·I-------·--~  1-_-·- _- -_-···"  1":7·_·-·--"~--~-1 
* Comnission  forecasts  N.A  :  not  available 
~ t('l''-' TABLEAU 
TABLE  20  A 
TABELLE 
COKE  Of  fOOR 
COKE  OVEN  COKE 
STEINI::OHLENKOKS 
ECIIANGES  INTRA·COMMUNAUTAIRES 
. INTRA-CoMMUNITY  EXCHANGES 
INNERGEHEINSCHAFTLICHER  AUSTAUSCH 
1990 
( '000  TONNES) 
1------------·········  ----·····································~----···········--····---···-·---------···----~-------·····---············'·-··-··················1 
1  oe-FROH·VON  1 eeLr..  ·JE  1 DAkMARK  1 DEUTscH- 1 . ESPANA  1  fRANCE  1  HELLAs  1 rRELANo  1  IT  ALIA  r lUXEH·  .  1  NeoeR- 1 PORTUGAL  1 
uNneo 
1 
TOTAL  1 
I  I  I  .I  LAND  I  I  I  I•  I  I  BWRG  I  lAUD  I  I KINGDCJ!ol  I RECEPTION.! 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  RECEIPT  I 
I EN· TO-A  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  BEZUG  I 
I·--------··-·····~ I·-----··· ·I··--·-· .. ·I-···-··-·· I···-'···-· ·I·······:·- ·  · ····---·I···-·--·-·I··-----·· ·I·---·--··- -·  ·  ·--· ·  ·  ·  --···---·-I-:·-·····  -1-· ·-··----·I 
I BELGIQUE  I  I  0  I  NA  I.  0  I  NA  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  NA  HA  0  I  NA  I 
I  I  I  o  1  2a5  1  o  1  zo  .  o  1  o  I  o  1  o  1oo  o  o  1  405  1 
I DANHARK  I  0  I  •I  HA  .  I  0  I  HA  . 0  I  0  I  0  I  0  NA  NA  0  I  NA  . I 
I  I  zo  1  1  o  1  o  1  zo  o  1  o  I  o  1  o  o  o  o  1  4o  1 
1 oeurscHLANO<BR>  .  33o  1  o  1  1  o  1  NA  a·  1  o  1  o  1  o  NA  NA  o  1  NA  1 
I  t8o  I  o  1  1  o  I  so  o · I  o  I  o  1  o  6o  o  10  ·1  3oo  1 
I ESPANA  0  I  0  I  NA  I  I  NA  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  NA  HA  0  I  NA  I 
I  o  I  o  I  10- 1  I  Jo  {)  I  o  I  o  1  o  o  10  20  1  1o  • 1 
I fRANCE  260  I  0  I  NA  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  27  *I  0  NA  NA  0  NA  I 
I  Joo  I  ()  1  8oo  I  o  I  o  I  o ·  o · I  o  Joo  .·  o  o  1  4oo  1 
-I  HELLAS  0  I  0  I  NA.  I  0  I  NA  I  0  8  *I  0  .  NA  NA  0  . NA  I 
I  o  1  o  t  o  1  o  I  1o  . I  o  10.  1  o  · o  o  - o  2o  1 
I  I RElANO  0  "I  0  I  NA  I  0  I  NA  0  I  0  I  0  NA  .  I  HA  . 0  NA  I 
. I  . o.  1 .  o  1  o  1  o  I  o  I  o  I  o  1  o  o  1  o  6  ·  6  1 
I  IT  ALIA  20  I  0  I  NA  I  0  I  NA  0  I  0  I  0  r  NA  I  NA.  o- NA  I 
I  Ol  Ol  Ol  Ol  0  Ol  0  -1  Of  Ol  0  0  Oj 
I  LUXEMBOURG  75  1  o  1  NA  1  o  1  NA  o  1  a  o  1  1  NA  1  NA  o  HA  1 
I  m  I  a  I  1173  I  o  1  a  o  I  o  o  1  1  o  1  o  1  o  1296  1 · 
I NEDERlAND  I  25  I  0  I  NA  I  0  I  NA  0  I  . 0  0  I  0  I  I  HA  I  0  NA  I 
1  1  ""  1  NA  1  HA  1  NA  r  NA  NA  1  NA  NA  1  NA.  1  1  NA  1  NA  3oo  1 
I PORTUGAL  I  0  I  0  I  NA  I  0  I  NA  0  I  0'  0  I  0  I  NA  I  I  0  I  NA  I 
I  I  o  I  o  1  o  I  o  1  s  o  I  o  o  1  o  1  o  1  1  9  1  14  1 
.  I· UNITED  J( I HGOC»4  I  '0  I  0  I  NA  I  0  I  NA  0  I  0  0  I  0  I  NA  I  HA  I  I  NA  I 
I  I  o  :J 1  o  1  1  oo  1  o  1  o  o  I  o  o  1  o . 1  1  oo  1  o  1  1  -2oo  1 
I~---·····:-:·.:·--·1--- -~-·  -:..··1· ·  ···--···I·····-~·-·I·-·-··-··  ·I···-······  ---·----~·I··-··--·· ·I·····-·-·  ·I··---··.··· I·--····---I·······--·I· ·  ··;·--··I·-··'·----·I 
·I  TOTAL  I  )to  1  o  1  1700  1  o  1  18o  •  ·  o  1  o  1  .35  *I  o  1  tooo  1  40  1  ·  o  1  3665  1 
I EXPEDITIONS  .  I  NA  I  NA.  I  NA  I  . HA  I  NA  NA  I  IIA  I  NA  I  NA  I  NA  I  HA  I  NA  I .  40S I  I 
I DELIVERIES  I  I  I  I  I  I'  I  .I  I  I  I  I  I 
I LIEFERUNGEN  I  I .  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I· · ·  ·  -· · ·  ·  · -· -· ·  · ·  · I· · --·  · ·  ·  ·  · I· ·  -· · · ·  ·  ·  ·I·._ ·  · -· -· · -! -· · -· · · · ·  · I· ·  ---· ·  ·  ·  ·  ·I·  ·  · -· -· ---I-·  · -· ·-·--I· · --· --· -· I· --· · --· --I· ----·  ·  · ·  · I· ·  ·  -· -_. · --I  · ·  ·  ·  · -· · -· I· ·  · -· ·  · ·  .· :  · 1 
6  ·comml~sion Forecasts  N.A: not  available 
- 5"o-T-ABLEAU  COKE  DE  FOOR  - . - .· 
•TABLE  20  ~  COKE  OVEN·COKE 
TABEllE  -STEIHKOHLENKOKS 
....... 
ECIIANGES  i  NTRA·_COHH~NAUTAIRES 
INTRA-COHHUIIITY  EXCHANGES 
I NNERGEHEI NSCHAF Tll  CHER  AUSTAUSCH 
1969 
..•.. 
.  .  <  • ooo  TONNE·s > 
1--~~, ................  : ...  : .•..  ~·····-···················~-~-----·~---··-~·-···············--~·-··-·-·····--·~-~---··-···········~·-····-~·-··-···-~---~·:·····--·l 
I  OE·FROH·VOH  I BElGH- iE  I DA~HARK  I DEUTSCH·  I  ESPANA  'I  FRANCE  I  HELLAS.  I  IRELAND  I ITALIA  I LUXEM- .  I  NEDER·  I PORTUG_Al  I  UIIITEO  I .·  TOTAL  I 
I  I  .  I  .I  . LAND  -1  I  I  I  -1  BOuRG  I  LAND  I  . f.KINGOOH  I RECEPTION  I 
I  1- 1.  I  .. I  I  I  I  I .  - I  I  I  I .  RE~EiPT. I 
I EN~TO·A  I  .  I  .  I  - l  .I  .  I  I  I  I  .  I  I  I . BEZUG  I 
l········-~·-··"··1·····-~--~l··~---~---1·---~-~---1··········1·;·-······1··········  --~----···1········:·1·'~---····1··········1···-··~····1······-·--1··-··: .....  ,-
I BELGIQUE  I  I  0  I  NA  I  .  0  I  NA  I  0  0  I·.  0  I  0  I  NA  I  0  I  0  I  .  NA  I 
· I.  I  I  o  -1  .  290  -1  o  I  20  I  o  o  I  .  o  1  .  · o -.  I - 1oo  1  · o  I  o  I .  41o  I  .. 
I r:iANHARK.  .  I .  0  I  HA  I  0  I  NA  I  0  0  I  0  I  0  I  NA  I  0 .  I  0 . I  .  NA  I 
.I  -I  ts  *I  s *I  o  I ·  12  *I  o  o  ·1  o  1  -- o·  I .  o  1  o  .1  o .I  32  I 
-I DEUTSCHLAND( OR)  I  320  I  0  I  . 0  I  NA..  I'  0  0  I  3  I  0  I  NA  I  0  I  0  I  NA  I 
I ·  I  234  I .  ·  ·o  1  o  1  so  1  o  o  1  o  1  o  1  60  1  o  1  1_o  1  354  I 
I ESPANA  I  _· 0  I  0  NA  .  I  I  IIA  - I  .o  0  I  ..  4  I  0  I  NA  I  (j  I  0  I  NA  I 
I  I  · . o  I  o  .  s  I  i  -- •:  z4  I  o .  o  I·  21  1  . o  1 · .  9  1  - o  1  .  :  ; _  s ·  1- 10  I' 
I  FR~CE  I  250  I .  0  . NA.  I  0  I  .  I  0  I  0  I  . '29  I . . .  ·.  0  i'  ··.  NA  I  ..  0  . 1- 0  I .  NA·  .1'. 
I  · I  _25o  L  - _  o  ·  900  1  o  1  1  o  1  -o  1  o  . 1  · - -o  ·I  33o  1  -·  .  .  o  1  .  ..  o  1  - 14ati  I • : 
_I  HEllAS  .  .  I  .  • 0  I .  .  . . 0 .  .NA  I  0  I'  NA  I  - I  0. I  8. I  .  ,o  I  NA  ,. - 0  I.  . 0  I .  NA  t· . 
I  ,  . .  I ·  o  I  o  o  t  o  I .  10  ·_1  1  _  .. ·  :_,o  1  · -. to  1  .-. '·o  1  o  j  o.··.l  _  o  1  · -zo  J 
. I  IRELAND  I ;  0  i  0  NA- I  .  I  0.  I  . NA  I  .0  I  I.  - . 0  I  0  I  NA  I  0  >I  .  -· . .  o:  I  NA.  I 
I  !'  .  o  I  o  o  I  o I  o  I  .  o  I  I  -- o  I  -o  ,  I  o  1  o  I  6  -I  .·  6  I 
I HAllA  .:1  - 20  I  0  NA  I  0  I  NA  I  0  --1  .  0  I  I  . ~-0  I  NA  I  0  I  _()  -I  NA.  I' 
I  .  J·  o  I  o  264  r  o  1  -· o  1  o  1  o  I  1  -o · 1  o  1- - o  l  o.  1  264  1 
I_LUXEMBIXJRG  I  75  i  0_  NA.  I.  0  -1·  NA  .•  ,..  . 0.  I  0  ,- .. 0  I  -_  .:  I  NA  -I  .  ,0  I  .--.  :o:  I  . N~- .  1.' .. 
I  .  I  142  f  o  I  1278  1.  o  J  .  o  1  .  o_  .1- o 1  - o  ·1  .: .  J  ,  o  1  · - ~  o:  1  ,  .  . o , 1  11o2o  j 
. I NEDERLAND  I . .  . 25  I  0  I  NA  I  0  i  -'!fA.  . I  0  . I  .  0  I  0  I  . 0  I .  I .  .  0  I  ... 0- I  NA  l. 
"I  I  •·  _NA  I  NA  I  NA  I  NA  I  NA  I  . NA  I . .  NA'  I  NA  ..  . I'.  NA  .  I  I  NA  ·.  I ·  ... N_A  . I  . 200  I 
I· PORTUGAl  .  I .  0  I  .o  I  NA  I  .  0  I  .  NA  .  I  0  I  .  0  I  0  I  0  I  NA  I  I  0  I  NA.  L-
.  I  · I  o  I  .  o  I  .  4  I  .  " o  I  5  I  o  I  o  I  o  I  . o  ·1  o  1  1  9  I  18  I 
j  UNITED  KINGDOM  1·  .  o·  I  o · 1  NA.  1.  o  1  .. NA  1  o  1  ~  o  1- ·  !l  1  o  1  NA  I c  .  o  I·  I ·  NA  - I 
.  I_  .  _  .I  :o~l  o  I  1oo  I  o  1  .  'o  I  .  o  1 ., ·.o  :-1· ..  ,  o  1  .  ·.o  1  _  1oo  .I  :o  1  _  I  _  2oo  I' 
i  --:·:.:  ~-;~;~~-~:~~ :· -~--)~,;;v-~·:,~:46~~-~:-~ ·  ·  ·  ~~·~-·:-:: ·  ;~i; ·  ·: ·  ·  ·  ·--- ~  ~ :_:-·  ··  ~  ;~~-:  ::· --~-~ ~- --~  -~ :· -- ~ ~--:·ci ··:·  .-.,;,.:~~ :. :  -~  __ ·_: :~ ~~-- :.-- ~ ·  ~~~~-·  :-~--: ·:-~~:~  ~:·.:-·::~_ -- 7~-:--~~  ~o:~:-:·----~~~t~·:-
.  ·l·exPeolulllis:···r  .N_A ..  .-f'- ·t.A'·~-1- iiA  1  NA·::f.·.  liA- 1- NA  .I  tiA  .1·  ~A;  1  ~~A-t  NA  1.:  .Nfl  ..  -·1  N~·T  44741  ~: 
:'.'l·o·euveRIE·s  _ l  .  I.  (  I'  .  1· ..  I  I  ... ·~I  _,··;  l·  .  I  I.  f'  I  ..  I., 
l.L'i  EFERUNGEN  .  'I  I .  I  .  '  I  I  ·I  I  . . .  I  .  . I .  ~.  l  .  . I  I  .  . I  .-' . l  . 
,.  t· •  •  --•  •  ·  ·  :  ·  ·  ·-•  •  ~ -- I· ·  ·  ·  -· -·  ·  ·l·  ~--·  ·  ·  ·-·I·  ··-· :  ·  -·-·  · I· ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · I  ;  ·  · -··· ·  ·  ---~ I· ·  ·  -.- _:- -·-·I·  ·  ·  ·  ·  --·  ·  ~ I  :. ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·. ·  ·I·  -~ ·  ~ ·  ·· ·  · -f  ~ ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·I·  ·  :  · -·  ·  ·  ·  ·I·  ~ ·  ·  ·  ·  -•· ·I·  ·  ~  ·. ·  ·  ·  ·  -· ·I  *·  Coninissio~  F-~recasts  N.A  :  not  available  - .  - . .  .  : ,:,  -- .  .  .  . .  - ..  · · · -.  - ·. 
- Sl-021EH.00  TABLE  21 
PRODUCERS'  STOCt:S  OF.  HARO  COAL  .AHO  COKE. 
(A.T  THE  EHO  OF  THE  YEAR) 
('000  tonnes) 
---------------~-----------------------------------·-------··--------------~---------------------------· 
I  I  198a  I  1989  Provisional  I  .  ~ \190  Forecasts.  J 
I  I ·  I  ------.-. -------- ~ ----------I· --· -----· -----------------I 
I  I  Ac:tu;;>l  I  1000  TONNES  I  NUTC>er  of  I  1000  TOHNES  I  Nurber  of  ! 
I  I  I  I  calendar  1  1  c::.tendar. 
I  I  I  I days  covered.!  I days  covered! 
-1------···-·------------········  1---·-----~---!--·-·------·- 1··-:·-·······j---·----·----j·-·--··------1 
I  A.  HARD  COAL  I  I  I  I  I  - I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  Belgiun  I.  144  I  129  I  25  I  129  I  51  I 
I  Germany  CFR)  (1)  I  18925  I.  18125  I  85  I  .17563  I  85  I 
I  Spain  I  1624  .,  1750  r  33  I  1600  I  34  I 
I  France  I  3528  I  2614  j  83  I  (N.A)  I  J 
1  1 re  l nne!  ·  t  zo  J  ~o  1  11a  J  20  1  79  1 
f  Portugal  I  7  I  7  I  11  I  10  I  17  I 
I  United  Kingdom  I  7559  I  687'2  I  26  I  (N.A)  I  j 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  .  I  ..  I  I  I  I  I 
I  ----· --· · -·  · --· --· -· -· -· -· -- -·  -----· -------· ---· -· ----· -· · · -_.--·  · ----·  -.-· -· ----· -· --------: -~ · · ·  · · · --I 
I  C()-IMUN.l'TY  I  31807  I  29517  I  52  I  32000•  I  - 58'*  I 
------------------------------------·-·······--·-~----·--------·------------------~--------------~----.-
I  ;;.  COt:E  I  .I.  I.  I  I 
I  ·I  J ·  l  I  ·.  I 
I  Belgiun  59  I  55  I  4  1.  55  J .  4  _I 
!.  Ge~ny_ (FR) '(l)  6851  l  3844  I  76  I  3018  l  60  I 
I  Spa i n  138  I  1  02  I  1 2  I  no  I  16  I 
I  France  384  I  357  I  18  I  (N.A)  I  I 
I  Gretce  18  I  17  l  I  17  I  I 
I  Italy  213  I  (IU)  l  12  I  OI.A)  I  I 
I  Netherlands  17  I  (N.A)  I  5  r  (N.A)  I  I 
I  Portugal  10  I  10  .J  14  I'  10  1·  14  I 
I  Un i tee!  t: i ngdom  409  I  359  I  17  I · ·  200  I  9  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I· -· · -· · · · · ----· ----· · · · · ··· -· ------· -· --· -· ---· · ----· --·  ·c • • • • -- • • • • • • • - -.  -- - - - • - • -- - - - - • - • • - -• - • • · • • • - • I 
1  C()-IMUII r  n  1  so99  1  4  744  1  34  1  39oo•  !.  z;·  .·  1  _____________________________ : __________________________________________________________________ : ...... . 
.  .  .  . 
N.A:  not  avai lab.le 
(1)  Including  the  "nati·onale  X:ohlercscrve•i. 
·  ..  Forecasts  of  the. Commission  of  the  europcnr ·communities 02290EII  TABLE  22-. 
HARD  COAL  BALANCE  SHEET  FOR  .1990 
(I  000  TOHNES) 
l ·  ·  ·  ;  ·  ·  ·  :  ·  "  ;  ·  ---· ---------· ---- -~ · -------· ·  ._.-----· ------·  .----· --·  · --·  · · -·  -·  ·  · ----· · -·  · ·  -· · -~ · ·  : -- ._ · --·  -·  --· · -·  · --------·  -·  ·  ·  · ---· ·  ·  : ----.-· ----· ---· --: -: ·  · ·  --· ----,  --·  _.- -------------I 
I  I BELGIQUE  I DANHAR(  I DEUTSCH- I  ESPANA  I  fRANCE  I  HELLAS  I IRELAND  ,.1  ITALIA  "LUXE/1- I  NEDER·  I PORTUGAL  I  UNITED  I EUR  .  12  I 
. I  I  I  I  LAND  I  I  I ·.  I  I  I  BClJRG  I  LAND  I  I KHIGOOH  I  .  I 
1--· --· ---_. · --· · --· · ----· -· --_.- --·-·  1---· · -· · ·  ·-1---·. ----· -I'--·  ----~ ·  ·I-·  -·  · -·  -· -·- -_.---· --·  · I· ·  -----·  -·I-· -· ·  ·--·  ·-1--· · --- ._ --I--· · · -· -· -1---c· • - - • • • I· ----·  ·  ·  ·  ·  1--·  :---' -·  1---· · · ---- 1 
'I  1.  PROOUCTION  (t=t)  I  - 920  I .  0  I  75590  I  17210  10900  I  0  I  - 92  ..  I  94  I  0  I'  .  0  l  220  I  95000  I  200026  I 
l 2.  RECOVERIES  I·  1050  I  0  I '  .  300  I  200  250  I  0  I  0  I  ()  I  0  I  .  0  I  0  I  2000  I  3800  I 
1 3.  ARRIVALs  FROM  ecsc  cruNTRIEs  ·I  1450  : 1  eso  1 ·  5oo ·1  so  ·  19oo  1  ·  o  1  320  I  895  I··  1u  I  140o  1  - 163  1  . soo  1 · <8046)  1 
I 4.  IMPORTS  FRC»>  TH.IRD  COONTRIES  I  .11455  1  9950  I  6600  I  11450  15400  I  .  1600  I  2768  I  19332  I  156  ·j  14450  I  3400  'I·  16500  I  113081  l. 
1-----·  ·  -·  ·  ·  · ---·  ·  ----"-·  ----· -· ·  · -I· ---------1-·  · --·  ·  ---1-·  -· -· ·  -· ·I---· -·  ---· -·  · -----·  ~ 1-----·  ----I  --·  ·  ·. ·  ·  --·I·  · ·  ·  ·  _-·  -· ·  -I---·  .  .---· · ·I·  --·  -· -·  -·I· -·.-·  ·  --· ·I·  · -·  ---:  ·  ~ I  ~ ----·  · ·  --I 
I 5.  AVAILABILITIES  (1+2+3+4)  I  14875  I  ' 10800  I  82990  I  28910  28450  I  1600  I  /3200,  I  20321  I  - 174  I  _15850  I  3783_  I  114000_  I  316?07  I 
1·-···---,----~--------:  ...  : .......  l-·:· ---'--1-···------1----------1:··------·  -·---.-----I·-~-----·-I-·--··~---J-~~---~---I-··~-·----I--: ...  : ... ,  ....  ~ .....  I-·--·~----I·-·::  •.••• 1 
I 6.  INTERNAl  DEll VERI ES  I  I  I  I  I  I  . I  I  I  I  -I  I  'I 
i  A.  COLLIERY  PO\IER  STATIONS  I  160  I  I)  I  1800  I  0  3500  I  - 'I  0  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  ' 0  .I  0  I.  5460.  I 
I  B.  PUBLIC  PO\IER  STATIONS  I  5000  I  .9800  l  43100  I  21500  I  6000  I  I  1900  I  9700  1- .  0  I  8000  I  2770  I  83000  I  _190770  'I 
I  c.  COKE  OVENS  I .  7?50 ·.I  0  I  23800  I  3700  I  9200 . I  ..  ·.  I  0  I  .  9400  I  0  I  4200  I  .  345  I .  11000  . I  68895  I 
·I  D.  STEEL  iNDUSTRY  I  .  I  350  I  0  I  1800  I  310  I  . 17'00  ·I  100. I  (}  I  0  I  38'  I  700  1.  0 . .I  200  *I  5198  -I 
I  (OF  1/HICH.PO\IER  STATIONS~  I  (·)  I  (-)  I  (·)  I  (·)  I  (60)  I  . (·)  I  : <_•)·  I  . (-):I  ·.· (·)  1.·- (·)  I  (·)  I.  (NA)_  1- - (60)  I 
1  e."oTHERrNousrRres  -·  -'1·  850  1  5oo  1  1100  1  25oo  1  44oo  1  ;~oo-,,  __  4~o  1  soo  1  _ns  1  1so  1  666.  r  t8oo•1  -.2~181·_1. 
··.  1 ·  coF  1/HicH  PO\IER  sTATIONs>  1  ·  <·>  -1·  <·>- 1  <4100>  1  <->  1  ,  <·>  1  .c-r. 1. · .-,,. <:-r  1  <->  1  <~>  1  c->  1  ·  - <->  1  <HAi  1·- <"100,  1 · 
·I  f.UUMESTJC~ECTOR  I  750  1- 500  I  500_1.  roo··  1600  I  ·.:"··r··-~50  I'  ··I  1  1- ·.1  .-:'I'  5500-l  10~01  I 
I  G.  HISCELLANEOOS  (TOTAL)  Of  I  . 15  I  (·)  I  1750  I  200  750  I  .  I  :  0  I  597  I  - , ..  · 450  J  2  -1  3500  I  7Z64  I 
J  IIHICH.: 1- rssues  To  IIORKERs  .. 1  <->  1  <·>  1  c1oo>.  1  c2QO>  c3o>  1  .·  .· <·>  1·  :  (·> .I -·  <·>  1  · <·>  1  c•>  1.  <·>.  1.  csoo>  1·,  dHO>  1  •. 
I  2.  PATENT  FUEL  I  (5)  I  . (-)  I  (620>'  I  (·)  (570)  I'  (·).  I  (·)  I  (-)  l  . (-)  I  (·> .I  (·)  I' (1500)  1- (Z695)  I 
I  .. 3.  OUN  CONSUHPTIQN  I  (10). I  (·)  'I  . (90)  I  (·)  (~)  I.  ·(-);.I .•..  ·  (·)  I  (·.)  1- (·).I  (-)  I  ··(·.).  I  (200)  I  (300)· -r-
I  4.  GASWRKS  I  {-)  I  (·)-I  (·)-I·  (·)  '(-)  I  '(~)  --1  .·<"<;>:I  (·)' l  (·-)  .I  (··)  I  (:)  ·I  ·(·)  I.  (·)  ·~-
1  - 5.  RAILIIAYs  1  ,.,  1  <·>  1·  . (40>  1  <·.>  ·  .  <·>  1  - <->-.  1  -- <·>  ,  <->  1  c->  r  ·c·>  1  <->··:1  - <~>  1  ·<40>.  1 
I  6.  OTHERS  I  (·)  I  (~).I  (900). I  (-) .  (150)  I  (·)  I  .  (~)  I  . (597>  I  '·  (·)  I  (450) •'I  ·.  >,d!)  f  (1000)  I  (3099)  I 
1-:  .....•.  .-.. -----:.-·-· · · ·-·-- ·--- _.1---------·l- ·-·--~---·I·-·-·-_-·· -I·····.····- -----:·-·-·I·.·~----··-·I··-.-· ..  _-: .. ·I··--·---.-·I-·····-----I······-·_-·I---···--·  -·1:-----·--· 1.---- ~--~ :.1  --
··1  7.  TOTAL  INTERNAL  DELIVERIES'  (6)  I  14375  I  ,10800  'I  79850  -1  .  289_10  27150. I ..  1500  I .  3230.  I  20497  I  174  I  13_500  I  37~3  I  111000_ .I  314769  I 
·.  1--.---·,----- --- ------ -- ·  · ·  · ·  ·  ·  · · ·  ·  ~ I·--.-- -----·I- .. .-.·--·-·I------- --·I· ·  ·  · · · -· · · · ·  ·-----· · I---··,·: ···I··  --.--~--·I· ·  --·"---·I· ·  ' ·  · ·  ·  ·- -I-·  -~ ·  ·  -:-- I-·----·  ·  ·  ·  1··-----····I· -,  -_,--: ·  c I 
. :I 8.  DELIVERIES  TO  ECSC  .~  I  455  I  . 0. I  4300  .I  0  I  480 *I  .  ';  0  I  20  "  0  I  .  0  I  2100  1.- '··  0  I  . 1500. I. (8855)  I 
-1  9.  EXPORTs  ro  NON  HEHBER:  1  ~5  l  o  1  100  I  ...  o  I  120  ·1··  19o  I .  ·- o  I  o  I  o  1  ·  _ 250- 1  ':·.  o  1  -> s'oo .I- )315- 1-' ... 
-I  COONTRIES  ,..  -.  I  ..  L  .  I  -1  I  I:-:  I  .. :·_.- ~1-.  -0: I  ·  ..  :1  ·.:.  ,,_  ~·  ~ .. ,.  ... _.  .  ,_.:.:·  ;~  :.I 
·  ,.-1·: ·  --~-· ·--· ·---·--·------------- -··- r~ ·--··-·-·I·-·--··-··  ·I--·····.:.-i  ·--:·.--···I·:··~--~ ··-I-;--------·I·:-.---·· ---1:-· ·  ·. · •  ·: -1-- ··_..-'-··I··~------,:'·  I-~----·,----·I·-·--":·--- "l~  v  .•  _:~--···f. . 
.  (io.  ror~t DELI~ERIES (7+8+9)  I  14&~- I.  10800  I  ·.  84450  I  2~910.  I  27'750.  I .  .  -l600  'I  .. j~5o.  I  . 20497- ,.  ·.  m_  1- . 15·8_5~  I~  :  37~1 .•  L'  1_  jj~oo ..  I; j_t6o84 '  I -
I··----·-·-····--···----- -·--·---·--I-··-·-··--·I·--· ·  -·--·I··-····  ·-·I---·--·--·I··---·-··.  ·-·1 ,. ·--··--·--·I·'··~···· ·I· ·---·  ·  ·  ··-1- ~ ·- •·•·• :_, ... ·  I-·····-·---·I··'-·- ~ ·-·  ~ I····"'···.-.-,.-~-~:.·---- ·1  ·  '· 
111.  Hov~HENTSOFPROOUCERS'  ANO  I  .  I;  .  I  .  I  ..  ·.  I  .  1  ...  :_-~--.I  ·::_- .I  .  I  ..  I···.-,_  ·I··-··  .·1  _·  ;~·-.  ('~·.:·- I·· 
1·  ·tHPORTERs•s'rocKsc5·10>  1  o  1  o  1·  ·1460**1  o  1  7oo  I  ···I  ·50  I  ·176  1:  ·- 1  ·.l··,.·  .. o  1  .:.1,900.-,1  _·823  -l-
1:~----·---·-·········----------~-------········-······-----··:····-·····-··:·~·;·-·--·······-~·:·~---····-~-~-~-····-·-······-·------······-··~··~:-~~;---·-·::·::;~.----·~-: ..  ~l 
•  COIIJJiission· Forecasts  **l~_luding ·purchases  from  the Nat ionale Kohlenreser_ve  n.a •.  not available 
-53-N.OO  T  AlllE  23 
liARD  COAL  BALANCE  SIIEET  FOR, 1989 
·  ( 'OCO  TONNES) 
I· · ·  ·  -· ·  · ·  --------' · ---· · · · ·  · ·  · ·  -·  ·  · ·  · ·  ·  · ·  · ----·  ·  · · -· ·  ·· --· ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  --:- --·  ·. · ·  : ·  ·  ·  · ·  · ·  · ·  --. -· --·  -·  ·  · --·  ·  · ·  ·  ----·  ·  ·  · ·  -·  ·  ----·  · · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ----·  ·  --------·  ·  ·  · ----·  ·  ----·  ·  --·  ----·  ·  · · -·  -·  ·  -·  ·  · ---·  I 
I  I BELCIOUE  I DANHARK  I DEUTSCH·  I  ESPANA  I  FRANCE  I  HELLAS  I  IRElAND  I ITALIA  - I LUXEH·  I·  NEDER·  I PORTUGAl  I  UNITED  I EUR  •  12  I 
I  I  I  I  LAND  I  I  I  I  I - I  BCXJRC  I  LAND  I  I K  I  NGDOH  I  I 
l···············------·--············l·------···l:····--·-·l----·-····l·---------l--·-------l····--····1···-····-·l··--···-·-l··········l··········l···-·-.--··l·······-·-l··-···--··l 
I 1.  PRODUCTION  (r:t)  I  1885  I  .o  I  77451  I  19286  -1  11500  I  o  I  62  I  62  I  O  1.  '  0  j  225  I  97500  1 207971  1 
I 2.  RECOVERIES  I  950  I  0  I  314  I  134  I  700  I  0  I  0  I  0  I~  0  I  0  I  0  I  2000  I  4098  I 
I 3.  ARRIVALS  FROM  ECSC  COONTRIES  I  1450  I  726  I  653  I  2.22  I  1900  I  0  I  360  I  1250  I  22  I  1300  183  I  500  I  (8566)  I 
I 4.  IMPORTS  FROM  THIRD  COONTRIES  I  10125  I  9526  I  5693  I  11180  I  14600  I  1300  I  2798  I  19706  I  145  I  14050  3435  I  1_1000  I  103558  I 
1-------·  ----- --·-·  ·-· ·  · · ·--·- --·  -·I---·  ·.: ·  · ·  ·  1---- --·  ·  ·  · I·- --·---··I·--· ·  ·-·  · · I·---· --- -·I·  ·-· -·  --· --I- :- ·-·  ·  ·  ·  -I- -- --·-· ···I· ·  ·  ·  ·----- I· ·  ·------- -·  ·-·  ·  -. --·I·-·  ·  -·  · ·  -·I·-~···· · ··I 
I 5.  AVAILABILITIES  (1+2+3+4)  i  14410  I  10252  I  84111  I  30822  I  28700  I  1300  I  3220  I  21018  I  167  I  15350  J843  I  111000  I  315627  I. 
I·· ·-·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·--~ ·  ·---·  · · · · · · · ·  ·  ·  ·  · I  ·  · ·  -- --- -·I····  · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  1--·  ·-·-·  ·_ · 1--· · -----·I· ·  -·- ~-·  .· ·  · · ·  ·  -- ~ ·  ~ ·  · -·----· -·  -1·.----·  ·  ·  ·  -- ------·--·I· ·  · · ---· -· --·  --·  ·--· I·----·-·-·I· -·--·---· I 
I 6.  INTERNAL  DELIVERIES  I  I  I  I  I  I  .  I  I  I  I 
I  A.  COlliERY  PQI.IER  STATIONS  I  210  I  0  I  1812  I  0  I  3700  0  0  I  0  0  I  0  0  I  0  I  5722  I. 
I  B.  PUBLIC  POIJER  STATIONS  .I  4800  I  9352  I  421'·2  . I  23602  I  6900  1980  I  9500  0  I  8000  2675  I  80000  I  188951  I -
I  c.  COKE  OVENS  I  7000  - I .  0  I  23651  I  3700  I  9400  0  I  9100  0  I  4100  380  I  11000  I - 68331  I 
I  D.  STEEL  INDUSTRY- I  300  I  0  I  '1855  I  320  I  1300  85  0  I  0  31  I  600  0  I  200  *I  4691  'I 
I  (Of  UHICH  PO'tiER  STATIONS)  I  (·)  I  (-)  I  <:>  .I  (·)  I  (60)  (·)  (·)  I  (·)  (·)  I  (-)  (·)  I  (NA)  I·  (60)  I 
I  E.  OTHER  INDUSTRIES  I  785  I  450  7500  I  2400  I  4400  1'300  486  I  800  135  I  200  786  I  7800  •  27042  I. 
I  (Of  UKICH  POIJER  STATIONS)- I  (·)  I  (·)  (4345)  I  (·)  (·)  (-)  (·)  I  (c)  (·)  I  (·)•  (•)- (NA)  (4345)  I 
I  F.  OOHESTIC  SECTOR  I  750  I  1,25  616  I  650  1600  870  I  .  1  I  .  5500  10412  I 
I  G.  MISCEllANEOUS  (TOTAL)  Of  I.  20  I  (·)  1949  I  150  820  10  I  628  I  470  2.  3500  751,9  I 
I  UHICH:  1.  ISSUES  TO  \JORKERS  I  (·)  (·)  (112)  I  (150)  (30)  (·)  (-)  I.  (·)  I  (·)  .I  (-)  (·)  (800)  (1092)  I 
I  2.  PATENT  FUEL  I  (5)  (·)  (743)  I  (·)  (640)  (·)  (·)  I  (-)  I  (-)'I  (·).  (·)  (1500)  <2886)  I. 
I  3.  0\JN  CONSUKPTION  I  (15)  (·)  (103)  I  . (·)  (·)  (·)  (·)  I  (·)  I  (·). 1.  (.-)  I.  _(•)  <ZOO)  (318)  I 
I  "·  GAS\JORKS  I  (·)  (·)  (·)  I  (·)  (·)  (·)  (·)  I  (-)  I  (·)  I  (-)  I  (·)  (·)  (·)  "I 
.I  5.  RA ll  WAYS  I  (.)  (. )  (  39)  I  (- )  (-)  (. )  (. >'  I  (-)  I  (- )  I  (- )  I  (. )  (- )  (  39)  I 
I  6.  OTitERS  I  (·)  (-)  (952)  I  (-)  (150)  (·)  (10)  I  (62!1)  I  (-)  I'  (470)  I  (2)  (1000)  (3212)  I 
1··----·-··--······_------··········1··--··-··- -·-----···  -----·····1··-------- ------·-··1·····----· ··········1---·-·--·.--1·····--···1···---···-1·-·-···--· .......... ----------1 
I 7.  TOTAL  INTERNAL  DELIVERI.ES  (6)  I  13865  10227  79525  I  30!122  28120  I  1385  I  331,6  I  20028  I  .167  I  13370  I  381.3  108000.  312698  I 
I·----·-~· ·----· ·-·  ·  --·  · ·  ·  ·.-· ·_·····I· · -·  · -·  · · - -- -.- -·  ·  ·  -- ·  · · ·  -·  ·  ·  ·  ·  1------· ·  ·  · --- ·  · · · · ·  · I· -· ·  ·. ·- ·--- I· ·  ·  ·  ·  · -·  ·- 1-·  · ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  I· ·---·  ·  · ·  ·  1-·- --· · -· · I -·  --·  ·  -- ·  · ·---·  --·  · -I····· · · · -·I 
I_ 6.  O~LIVERI_ES  TO  ECSC  ·'J  I  525  5  •  5277  I  0. I  500  *I  0  I  20  I  0  I  0  I  1660  I  0  1500  I  (9507)  I 
I 9.  EXPORTs  TO  NON  HEHBER  ~  I  85  20  •  28?  'I  0  I  200  *I  .  15  I  0  I  0  I  0  I  3_00  I  0  500  I  1409  I 
I  COUNTRIES  /  - I  I  I  I  I  I  I .  I  I  I  I 
I··-··-·····.--·---·-·-----,·--·····  1- ~ · ·  ·-· · · · ·--·-·---- 1-·  ······---I--.-~--·-- ·I-- -- · · · · --I·· -···---·I·····-·.--·I····-----·I·'--··-----I· · ·, --- -· · I  --· ·  ---·. · · · -· ·- · ·  · ·--I···-·····  -I 
I 10.  TOTAl  DELIVERIES  (7+8+9)  I  11,1,75  10252  I  65091  I  30822  I  ;!8820  I  11,00  I  3366  I  20028  I  16/  I  153~0  I  3843  110000  I  314107  I 
I·····---···--·-·-----·-·····-··-·  ·I·--······  ·I·-·····-·  ·I.-~·-····-·I··-·-··--·I··-- ······I···-:---·--I·······---·I--·····--·I···--··-· -I·--··_.--· ·I···-·~··-·I····--·-·  -1--····---·I 
I 11.  !'IOVEHENTS  OF  PRODUCERS'  AND  I  I  I  'I  I  'I  I  I  I  I  :  I  I  I 
I  IHPORTERS'  STOCKS  (5·10)  I  -65  I  0  -I  ·?80**1  0  I  -120  I  ·100  I.  ·146  I  -990  I  - I  - i  0  I  1000  I  1520  I 
.1· ....  -.....  ·. -...  ~ . -.....  --.. -' -........  --......  --. ---.. -...........  -. ----.... --..  ~ . -...  ·_-..... -.  -........  ~ .  -.. -........ -..... -.  -.  -.  ---.. --... --.  -..... --.... -... -.  -. -----;; ....  ·  .... ! 
*  C011T11ission  Forecasts  Hfcluding  repurchases  from  th~ Notionale  Kohlenrescrve  n.a.  not  available 
-sLJ~ 02l.E!!.OO  TABL,E  24 
COKE  BALANCE  SHEET  1990 
_  (  I 000  T.) 
1- ·  · ·  ·  ·- ------ ----- ~--- --·  ·  · -·  ·  --· I·--------·I·-· -----··I·-· -·  · · ···I··  --· -----I- --·  · ·---·I-·- -- --- --·I· -·  ·  ·-··-·I·--- -- --·  ~ I··-·· ·  ·  ·  · ·  ·I---···---·I·- --· -' -··I··  ·  ·------ -1- --·--- ._ ·- 1 
1- 1 Betiaoue_l  DANHARK.  1 DEUTscH~  1  ESPANA  I  ·FRANCE  1  HELLAs  I-IRELAND  .J  ITAliA:  1  LUXEH- 1  NEDER-·  i rolirucAl.J  uNrieo  1 EUR.  121 
I  L  . I  I .  LAND  I  I  '  I  I  '  I  I  BOURG  '  I  .  LAND  . I  .  . I K  I NGDOH  I  .  I 
1-------- -·- ~ ·-• · · · ·--·------ ~--· -··I_._·-·-···-·I··.----·--· ·I·--··----·I·········  ·I-·-···-··  -1- • ········I·········· • ·---··-·-·I·-·····-·  ·I·········· -I·······-·  ··J  ~- • • · • • • • -1--- • • • • ·- -1 
1 1.  PROOUCTioH  ·  ·  • ·  I.- 55oo· 1  · o  I  1Blooo·  I·  ·z9oo  I  1100  I  1  ·  .  ~- 6825  1  ·  1  3ooo  1  210  1  · aooo  1  _  51995  1 -
I  I  I  I  I  I  1- L  -I  I  I ·  .  :I  I  I 
I 2.  RECEIPTS  FRa-t  ECSC  COJtHRIES  I  405  I  1,0  I  300  I  70  I  1400- I  - 20  I  6  - I  1296  I  300  I  11,  I  200  I  (1,051)  f. 
1  ·  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  - I .  I  I  I  I  I 
1 3.  IHPORrs  FRa-t  THIRD  COJNTRIES  I  230  I  10  I  _  350  I_  130  I  100_  J  _  30  I  ·  ·  1  107  I  .  100  I  o  -1  ·  1  1057  1 
1  ... :  ................  7···-·-·--···-1··········1·········- 1······-···J··-·······1-~-~------1······-···1····~--:~- ··'···•·-~1········-·J-·:·······1·····: ....  1---~--~---1··-~----··1 
.I  4. 'AVAILABIUTIES  (1+2+3)  I.  _- 6135  I .  50  I : 19050  I  3100  I  6600  I  '•: 50  I  .·  6  6825.  I  1403  'I  - 3400  I'  .  284  I.  .  8200  I  5305Z  I 
I· · · .  .-. -.· --- ~ · · · · · · ·  · -· · -··· · · · -· ' -·  ·-· I·  ~ -· ·  · · ·  · ·I----·  -·- -· -I- -· · · · -· ·  ·I. · ·  ·  · ·  · · · · · I· · ·  · · ·  _.-_ "  · I· · -· ·  ;_ -· ·  ·  ·-1-· ·  ·  -· ·  · ·  ·  ·  _-·  ~  ·-·  · · ·  ~ 1-· · · ·  · · ·  .- -~ I·  --· -·  -_ · --·I·  · · ·  · ·  .-· · ·I·  · ·  --- ·.: :_.· •  -,_. ··· · · · :  -· · · I 
1  s  . ,  NLANO  on1 veR, E  s  .  r  _  1  1  1  -1  1  1  ·  _  1  . r  1  1  :  , 
· 1  . A.  sTEEL  nlousTRv  · · 1  5175  1  .·  · o  I_  14900  1  2750  1  noo  1  ·  -3()  · 1  '  1  6099  1-.  1402  22oo ..  I  .  Z3o  1.- 1ooo  · 1  ·  47o86  1 
1  a.  oTHER  INDUSTRIES  I  ·  140  I  2s  I  800  1  350  I  7oo  · 1  20  1  6  1  400  1  2oo  1  '14- I·  ·3oo·  1-- 2955 ·I' 
. I  c.  OOHEST IC  SECTOR  I - 10  I  25  I  300  I  .  I  150  I - 0  . J:  0  I  .  '- 1  •  I  .  I :  600  I  . 1086  I 
I  0.  MISCELLANEOUS  OF  IIHICH.  I  20  I  0  I  650  I  I  .  ' .  I .  I_  ..  I  126  I  •  0  I  .  I  50~  I  ,12~6  .I. 
.1  .  IssuEs  To  \IORKERs  I·  <10>  I  <·>  I  <350>  I  <·>  1- .. <·>  I . ·, <·>  -1·  .  c:>  I  <·>  I  <·>  •  <~>  ·J  <~>  1  c-)  ·J  .(36:1f>  J · 
I  . OWN  CONSUHP Tl  ON  - I  (  .  )  I . - ( - )  I  ( 5 )  . I  ( -)  I .  c. )  I  '  (  ~ ) . I  { • )  I  (  .  )  I .  .  ( • )  ( • )  I.  .  (  -) .  I  .  . (  ~ )  I '  ( 5) . I 
.I  . OTHERS  '  _I  (10}  I  -(·}  I  . (29_5>  I  (·)  L .. <:>  ,.- <:>:_1  - (:-)  I  (126)  I  .  (·)  . (·) .,. '  ·,  (")  I ..  (500)_  I.  (931)  I· 
I··-~--·"········-----·-.----··-··· ·-1·· -··: ·---1---.- ~:"···I~--"-~----- -~-1-"------·-- • ·1_-:-~'~-"·"-:"·1  ~<-·,.- __  ~- -·- 1'-----~:  -~  -~t--·  ·"· ···-·1·_·-· ··  ~ · ··  -----·: _._  -~.1:- • ·- ,·~-~  ~ 1~-- •••••• -1-·-- ·.··-.-~ ·F · 
I  6;  TOTAL  INLANO  OELIVER_IES  (5).  I  --5345  .,.  _:5~  .,  16l?~li  I  3_100  I  --,815\) .,I- .. --_  50  J:·  •.  ~--'  1 ...  6625  1.  1403  2400  I- 21,4  .I  81,00  -I  52423  1-
·1· • -·· • • • - - • - • • • • • • ·-• • • • • • • ' • • : - • .-• I· · ·  .·:_, · ·  .... I·  '· • • •  ·• • - --- I· · ·  ._.  .... "  ·  -·---1  :··.· · --~--· -·- I·  -• • - ~ ' • -· • 1.- ~ · · ·  .-, ~--~-~ I  ,  ~ ·  ·  ·  ·.  ~ :-· ·I'·  ~ ·  ·  ·  ·  --·  ·I·  • - -.  ~ • • - • ·I··  ~- ~  .. .-. -• • : I·  • •  ~ •  .. • - -- ~  .. I· ·  _.- ·. ·., .· '_.I· • • - • - • _._ • I 
l-7. DELIVERIES  TO  ECSC  COJNTRIES  I  710  I  - 0  I  1700  I  ,: •  I_  ·.  180 *I  - ..  ;'~::·:.?,:~.  :,.  ___ .:I  _35  *I  -;  .I  1000  I'  I,Q  I  ... ·  I  (366S)  I. 
18.exPoRTstoTHIRocooNTRIEs  1- so  1  o  1.  350-l  :  ·- ,  ..  _120·1  .·.  ~·_:l.  ,  r ..  16s•1  - ,  ..  _  --.  ,_  -,  •  ,  715  1 
_  1··· • • • • - - - • • • • • - • • - • • - • • • • - - - - • ·'  • • 1-· -· · -· ·  ~ ·  1- - - - - • • ·:· ·I·  · · · · -·  _. · · I·  · · ~ • ·:  • • - I·  • • • • • • • • - I· ·  _. · · · ·  ~ ·.; f· · -·  :. :  ·  ~ -._: _I· • • · · · -. • · -I· ---·  _- ·  · -· I· -·  :  · --· · · I· · · --· · ·  ~ ·I·  • • • •  ~ • • -·J·  • - • • · • - • -I 
-l9.lorAt DeuvERtes  <6t7t8>  1  6p5  1  ~o-l _  _t~7oo  1  ,  31oo  1  ...  845o  1  __ :_··*'-L  ·.  :_~6:+r- 6825  1  1403  1 · Jt,oo  1  284  _I  Bt,oo  1. 53138  1 
I· ·  ~-·  ·  ·  · · · ·  ·--·  · ·  ·  ·-·  ·  ·  ·  ~-· -··-"···I··  ····-···I  ~ · ·  ·:  ~ 7 ,·  ••  ·J ·  ;:--.; ·  --~ •." 1·-·  ····~·::·I····:·~'· ·I  ~ _.,·'·::_"~I~~--'-::  c::~::.':J:.~t" ~:/·-·I-·.· -'-·- -·I··  - ~ ·--:  • ·I··~~· ·-:···I···-·· ·  ·  · ·I·····:  • ·-·I 
J10.  STOCK  MOVEMENT  AT  PROOUCTION  I·  ·J  •  ... ;_l ·.·  ·,~  :;; f' ·  '·- I  I  ·:  J  .. "·  .·;;~_··  ..  ·~~:~c_'  ·  ... :.I  I  ,  ·  ~~  - :  :,1  .  I  . :_.I 
..  ~  1.  · AND  IMPORT  <4:9>  ·:~- I  · •  I  ·  · .. - .. ~- I -· ~~so•*·  I  .  ·:_ ·o  I  150  .,  . - ·•  l  . ·  ·  --;;,;;1 (- ;-:  ~.  o  I  .  •  1: ·  ·  _I  >  >:o.  1  -zoo  1  ,  ·. -86 .. I 
I  ·  ..  ·  .  . I  ·.  I  ·  ·.  +·  .,  .  I  - . ·  I  :  .  I  · :-·  'r  ·  .. ,  I  ·  .  ·  I  _.  ·  I  .  I  '  :  I  I  .  ·  ..  I 
·-1-~-. -......  -.. --....... --~-.  :-_ ..............  -....  ,· ·.-... -.· ....  ~.  ~ .. -·.· .  ,  .. -----.. --. -.  -_· ....  -. ----...  ·:_. .-:' "~ . -.·.'.  ~  ~-- <~  .· .. ·_:·. -.-. ;_: ... ---.  ·.· .. :-- .· .... ·.'. - :-: .. ·  ..  -~-, ·:: .. _·,  :_.· ,· ...  _-._ .-, .. .-. - .. :.  c I -. 
•  CQmmission  forecasts  .-. 
**  Including  repurchases  of  50,000  tonnes  from.the  Nationole Kohlenreserve 
· ss-,  024EN.OO  TABLE  25 
COKE  BALANCE  SHEET  1989 
c  •ooo  n 
1-------·  -------·  ·  ·  -· · ------ ·  ---~ 1-------' -·I· -----·  --· I· ·  --._ -· -·  ·I· ·  · -------1----------I· ·  ·  ------·I· ---- -· · ----1-----·  --·  ·I· -·  ·  ·  ·  ----1---~ ----.. I· ----·  ·  ·  --1---------· -I· --------. -1 
1  - 1  BELG10UE  I DANMARK  I DEUTSCH·  I  ESPANA  I  FRANCE  1 HELL"As  1  IRELAIIO  1  ITALIA  1  LUXEH·  1 NEDER- 1  PORTIJGAL  1·  UNITED  1  EUR  - 12  1 
I  _I  - I  .  I  LAND  1- I  I  I  I  - 1.  B!XJRG  I  LAND.  I  - I  ~I  NGDOH·  1.- I 
I· ----·  ·  · -------- ----------------·  · ·  · I· --------·I-· -· -· -· ·  · I· ·  ·  ·  -·  ---·I---· ·  · ---·  1-· --· ·  -·  ·  ·I· ----·  ·  ·  · -1----------1--·  ----·  -·I· ·  -·  --·  ·  ·  -·1--------· -1----·  -·  ---I· ------·. --1----·  ·  ·  --_.I 
I 1.  PRODUCTION  I  530U  I  0  I  18373  I  3180  I  7300  I  - I  I  6620  I  I  2900  . I  270  I  7780  - I  51723  -I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  _I  L  1·.  I  I  I  ·-I 
I 2.  RECEIPTS  FROH  ECSC  COUNTRIES  I  410  I  32  I  354  I  70'  I  1480  I  20  I  6  I  264  I  1420  I  200  I  18  I  200  I  <4474)  I 
I  - I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I 3.  IMPORTS  FROH  THIRD  COUNTRIES- I  230- I  8  I  376  I  130  .I  - 220  I  30  I  .  I  I  66  I  200  6  I  I  1266  I 
-l··"·---------·--········-~---······l···-····-·l········-·l----------l···-------l·····-----l-::  .....  ~-l----------l--········l·--·-··-·-1···-·····- -------···I----------I·········· I. 
I 4.  AVAILABILITIES  (1+2-+3)  I  5940  I  40  I  19103  I  3380  I  9000  I  50  I - 6  I  688-4  I  1486  f  3300  294  I-- 7980  I ; 52989_  I. 
1-·-·--------·- ~-- -_-, ·------·------- I· ·-·  --·  ·  --1--·------·I·-------·  · I·--------·I··  ·  ·---- --1--·  -.- -·--·I·--- ----·  · I·· ------ --1- _.--------1------·- -- --- --- ·-- -I-·--·-- -·- -1-·  ·  ·------ I 
1 s;  IIRAND  DELIVERIES  I  I  I  I  .  I  _  _  _  I  I  I  ·  I  I  1  1  ·  1 
I  A.  STEEL  INDU~TRY  I  5000  I  0  I  16131  I- 2950  I  - .  770(j  I  30  I  I  6173  I  1485  I  2100  278  I  6620  .,  .48467  I 
I  B.  OTHER  INDUSTRIES  I .  140  I  -30  I'  989  I  430  I  ·740  I  20  I  6  I  400  I  .  I  200  14  I  300. I  3269  I 
I  c.  D()HESTIC  SECTOR  .  I  10  I  10  I  308  I  - I  180  I  .  . 0  I  0  - I  I  1  I  - I  700  I  -1209  I 
1 D.  HISCELLAHEous  oF  WHICH  1  20  1  o  I  714  I  ·-I  ·  I  ·  1.  1  100  1  - 1  - 2  1  soli  1·  1336  1 
I  -_ISSUES  TO  \IORICERS  I  (10)  I·  .(·)  I  (392)  I  (·)  I  (·)  I  (·)  I  (·)  I  (-)  I  (·)  I  (·)  (·)  I  ,_,-I  '(402)  I 
I  . O'oiN  CONSUHPTI ON  I•  (- )  I  (-)  I  <_7>  I - (-)  I '  . (.)  I  (.)  I  (  -)  I  (-)  I  (-)  I  (-)  (. )  I  (- )  I  (7)  I 
·.1  - OTHERS  I  (10)  I  (·)  I  (315)  I  -- (·)  I  . '")  I  .(•)  I  (·)  I  (100)  I  (·)  I  (·)  -.  (2)  I  (500)  I  (927)  I 
:I:-----------·---·---- --·--···----.-·I'-··-··---I······ ·  ·  --1.--- ·--·"--I~·------- -·I~----·~-----1--·----.--·I·----·----·I·------···I-----·---·I------·--·I--·· ----.--1·----·-- -- 1-------- ---:~ 
I 6.  TOTAl  INLAND  DELIVERIES  (5)  I  5170  I  .·  40  I  1814i  I·.:_:  :33BO_  I ..  8620  I  . 50  •I  .. :- 6  I  6673  I  1486  I  2300  I  294  I  il120  I  54261  I 
1---------·---·----·-------------··I···--··-· --I····------I:  .. ---·· --·1--·------: I·--·-.·-- --1---- -~;----·I----·--· --.r---·---: --1-·  ·------- I·~·· .... --I·---------I··--------1---------·I 
·  1 1.  DELJVERJ~s-ro e_csc  couNriiiEs  1  690  1  · o  1  25_41  1  - 1  270.*1  (._ . •.  1  -.  r  44  1  - 1  1000  1  .  1  .  1 
(1.5'45>  1 
. I 8.  EXPORTS.  TO  THIRD  COUNTRIES  I  60  I  0  I  1612  I  - I  180  *I.  - 1,  •  I  167  I  - I  .  1.  - I  200  I  2239  I 
I···-·----·----·---·····------------1----------1---------·I··--·----·I·------·- ·I--~---··--·I:--------· ·I···-·----- 1--··-··--·I·----·---·I·--··---·-i ---- ·-----1,------- --1--·  ·--·-- -1 
I 9.  TOTAL  DELIVERIES  (6~7+6)  I  5940  I  40  I  .  22295  .I  '33BO  I  9070  I  ·_  -~0  I  .  .  6.  I  688-'o  I  1486  I  3300  I  294  r.  8320  I.  56520  I 
I·--··--··-----_--.·--_··--~-----~-------1-----------1----_-----_·I·.,··· ----1~-:  -_--·- ·-·1·---,---~  -·-···.J·-~: ...  ':-~i-_·1_· -~~<- ---:---"1· ---·-----I··--·:--· ·I·--··--··  ·I·------·· -1---------·I·-·--------·I 
-:l10.STOCKHOVEHENlATPROOUCTJolil  I.  I  I.  -1  1'.:  ··1·:··.:  I  I  I  I  I  I,  ·I·· 
1,  ANDIHPORT;<4·9)  -~1  -I  ·0  I  -3192**1  '0 1-~  ·70  I·:_.·,_·  I  .. -I  0  I  -I  .  I  O.l  -31,0  I  ·3531  I 
I  ·  >I  I  .  .  I  I  - .1-- ·  ·1·  .  . .  I  ·  I  I  I  I  I  I  I· 
-1--------·----·  ·-----------:f.,------·----~--------··-····-·-_-----·----·'·--··_------··-------------.-· .. ·-----:---···-· ·-----· · · ·  · · ·--' · · · ·  ~ · ·-- ·--· ·--- ·.· ·-- ·  ·---·----------------·I . 
* Commission  forecasts 
••  lnc_luding  repurchases  from  the  Nationalc Kohlenreserve 
-SG-026EN.OO  TABlE  26 
liGNITE  AND  PEAT  BAlANCE  SHEET  FOR  1990 
(I  000  TONS)  . 
1·······----------··----- --------·······,·····---~----------··-·"························-~------·········'····~------·-·····-··---------········---~------·-····-: .........•..  ~·1 
r .  _  - __ - 1 aEtGIQUE  J.DANMARK  1 o.EurscH- 1  ESPANA  1  FRANCE  .I  HELlAS- 1 IRElAND  1 IT  ALIA  ·_  ltUJiEH- - 1  NEDER- 1 PORTUGAL  1  .UNITED.  1 EUR- 12 1. 
I  I  .  I  I  LAND  I  .  I  I  .  I  .  I.  I  BOURG  I  LAND  I  . I KI_NGDc.i  I  I 
-----· ·  · ·  ·  · --: -· ·  · · ·  -.- ·  _._ ----· --· -I-· ·  ·_ ·  · -·  · · :  · ·  ~ · ---· ·I----· --· -· I· · ------···I· · ---· ---·I· ---~ -- ~ -·.1· ·--·  · ---: I· ·  · --._--·  ·  -1--------·  ·  1--·  :  ·  · · ·  · ·  I· -~ · -'.'-·- - ·-~  1----· · -, --·I· ---·. -·  ·.  ~ : I 
A  •  RA\1  PROOUC (  I  I  I  I  I .  I  .  I  I  I  I  I .  I  I' 
- AVAILABILITIES  ;  I  I  I  I  . I  I  I  . I  I  I  . I  I  I 
.  PRODUCTION  I  - I  107500  I  19DOO  I  2150  I  53000  I  . 6150  I.  1500  I  : :I  I  I·  I  189300.  1  .. 
IMPORTS  . I  - I  2000  I  .  I  50  I  I .  - I.  I  .  'I  I  . I  . .  I  2050  I 
. TOTAL  :  I  - 1- 109500  'I  19000  I . .  2200  I .  53000 ·I  6_150  I  1500  I  - .  I  .. I  I  I  191350  I 
I  I  _I  I  L  I  .I  I  -·I  I  f.  I  . ·I 
·UTILIZAHON;  .I_  I  .1.  I  I  I·_  .-..·:·-·t.·  '·I  I  :1  I  1  •.•. ·- .. ·'J 
BRIOUETTING  P(ANTS  I  . . - "  I  .  15500  I .  .  I .  - I  . '  ~00  I  1~50 . I . .  I.  .  I  . :I .  .  I .  . . I  ,.17150  I 
POIIER  STATIONS  .  l  .  I  92550  I .  19000  I .  . 1600  I . 51500- I .  A~J,~ !I  :..,  1500  I  ' . I  . .  . .. I .  ·:  -.·y  : ..•  :~ •, J  '1~9M5 :t· .. 
oTHERs  - '  .  .1  1  1450  1  .·  - - 1  290  - 1  _- ·10oo  1 - 1~·'- ,  _  ~  _--,  •  1  -- 1  :"  _  1_  ._  -·  1·  _.  _  .·  ·•  _,.:  399o  1: 
I  I  I  I - · I  I  ·  · . "· ··: I  - .  I  . I  I  ·  -J  :  ~- :  'i  ~: .  .  j 
8~  BRIQUETTES  I  'I  I  I  I  I'  I  '  ' f  1- .  I  I  I..  . {; :  . I 
•  AVAILABILITIES  :  .I  1- I  I .  I  I  I  .  .  ' I.  I  . I  I  I  '.  ' : I  ..  ;  I 
PROOuCTJON  .  I  .  I  .  I  .  4830  I  .  I  - I  120  I  .  -·' . l  . ~  .I  . .  I  .  .I  .  I  ..  '<  I  4950  'I  . 
I  ARRIVAL  f:ROH  ECSC  COUNTRIE_S  I ·.  275  I  .  I  .  I  .  .f  . 50  I·  .  I  . ·< I .•  .  100  I  21  I :  ~  I  -.  I .  . '  ~ ·I.  .  44_6  'f.·  ·. 
I  IMPORTS  FROH  NON-MEMBER  I  .  5  I :  :  ..  15,  .I  -~070  I.'·  . ·.,I::  <'-'•:t·:·  _·:' .·. I'  :. :I  ·  ..  I  ' ..  I  . ·  .. :I.  '  .  I  .... ·I ...  1090  .•f.~-
i  COUNTRIES  ,  1 ·•.  _,.  _  ,_  :  _.  '~  i:'-- ~-./::.-r·-··(<  ·  1  _ ...  1  .,  _  1-- --- ,.  i.,)·  __  _,  . ,  ___ ,  · ..  · 1 
-1  TOTAL·:  -1  _260·_:1  15_,_._5900, r- •-:'0:·1.·_  ..  _~~.:'·1-;_·:::go_:l"  .::·_  •. _.,_  -1001- -211  •  r•-:·.~~-:-·1  --~I.  -6486-, 
I  'I  - _.I  ..  1·  I  I .  ._.- I  _:  '  .I  I  .  !  I  I  ·_I  I  I 
1  . - ur 1  uzATION  :  1  ·1  1  1  . r .  1  1  :.-.  . 1  1  1  1  ·-:- - __  1  1  1  -
I  POIIER  STATIONS  I  .  I  I  .  650  .I  .  I  .-·  .  I  .  •  I  .  ':  :_,- 'I  100  I  I  I  •  I  .  I  750  I 
I  .INDUSTRY  I  250''1_ .. · .•  J._  )200  I  .--:r·- ... ·'f:-:>;6.<J'I  ''_.>c:  I  I  6  I  ··I  ·I  ·  f  3516  I 
1- DOMESTIC  I  _30  I.  15.  I  :  1300  r· .··  . _-1_;·.  ·r~:.J  .. /·.  __  6~;·1->· -/  :_1·  I  .15. I  I,  ---~-:I.  ·-~·I  .  1490  I 
.  r:  /.  ::::::::~;:::,::" ·  :.  ·· :  .·  .  : : .  \. t:.:, :  ·  ::~:·:!: . :: :  't :  :;z .  .:t  :::~~··:::;~::  ~1  :  ·  :  .  ·  ·  ·  · : <  .,  • : • .  •. •  :  :  •  • -:  ·•  : :  ••  •  :  ·  ·  .·  :::  : 
.  I  .  COUNTRIES"  .  I  I  '  I  ..  I~  I·  .  ---~~- .,  '(';"?··  , ... ''1  .  I  .- I  •!  ·1--':.. ·I'  ·,  ·I  ··-.·.·  I 
. I· ....  -.-.. -.. -·-.. -...  -..  ;..,.:.-.......  ~, .........  :  .. _.._:.-·-.-....  - ..  ·_·.--~ .....  -----.·.-_  ...  :_.·:-.~-:::-:-·.'._-_.:·_~-_.;.:~~_;::.,,._.·.·.~-... --.-..  ·.·--.:~ ...  _:>~~-·~,:·~~-~ .  .-:~:~:~-:~_.-.---~"-:",~·": ..  -~.-:.:.  ·:-1 
-srt-.026EN .00  TABLE  27 
LIGNITE  AND  PEAT  BALANCE  SHEET  fOR  1989 
( '000  TONS) 
I  .  ----. -. ---......  --. --.- -. - ... -..... --....  --..  ~ ...  -........  :  . -.. -. --.. -....  -. -. -----......  -. ---.....  ~ ~ ......  -....  --.. - ., . -.. -.....  -... -......  --... -...  -= ........  - - - . - -...  :--....  - . .I 
I  I BELGIQUE  I OANMARK  I DEUTSCH·  I  ESPANA  I  FRANCE  I  HElLAS  I IRELAIID  . I ITALJA  I LUXEH·  I  NEDER·  I PORTUGAL  I  UNITED  I EUR  - 12  I 
1  I  I  .  ··  I  LAND  I  _  I  I  I  1  ·- .  1  BouRG  1  LAND  1  1 r:' NGDOH  1  1 
-1· -·  ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  · ·  ·  -·  -·  ·  · :  -· ---·  -·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  I· -·  -· ·  ·  ·, ·I· --·  --·  ·  ·  ·I·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  -~ ·  · I· ·  ·  ·  ·  -·  ·  ·  ·I· ·  · -·  ·  ·  ·  _. ·  1-·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·  .-·I· ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·I·  ·  · ·  ---·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  · -·  -·  ·  ·.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  -·  ·  ·  ·  I· ·  ·  ·· ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·I· ·  -·  ---·  ·  ·I·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  --·  1· 
I A.  RA~ PRODUCT  I  .  I .  . I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I . 
I  - AVAilABILITIES  :  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I.  I  I  I 
I  PRODUCTION  I  I  .  I  109876  I  18694  I  2150  I  52500  I  7710  I  150D  .  I  I  .  f  192430  I 
. I  I  HPOR T  s  I  .f  I  1974  I  I  50  I  I  .1  I  0  •  I .  I  - I  2025  I 
1  TOTAL  :  1  1  - 1  1118so  1  18694  1  .  22oo  1  525oo  1  7711  r  15oo  •  · 1  1  . - 1  194455  1 
I  I  I  I  I  I.  I  I  I  I  I  -·1  I 
I  - UTiliZATION  :  I  I  I  I  I  . I  .  . I  . I  I  I·  I.  ;j 
BRIOUETTJNG  PlANTS  I  - I  .  I  14821  I  I  .  I·  . 500  I  1120  I  .  .  .  I  I  - I  1644i  I 
POIJER  STATIONS  I  I  - I  95709  I  18600  I  1650  I .  5lQ00  I  3335.  I  1500  - I  ·I··  I . 171794•  I 
oTHERs  1  I ·  - I  mo  1.  · ·  ·  1  290  I  1000  I  ·1200.  1  o  1-·  1  1  lino  1 
I  I  I  I  I  !'  I  ·1  I  I .  I  I 
B.  BRIQUETTES  I  I .·  I  I  I  I  ·.  I  I  I  I  I  I 
- 'AVAILABILITIES  :  I  I  I  I  I  I . .  . ·.  I  'I.  . I'  I  I  ..  I 
f'RODUCT I ON  I  I  '  . . I  4  t23  I  I  . . I  120  . I  . .  I  .  - . .  I  .  I  I  ..  4843  I 
"~~!VAL  FROM  ECSC  COUNTRIES  I  27'i  I.  .  - .I  I  I '  .60  I  ''·  I  ..  I  100  21  - I  ' . ' I  - I  . 456  I 
·niPOf!TS  FROM  NON·HE~BER.  . I  5. I  ~·  10 •.  :1  1022  I  I  5  I  f;.  ·  ·  ·.·  •  ·  ·  I  ·I  - j  1042  1· 
COUNTRIES  •  .  i  I  ·.  .I .  I  I  .  I  I  I  . I  I .  I  I .  I 
TOTAL  :  1  280  1 ·  · ·,o  -I  5745  I  o  I  65  1:  120  .I  ..  ·  too  1  21  1  ·  1  1  - 1  6341  1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
·UTILIZATION:  I  I  I  I  ·I  I  I'  I  I  I  I.  I  I 
POIJER  STATIONS  I  I  . .  I  587  I  . I .  I  I  100  I  I  I  I  .  I  687  I 
INDUSTRY  I  250  I  . .  I .  2935  I  .  f.  'I  60  I  I  .6  I  I  I  I  3251  ·I 
DOMESTIC  I  30  I  10  I  . 1490  I  . .  1.  65  .1.  60  1.  I  15  I  I  I  - .1· ..  1670  I 
·I·  SHIPHENTSTOOTHERECSC  I  I  1· ..  ·~17'1·.·,  .··L· ..  ·:.··1····.;1.  ·I·  I'  I  I  ·I·  6171 
·I  COUNTRIES  I  ,.  1··~: .. ·.,·  .. ·l  .I  :1  I  I  I  I.  I  I' 
. l  .EXPORTS  TO  NOH·HEHBER  ;  I  I  - 1..  1'16  I ' .  :.  'I  !  I  ...  I·  I·  .  I  I  ·I  .  I .  116  I 
1.-- ·  cooiiTR 1  es  --: 1  1  ·  ·.  1 ·  1  1  .  r  1 .. : . .  1  1  ,  '  1 ·  ,  , 
f· .. -.. -. -...  -: -... : .  :: -....  _.: ..  :: ..  ·  ......  -... --_-....  : .... -...  -..........  ·. ---... -......  ,  ~ ---...........  -...  ' : - ... -...  : ....  -... -.  --... -... --.. --: ... -.......  -......  -. ---... -... -...  ~ .. I 
~ SJ-